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The Courier-Gazette

SOMETHING NEW

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three eents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonab'e.
NEWS!’? PER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1840
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In- 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
You want automobile COLLISION insurance,
so that you will be protected against DAMAGE
TO YOUR OWN CAR—we don’t blame you.
You don't want the policy offered by other com
panies, because you either have to pay a pro
hibitive premium or else you have to deduct $50
or $100 from each and every claim—we don’t
blame you.
We have a special proposition SOLD BY NO
OTHER COMPANY—low cost—and you don’t
have to deduct $50 or $100 from every claim.

The “American Companies Only” Agency

E. C. MORAN & CO.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE

LOCAL CL^JM SERVICE

Rockland, Maine

425 Main Street.

Blue Serge
SPECIAL
The Best Blue Serge. Finest
quality; absolute guarantee—

$30.00
The famous Morey Straw Hats

$1.75 to $3.00
Keystone Trousers—latest full
leg, full guarantee

$3.50 to $6.50

MIKE ARMATA
The Little Store Around the Comer *
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THE MACMILLAN

FAREWELL

Explorer’s Departure From Wiscasset Saturday Will Be the
Biggest Event In Maine’s History.

Ii

SIDING

ROCKLAND&ROCKPORT
LIME CORP.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

FOR THE RICH OR THE POOR

TUESDAY’S TEMPEST

Caused Much Anxiety At
Vinalhaven With Five Red Cross Nurses Are Ever ReadV To Help—The School
Fishermen Missing.
Dental and the Baby Clinics*

Tuesday's tempest served to scat- ,
..................
„ „
That the farewell to be extended tended to Commander MacMillan by ter Vinalhaven s fishing fleet and , One of the h,Bh Il(lhts of the 'Ion' A financial side might.be revealed by
tc Lieut. Commander Donald B. Ills brother Kotarians of Portland. caused many anxious moments on the day night meeting of Community Chest the number of pupils who each year
MacMillan, when he departs for the They will assemble in a body, with island until next day brought the 1 corporators was the comprehensive are retarded in their school work
North from Wiscasset. Saturday, appropriate emblems and will whoop nlen and poats back home safely.
, .. tl
. prr.„a This oreani- through absence due to toothache.
This results in tlie child repeating a
will be one of the most impressive it up all the way from Portland to
Morrison Bickford was returning,
'
‘
’
. .
As each child costs
and memorable ever to he accorded Wiscasset. Present plans are for | trom Matinicus and his engine broke \ zation’ one ot the b*R beneficiaries second year.
departing explorer, since Peary them to go liy a specially chartered duwn.
Walter Tolman, who went ' of Community Chest, lias greatly en- the Ctly of Rockland the sum of $50
^* ••**•«*«* *•* ••**•*•••••••••••••••••• adiscovered
the Pole, Is Indicated by boat. Due to the fact that practi-1 out from vinalhaven looking for tlie ,arBed lts KC"l,e of 8ervlce and ft,m» each year, some Idea of what tills
♦
~
—
God gives all things to industry.
plans announced by Gov. Brewster c*lly all of the available boats along'migg|ng flshermen found hlm and ; high for the future. In part the re clinic can In time save Rockland may
be derived. A fee of 25c is asked for
the coast huve already been chart- towed his boat hack to that port.
at the executive offices.
— —Franklin.
, port
♦
Preceding his departure a state eied for the occasion extreme dlffl- iI John Nelson and Lewis Thomas
Two nurses and an execu ve s ere the work done when it is possible for
p
.«. .». ••• ••• ••• -•«•••••• ~
1^, banquet
will be given in his honor culty is being had in getting the re- found night's refuge with Edmund tary are en'l>h>yed.
An offlce °1>en the child to pay.
Another new feature of tills year's
every day from 9 to 5 o'clock, is
at Newagen Inn, Southport, through quired number.
, Andrews bn Seal Island.
THE CROP REPORT
the courtesy of Joshua L. Brooks, the
Outside of the official recognition
Albert Miller and Stillman Osgood maintained. At present the working work Is the Baby Clinic which has
staff Is increased by the presence of now become an established fact.
owner and president of the Eastern hy Government and State officials pm imo Matinicus.
Maine Farmers Increase the;
Exposiuon. on the night of the farewell plans to he extended to I one Vinalhaven fisherman witli a pupil nurse from Simmons College Last slimmer a clinic was held in co. June 19, which will be attended by Commander MacMillan by the citl- many arduous experiences to his who has been sent here hy the Di pperatlon witli the W. C. T. U. witli
Wheat Acreage — rruit Government and State officials; of zen.s of Maine will be tlie most credit, said it was the worst gale rector of Nursing to observe and get so much success and so many re
ficials of the National Geographic elaborate and picturesque.
\ for a few minutes that he was ever her practical experience under a well- quests from the mothers to continue
Looks Well.
that tlie clinics have been made a
organized and working service.
Society, which is sponsoring the trip;
Over 1000 small craft, sail and mo- ()Ut in.
Charles B. Radcjiff, Canadian ex- permanent feature of this year's
the United States National Geodetic tor. will meet at Wiscasset on the!
--------------------Reports from farmers to the New
Dr. Warren Sanborn, baby
Society.
representatives
of
the night of( the 19th. They will assemble
Tlie young woman in the show service man who has as yet been un work.
England crop reporting service of the
able to obtain satisfactory adjustment specialist, who conducts a similar
I'nited
States
Navy
and
men
of
Na

from
all
points
on
the
Maine
coast,
room
of
the
Central
Maine
Power
Co.,
U. S. department of agriculture in
i of his claim for disability against the clinic in Augusta and who is asso
dicate that Maine has increased Its tional prominence throughout the and escort Commander MacMillan has been Tlie Brook’s attraction this I Canadian government, is still val ciated with tlie Augusta hospital, has
when
he
leaves
Wiscasset
out
toj
week.
She
is
demonstrating
how
State
and
Country.
acreage of spring wheat about 75 per
This
Special radio receiving sets will ward Monhegan Island where the easy it is to dispose of the family j iantly fighting his battle for just been engaged for this work.
cent oveAlast year and has about 10,rights.
In Augusta, 1924, Mr. Rad clinic in co-operation with the W.
be
installed
and
farewell
messages
final
farewell
will
be
given.
All
of
I
ironing
with
one
of
the
Company's
000. most of it in Aroostook County.
Comfortably ! cliff was fortunate enough to have an C. T. U. Is held the first Monday in
Vermont farmers have sown at will be received, according to pres the small craft will be gaily deco- ! new Simplex ironer.
ent
plans,
from
President
Coolidge,
rated
and
supplied
with
toy
captive
seated
on
an
ordinary
kitchen
chair examination hy Dr. William Sharpe, each month. The Idea is new to the
least 10 percent more and the total is
Gov.
Fuller
of
Massachusetts
and
balloons.
The
small
craft
will
sur

the
housewife
is
able
comfortably
to a brain specialist of New Y’ork City. mothers of Rockland and much time
about 4,000 acres.
Oats acreage is
I)r. Sharpe advised a new form of Is needed to impress the puldic witli
governors
from
other
States,
during
round
the
Bowdoin
and
Peary
and
a
dispose
of
one
of
the
hardest
tasks
of
increased 3 percent in Massachusetts;
treatment and strict diet.
A pair the value of such an opportunity.
the
week.
the
banquet.
prearranged
signal
will
open
up
let

6 percent in Vermont; 8 percent in
of woolen blankets purchased for the To those in touch with the work the
Several
civic
organizations
outside
ting
them
through,
releasing
at
the
New Hampshire and 10 percent in
new treatment and the services of the good done is already easily seen.
Maine.
Harley acreage is small but of the State are Sending special cars same time thousands ■ of balloons
hospital nurses were augmented by Several babies now owe tlieir lives to
to
Wiscasset.
Among
these
is
one
with
"Success"
and
"Farewell"I
shows 5 percent Increase in Maine
additional assistance of tlie Red the timely attention given at the
from
the
Civltan
Club
of
Minneapo

printed
on
them.
and New Hampshire. Conditions af
Cross Nurse. Dr. Sharpe also made Clinic.
These clinics are for tlie
Outside of the small craft farewell
fecting these crops are favorable to lis and one from Chicago.
very effective affidavits to support purpose, mainly of correcting wrong
The
car
of
the
Civltan
Club
will
which
is
under
the
direction
of
Ver

date, but more lain is needed in
the elaini for disability received ih habit and improper feeding or diet.
be in charge of Dr. John H. Moore, a non West, commodore of tlie Port
Maine.
service. Through tlie Veteran's Bu Rockland has a low deatli rate among
classmate
of
CommanderMacMIllan
land
Yacht
Club,
a
large
flotilla
ol
The increased acreages are attri
reau, Senator Gardner, and the 1m babies but every death is needless if
buted to a decrease in the acreage at Bowdoin College, and formerly of chartered excursion steamers will
perial Veterans of Canada Associa tlie mother only understood. A fee
Bath.
They
will
also
charter
a
boat
also
accompany
Commander
Mac

sown in potatoes and the move to
tion, these affidavits were presented of 25c is charged each mother,
have New England dairymen raise and tfcc*mpany MacMillan out from Millan out to Monhegan. Included
to the government at Ottawa, In sup thus avoiding any jdea of charity
more of their feeds in view of high Wiscasset, bidding him farewell oft in these will be three U. S. Eagle 1
port of the claim filed several years work. Community Chest makes this
boats, with U. S. Navy Reserve men
prices for feeds shipped from other Monhegan Island.
ago.
Up to date no satisfaction has great effort possible,
. • • •
aboard, which will accompany him
states.
been received.
"Does this treat
Although favorable reports have
The Civltan party is unique inas along the coast as far as Gape Sable '
Beside nursing, perhaps the most
ment help youth to live and die for
Another unique feature of the
been received from tlie fruit growers much us it Is spending the money
his flag.’’
It decreases patriotism.
spectacular side of the Red Cross
it was pointed out that the effect of realized from an address given under farewell ceremonies will he the fare
In March, owing »o the close of Health I’rogram, has progressed in
several frosty nights during the lat- , their auspices by Commander Mac- well extended by the school child
This phase of
Silsby Hospital, it became necessary a favorable manner.
ter part of May cannot yet he judged Millan after his last trip to the ren of the State. Through a special
to move Mr. Radcliff.
Several days the work is always the most clearly
Peaches in New Hampshire, Mas North. The members decided there call sent out by Gov. Brewster it is
of intense campaign to obtain just understood because it reaches the
sachusetts, Rhode Island and Con was no more fitting way they could expected that over 1000 school child
The coming year lt
the right place resulted in his re most people.
ren will lie present, led by the Gov
necticut seem Ao promise about 75 extend their farewell to him.
moval to Thomaston. This was in a Is planned to make the public real
percent of a crop with the yellow va
Among those expected to he pres ernor’s sons. Charles Foss Brewstei
private fumily where he could have ize more clearly that the nurses are
rieties tending to lead in some sec ent besides Gov. Brewster and Mrs. and Owen P.rewster, to give a fitting
the services of a practical nurse and always ready to help anyone—wheth
tions, theaeport said. Pears and the Brewster and all State officluls, are farewell. The children will lie un
the fee for board would be the same er rich or poor, old or young. Owing
small fruits promise well to date, Secretary of the Navy Wilbur; Rear der the direction of Dr. Augustus O
A new Straw
at the hospital $17.50 a week. Later to the extent of the daily wok. It is
but need rain, tlie report continues, Admiral W. A. Moffett; Gen. Adol Thomas. State Commissioner ol
in May Mr. Radcliff was again moved not possible to accept night or Sun
and tlie condition of the United phus W. Greely of Conway, N. *Y. Education. They will lie dressed In
to 135 Camden street where he is at day cases unless in dire emergency
States apple is four or five points who is the oldest living Arctic ex white, each carrying an American
is waiting for
present.
Through the kindness of but no case referred is ever turned
under average on June 1.
flag
and
a
captive
toy
balloon.
They
plorer in the world; Gilbert GrosveJerome Burrows and other friends his down without some attention.
The
will
spell
out
the
name
MacMillan
on
por, president of’ National Geo
radio moves with him and with this Metropolitan Life Insurance Cotmthe
hillside
at
Wiscasset
near
the
graphic Society; Lt. Riggs of the U.
your old Straw
wonderful piece of modern Invention pany offers to their Industrial Policy
S. Coast and Geodetic Society; who pier, all releasing the balloons aftei
and a spacious porch overlooking Holders a privilege that too few have
singing
National
songs.
sails on the Bowdoin; United States
Penobscot Bay, his days and nights utilized, that of nursing work at the
....
Senators Hale and Fernald; Con
to break
are passed as pleasantly as one in expense of the company. Last win
gressmen Beedy, White, Nelson
Several sea planes will be on hand
Ids condition could expect.
ter 46 visits were made to one patient
and Hersey; Col. Albert Stearns, to aid in the ceremonies and the
Helen Lamb.
at the company's expense, this at tlie
the camel’s back!
President of the Maine Development Fifth Infantry Band of the United
rate of 75c a visit saving the family
Society; Hiram W. Ricker, Presi. States Army will furnish music'
One of the most important phases about $35.
Tills or any other nurs
dent of the State of Maine Publicity throughout the ceremonies.
of tlie year's work of the Red Cross ing work can not be done without a
Special arrangements have been.
When you begin to earn Bureau: State Senator Carter and made
That old straw hat of yours has been the Dental Clinic which has doctor in attendance.
to look out for the thousands'
Col. Frye of the U. S. Fifth Regi
heen established at the Grace street
In several Instances soliciting on
You should begin to save. ment; K. C.' M. Sills, president of who will be present, so that all will!
school.
List year $500 was appro the streets lias been stopped and an
has sung enough blue notes.
Bowdoin College; Arthur J. Roberts, he able to observe the equipment
priated by Community Chest for this investigation made.
When advisable
President of Colby College; Clifton that is aboard the Peary and the
and with this money the clinic room the case has been financed from Red
D. Gray, president of Bates College; T.owdoln. Special ferries will run
lias been furnished and equipped Cross Belief funds or otherwise disand Clarence C. Little, president of from Bath and special excursion
By all rights it should be I in a thoroughly modern manner. In posed of, thus saving the public from
the University of Maine: represents- boats from nearby ports along the
December the Clinic was inaugurated uncalled for expense. At Christmas
greeting the man who carries witli a demonstration by the State the Red Cross worked with the va
tlves of the Eastern States Exposi- coast.
429 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
Dental Hygienist. The local dentists rious organizations giving Chistmaa
tion from Maine New Hampshire
Police arrangements will be under
away your old newspapers.
have co-operated splendidly, giving cheer, furnishing some material as
Vermont, Massacnusetts, Connecti- the direction of the State Police,
one afternoon each in rotation and sistance and much information re
A strictly mutual savings cut, Rhode Island, New Y'ork, New The arrangements for the fareup to date 20 clinics have been held. garding those needing help.
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and well banquet will be given under the
bank
A I.oan Fund was established for a
West Virginia, and heads of all Rail- direction of Joshua L. Brooks, in itDry Cleaning—'fine for men's The work has been chiefly confined
to the first three grades and has re cripple, thereby making hem self sup
roads in Maine; newspaper editors self will be unique. The menu from
suits
and
men
’
s
souls
—
but
not
sulted in 70 patients with a total of porting lather than a dependent on
of Maine papers and out of the State soup to cigars will consist solely ol
DEPOSITS
This money is to be paid
109 visits.
Although the work this the city.
editors and publishers; Mrs. Robert Maine Products and mfisic will he
for men’s straws.
year has heen in the nature of actual back as soon us possible. His equip
Made during the first four I'eary, widow of the discoverer of furnished by a local quartet of good
I
dental work, tlie prime object of the ment all purchased In the name of the
the North Pole, with her son. Robert “Down East Fishermen.”
days of the month will Peary, Jr., who will be special guest, After a conference with Gov. Brfwclinic is preventive.
Next year it Red Cross, also tlie Loan Closet has
Off with the awful—
is hoped that the work will have pro been several times depleted and re
draw interest from the first of honor, ns will also her daughter. ster relative th the farewell arrange
gressed to such a degree that tooth filled.
in one case a family burned
Marie, and husband, Lt. Stafford of ments, Commander MacMillan told
day of that month-.
ache among the younger children out in the winter, were immediately
press representatives that every
the U. S. Navy.
will he almost unknown.
YVlien supplied with clothes, bedding, mat
Mrs. Stafford, familiarly known ns thing was in readiness for his trip
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
Now with the new—
parents begin to realize that a tooth tresses, rugs, lamps, shoes and ‘food
the “Snow Baby." has the distinction north. He said he had tested out
The disaster fund, always
is not like a button which can be supply.
$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00
of having been born the farthest the Bowdoin at Birth and that site |
changed or thrown away when un on hand for emergency was oulled
north of any white girl in the world. would leave for Wiscasset June 17.
desired and that to have good teeth into play during the summer.
A
He stated that contrary to previ- '
Commander MacMillan will have
when an adult, the teeth of youth family lost their home by fire. After
lr. his party his sisters, Jessie and ous reports in. the press that lie
Linen Knickers.
must he preserved, many of our investigation it was deemed advisidile
Eva, of Haverhill, Mass., and Mrs would fly from Boston to Wiscasset
present difficulties will he eliminated. to offer them a loan to rebuild.
Letitla Fogg of Freeport, with her after the farewell ceremonies extwo daughters, Lillian and Mae; Lt. tended to him at the Boston Navy
Sport Belts.
Commander Bird of the Peary, which Yard and would not go down on the
other ipethod seems paramount to
TO 'MAKE AWARDS
accompanies the Bowdoin and Lt. Peary. This was necessary, he said
day.
Com. of Navy E. F. ' MacDonald, as he is to give out the diplomas at
Appreciation of and thanks to tlie
Commander of the Peary, who Is the High School exercises at Wis ' Collar oil Shirts.
In Musi£ Memory Contest At teachers, clubs and to all who con
also president of the American casset Wednesday evening.
tributed to the success of the Music
Strand Theatre Tomorrow Memory Contest, is heartily extended
Broadcasting Association.
He stated that a Navy tug would
Many steamers have been chart accompany the I’eary witli a supply
by Ruth E. Sanborn, supervisor,
In Exchange For Your Old
Night.
ered to bring parties from other of gas that would be loaded on tlie j
witli the hope that the contest may
Battery
I states, among them one by E. Curtis ships at Wiscasset.
,, ,
e
~
1 become a custom in this community.
Prizes
for
tlie
Music
Memory
Con______________
Mathews, of the Portsmouth, N. H.
The plane that Commander Mac
test held in the Public Schools of
Savings Bank.
Millan llies down in will lie one ol
MORRIS HALL DEDICATED
One of the most Interesting feat- those he will take North and will be
Rockland and Thomaston during Na
ures of the farewell ceremonies will put aboard the Peary at Wiscasset.
The commencement program ot
tional Music Week (May 3-9) have
be that extended by the students of
He said that one interesting feat
the East Maine Conference Seminary
arrived
and
are
on
exhibition
at
the
Bowdoin College, Commander Mac ure of his present expedition would
opened Friday witli the dedication of
Maine Music Store.
Millan’s alma mater, and after which he that they intended broadcasting
Morris Hall, the new $75,000 admin
his ship Bowdoin Is named. They will by radio from the Bowdoin during
Tomorrow evening at Strand The istration building and chapel, replac
assemble in a body at Brunswick the entire trip, and even planned to I
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
atre, at the end of the first perform ing the one burned several years
and have arranged some new stunts have the Eskimos talk hack to tills!
Addresses were made by Dr.
•ROCKLAND, ME.
ance, awards will be made in the fol- ago.
in the way of farewell which they country which will he the first time i
Augustus O. Thomas, State commis
38-tf
lowing order: Elizabeth Creighton, sioner of education; Dr. X W. Harris
will spring at the proper moment.
on 'record.
Another equally interesting feat
Commander MacMillan would not '
first prize: Richard Clifford, second; and others.
ure will be the farewell to be ex- discuss the controversy which has
Dorotliy Brennan, third; Catherine
BRAND NEW
arisen over the Canadian Govern
Beattie, fourth; Jane Miller, fifth;
/Member
It's hard work keeping up with the
THIRTY FOOT
ments attempt to claim any landj
Pearl Cohen, sixth; Lillian Parker, Jonses lately.
Reference is had to
Consolidated Stock Exchange
which may he discovered on the
seventli; Hazel Pcndexter, eighth; the Phil Joneses, who have taken
of Mew York
present trip, or his flying over dis-1
Audrle Pillsbury, ninth; Olive Pease, apartments on the top floor of the
pufed territory. He reiterated that
I lentil; honorable mention to Janice C. & it. Water Co. block. STOCKS .nd BONDS
if Amunsden had not been heard from
! Pillsbury, Virginia Richardson, Doris
Publishers of the
by the time he reached Etah that he
Payson. Barbara Elliot and Evelyn YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Would also make a very desirable
I Gleason.
would abandon his own plans and
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
Lobster or Fish Boat
proceed immediately hy airplane for ,
The winners of the first four scores
which is sent free to
If I had to lire my life again I would
will receive cash prizes of $5, $3, $2 ham
Cape Columbia, and not finding trace .
made a rule to rend some poetry and
U
investors upon request
|
i of him there, would head direct for
I and $1, in addition to roiled gold pins listen to some music at least once a week.
! with safety clasps.
Holders of the The loss of these tastes is a loss of htppl.
i the North Pole. He sat'd he would
oeaa.—Charles Darwin.
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
| then resume his original plans and
next six high scores receive pins, and
the class best represented in the con
expected to return to Wiscasset In
A BOY'S SONG
September.
test (Grade 6 of Thomaston, Miss
MARINE RAILWAYS
Where the pools are bright and deep,
Mary
McPhail,
teacher)
will
hold
the
Commander
MacMillan
intimated
j
Where
the
gray
trout lies asleep,
Agent for
Up the river and o’er the lea,
bariher for the ensuing year.
that he might have something more 1
THE RED WING MOTOR
That’s the way for Billy and me.
It Is Interesting to note that the
definite to say regarding the con- ,
BOAT BROKERS
YOU’LL be delighted with
troversy which has arisen over his
banner was won by the lowest con
Where the blackbird sings the latest,
3G-tf Telephone 702-W
Where the hawthorn blooms the sweetest.
testing grade.
trip, at the farewell banquet given in
a dinner eaten here.
Where the nestings chirp and flee.
Something
more
than
10
years
ago
his honor at Newagen Inn on the eve
That’s the way for Billy and me.
Food of proven purity served
the idea of Music Memory Appre
of his departure.
Where the mowers mow the cleanest
ciation orignated In a small town
Moving picture operators will film
in the style that will please
Where the hay lies thick and greenest.
In New Jersey.
lt met with such
the entire farewell ceremonies so '
There
to trace the homeward bee.
Best Reports in
you. Appetizing salads and
recognized success, and has spread
that a complete historical picture
That’s the way for Billy *and me.
with such rapidity, that today hun
record will lie made of the epoch
Where the hazel bank is steepest,
,
to talk about us.
dreds of cities and towns throughout
making event.
Where the shadow falls the deepest,
sur country are availing themselves
Where the clustering nuts fall free.
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
That's the way for Billy and me.
of the benefits.
The contests are
: : Dealers in : :
Get acqu^'nted with our
| not always confined to
schools.
Why the boys should drive away
Milk,
Cream
Where the custom is established it
Little sweet maidens from the play.
“Bill O’Faro
Or love to banter and fight so well,
assumes county and even statewide
and Skim Milk
That's
the thing 1 never could tell.
proportions.
Order
the
Boston
Globe
regu

WHOLESALE «nd RETAIL
The value of Music Memory work
But this I know, I love to play.
larly from your newsdealer or
Through the meadow, among the* hay;
has heen proven conclusively here,
'TEL. 591-4
newsboy.
Up the water and o’er the lea.
PARK STREET,-’- - ROCKLAND
Rockland's Finest Eating Pises
lt Is one way of creating intelligent
Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, *4E.
That's the way fyr Billy and me.
...
14-tf
and appreciative listening to which no
65*77
-James Hogg.

START
SAVING NOW

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

Gregory’s

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA"V1EW ’
BATTERY SERVICE

U

PROTECT THE PAPERS THAT
PROTECT YOU”
OUR SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
ARE

“AT YOUR

Volume 80.................Number 73.

THREE CENTS A COPY

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

QUALITY GOODS AT POPULAR PRICES

PARK AND MAIN STREETS

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, June 18, 1925.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

IN

LOWEST RATES

gazette

SERVICE”

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

SIMON K. HART
: : Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Sta.

: : And Dealer in : :

Native & Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

r

CHAS, P.

~i
DOW & CO. I

CRUISER

FOR SALE 1

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

I

I

BASEBALL

TWIN-WILLOW
FARM

The

Newbert’s Cafeteria

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

Boston Globe

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 18, 1925.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMER A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine, June IS. 1925.
Personally appeared Prank s Lyddle who
oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of 'he
the issue of this paper of June 16, 1J23,
there was printed a total of 6,475 copies.
Before nte,
FLANK ft MILLER,
Notary PubUc.

Mt

Fear the Lord, and serve Him in
truth with all your heart: for con
sider how great things he hath done
for you.—I Samuel 12:24.

June Clearance Sale
A REAL MARKDOWN! STANDARD MERCHANDISE

$165.00
Will buy a beautiful Baker’s Cut

Genuine
B. V. D.

Union Suits,

Men’s

During the hysteria produced by a
bitter political campaign, the people
of Oregon two years ago voted In
favor of a law prohibiting parents
from sending their children to any
but public schools. Private schools
were entirely eliminated by the
measure. The United States Su
preme Court has annulled that law
as contrary to every principle of con
stitutional liberty. There are many
reasons why parents may not want
to send their children to public
schools. The decision does not af
fect the power of the state to en
force proper schooling. The state
HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS
may Insist that the academic stand
ards of private schools be the same
as those for public schools. It maylicense teachers and supervise all
schools to assure the maintenance of
standards. But it cannot interfere
with special instruction of the nor
360 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
mal or cultural nature. This de
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED
cision illustrates how the United
States constitution and the Supreme
MAIL ORDERS FILLED IF ACCOMPANIED BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
Court guarantee and protect the
rights of the American citizen. Habty
legislative action or hysterical de
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE NOTES
PROUD OF OUR YOUNGSTERS
cisions at general elections cannot
override the ultimate protection af
Bulletin No. 1 issued from its Neoforded by these two great institu style press by the Chamber of Com
Second Annual Athletic Exhibition Was a Thriller—Miss
tions of American liberty.
merce. made its appearance yester
day and is to be made a regular
Buttomer’s Grade Five Top-Notchers.
It is the general concensus of opin feature in order that the members
ion among the political experts that may know what their corporation is
doing. Regret is expressed that the
'That's the best selling talk I ever
Mr. McAdoo is already laying the
campaign for Increased membership encountered." said a business man 1 Auenced by the ages. Grace street
foundation for his 1928 campaign for is not proceeding more rapidly. At yesterday afternoon as he. in com- school. Grade 3. Miss Buttomer’s
the
Democratic
nomination
for tention is directed to the hearing pany with over 1200 other interested room, took first prize, a beautiful Sir
President. According to the New which will be held at the State men and women, watched Physical Galahad picture. Miss Eleanor Grif
fith's "A. McLain School, took sec
York World, a Democratic organ, House, June 23 at 2.30 p. m. in re Director Phil Jones putting 850 boys
gard to rebuilding the road between and girls of the Rockland, schools ond prize, a picture of the late Presi
which is not. however, friendly to Rockland and Augusta, via Union,
dent Harding. Third prize went to
through their paces.
McAdoo, the latter Is holding a Washington and Cooper’s Mills. Pe
8A. McLain. Miss Ellen Cochran:
The
occasion
was
the
second
an

series of political conferences over titions carrying 872 names have al nual athletic exhibition, and Com fourth to Miss Littlefield's Grade 6
the country. The general purpose ready been presented. The Chamber, munity Park with its three-acre bil McLain and 5th to Miss Jones' Pur
chase street Grade 5. “Joe Griffin's
which in reality is a clearing house.
of these Is said to be the laying of Is extremely busy now on the Com liard-top smooth surface offered an room" as the kids told the world.
ideal
setting.
plans for the abrogating of the two- munity Chest drive. A committee
Following the marching and prize
Words fail to convey the picture awards the director excused a hun
thirds nominating rule in Demo comprising G. H. Blethen, G. W.
cratic conventions.
The
World Snow. Mayor Snow and W. O. Fuller, of that great group of youngsters dred of his charges, and. mounting
is looking for an available place to deployed over the field, marching the raised platform, lined with chil
states also that the McAdoo lleuten-.
be used as a landing field if an air wheeling, drilling in absolute and dren up. rank on rank the full depth
ants are trying to force the Demo plane mail route is established be instantaneous obedience to
the
cratic national committee into pres tween Boston and Bangor. Every voice of the director. A special drive
ent activity, and that this is being effort will be made to have Rockland has been made this year on march
a distribution point. Harry Moody, ing and the children had the process
resisted by Chairman Shaver, who is
who wants to establish an underwear down to a fine art, answering the
standing out against any effort of factory In this city, indicates that ringing commands with a snap and
any friction to gain control of the he will be here shortly to talk busi verve that was immensely pleasing
committee. Mr. McAdoo is a very- ness. Two very good propositions to the judging military men. Major R.
will be made to the concern by the W. Brown. Lieut. R. F. Saville, Lieut.
astute and resourceful gentleman
Chamber. The public is warned to E. R. Veazie and Corp. A. P. Brewer.
and we shall not be surprised to see keep an eye on solicitors who are The final reviewing was made before
a large success result from his cam working without the endorsement of a highly enthusiastic audience to the
accompaniment
of
umpty-seven
paign. He had a strong following in the Chamber.
shrilling automobile sirens. The five
Maine last year and doubtless will be
Harold Simmons home for the leaders were so close to an even
again a favorite here.
summer is employed at the Sugar perfection that the judges had a
Bowl, corner of Camden street and | hard task in making the awards, the ,
When we advocate the use
Waldo avenue.
I final decision necessarily* being in-.
Maine products first those of us in J
this section should lay special em-|
phasis upon the things produced in
our immediate vicinity. There is a
neat little list of them that it will be
worth one's while to consider. The
Courier-Gazette would like to hear
from Its High School readers in this
connection. What articles are pro
duced in this corner of Maine that
should engage the attention of the
people when making purchases?
We shall be glad to print communi
Did you ever stop to consider that every car you
cations on the subject.

Khaki Pants,

Summer Underwear,

Athletic Union Suits,

Velour

Suits

Suits

Select the style; we will deliver it
at once

$1.15

/O

BURPEEComp,ny
Furniture

Discount

JOHN CLARK

--- '

.

These are the glorious days when
boy and girl graduates take the
spot-light and taste of the Joys of
publicity. Well, it is n happy sea
son. and we who call out of the past
the sensations associated with our
own experiences of it, take both
pleasure and pride in wishing them
the fullest measure of enjoyment us
they tread the threshold of the
larger life opening ahead of them.

Yesterday’s ^exhibition at Com
munity Park furnished a striking
and happy Illustration of what is be
ing done among Rockland schools
through the instrumentality of a
physical director.

meet on the road is a used car and by purchasing
a good used car your investment is a great deal less
than a new car in the actual service that you will
receive?

1916 Overland Touring........................ $
1916 Chevrolet Roadster......................
1917 Buick Racer....................................
1921
Ford Coupe.....................................
1917
Buick Touring..............................
1917
Hudson Touring.........................
1920
Ford Ton Truck, stake body ...
1920
Nash Touring...............................
1920 Buick Touring .............................
1920 Buick Touring................................
1922 Ford Panel Delivery....................
1921
Dodge Touring.............................
1921
Studebaker Touring.....................
1920 Dodge Sedan..........................
1921
Nash Coupe.....................................
1924 Star Coupe......................................
1923 Dodge Panel Truck......................
1923 Dodge Sedan..................................
1921
Hudson Sedan...............................
Jewett Coupe ................................
Hudson Coach
.................
1 Oldsmobile Sedan
.................

45.00
60.00
80.00
120.00
120.00
125.00
140.00
165.00
215.00
225.00
235.00
250.00
275.00
350.00
375.00
450.00
625.00
625.00
650.00
750.00
750.00
800.00

dance
SPRUCE HEAD
Community Hall

SATURDAY NIGHT
Smalley’s' Orchestra
Square and Round Dances
Begins at 8:00 o'clock
EVERYBODY WELCOME

Every one of these cars is in good condition.
It will pay you to buy your car from a reliable firm.

“Terms if desired.”

“We will trade your old car.”

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
710 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
X’X

ESSEX
OPEN EVERY EVENING

TEL. 896

This is Phil Jones in his war paint.

of the great field, and gave a half
hour’s drill that the spectators can
never forget. Such a showing of ac; curate physical manipulation, con' trol, precision and above all, alert• ness on the part of every bright-eyed
participant.
proved
beyond
the
shadow of doubt the value of physi
cal education in the city schools.
, The final number, a wand and flag
drill, saw the whole field aglow with
the fluttering beauty of ’the national
colors upraised over the glowing
faces of the men and women of to
morrow.
It was an inspiring spectacle.

USED CAR SALE

THIS HANDSOME

g

OPEN EVENINGS

The following cars can be
seen on our floor ready for
delivery. Besides these cars
we have a list of 40 more,
including practically every
type of car on the market

ROCKLAND
USED CAR MART
PARKER F. NORCROSS
Manager
^BLAKE’S GARAGE, NORTHEND
737 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

davenport up

holstered IN REAL

LEATHER IS ONLY

$49.50
A beautiful davenport during

the day and quickly converted

_____________________________________ j into a bed at night.

BcdRgpm

.

KROEHLER luxurious as either.
Davenport ~Bed

It is as
Many other

styles to select from.

SEA GRASS FURNITURE—LARGE COMFORTABLE ROCKER $16.00

JOIN THE REFRIGER
wir

ATOR CLUB

Cr

$1.00 Weekly
Will pay the dues
You select the size and style
and it will be delivered at once.

SPECIAL—The 110 pounds ca
pacity, shown at the right, is a
genuine WHITE MOUNTAIN.
Finished in golden oak—

$42.50
SPECIAL TOP ICER—95 pounds
capacity,
A genuine WHITE
MOUNTAIN—

$32.00
Many other styles from $18.00 up.

SEE OUR BIG LINE

EXCHANGE YOUR

BURPEE

OF FIREPLACE

OLD FURNITURE

FURNITUPE CO.
ROCKLAND —

NOT EXPENSIVE

MAINE

.•BcaocnaacnnopaDDocc

Five Kent's Hill Seniors who have
been made members of the Cum
Laude Society the past year were
called to the platform at commence
ment, and presented with their certi
ficates of membership nnd gold
watch, charms. Ofte of the five was
a Rockland boy. Percy W. Blaisdell.
Mr. Blaisdell was also awarded $20
in gold as one of the six winners in
the essay contest for which prizes
were offered by the American Chemi
cal Co.
Forty-nine diplomas were
granted, among the graduates being
Percy W. Blaisdell of Rockland. Nel
son Burns, Jr., of Waldoboro, and
Ella Frances Lermond of North War
ren.
Tuesdii^'s gale trimmed quite a
few local radio sets.

TEL. 891-M

1923 Buick Sport Touring $1050.00
Overhauled and Repainted
Guaranteed
1923 Buick Touring.
550.00
1923 Buick 6. repainted,
700.00
1923 Buick Big Six, first class
condition,
1050.00
WITH THE BOWLERS
1918 Buick 4, 5-passenger tour
f
ing,
125.00
Yes, sir, Charlie Schofield’s team
1920 Buick Touring, good condi
has won a game. Took place at the
tion,
•
r
200.00
Star alleys Tuesday night, when the
1920 Mitchell Coupe,
325.00
O’Brien outfit was shelved by a mar
1924 Overlend Coach,
450.00
gin of 16 pins. Holt was the hero
1921 Cadillac Sedan, 7-passenand Mrs. McRae the heroine. The
ger, overhauled, repainted,
score:
first elate shape,
1250.00
Schofield’s Stars
1921 Cadillac 7 past. Sedan, 1200.00
Schofield ........... 84 66 85 87—322
1924 Studebaker Light Six
Mrs. Norcross.... 67 73 71 64—275
Coupe, overhauled, guaran.
Miss Pease ....... 77 70 71 70—288
teed first class shape,
750.00
Holt ..................... Ill 94 85 88—378
1922 Peerless Coupe, overhauled
repainted, A1 condition,
800.00
339 303 312 309 1263
1922 Ford Sedan, 1st class
O’Brien Outfit
shape,
250.00
O’Brien .......
......... 87 81 72 95—335
71 68 86 84—309 j Fords—Several to choose from
Mrs. McRae
85.00 to 400.00
Mrs. O'Brien
83 69 68 59—279
1923 Ford Touring,
225.00
Mrs. Holt ....
78 81 85 80—324
CASH OR TERMS ON ALL CARS
WE TRADE IN YOUR OLD CAR
319 299 311 318 1247

Robert Tweedie fell from a break
ing stage at the Tweedie cottage at
North|>ort Campground yesterday, a I
distance of about 30 feet and sus- J
tained a broken collar bone and other
injuries. He is restipg fairly com
fortably at his Fulton street borne
this morning nnd indications point

BABY CARRIAGES AND STROLLERS, PRICED FROM .... $12.00 UP

FIXTURES

Every one of the following cars are as repre
sented or your money back.

MOTOR

A Rockland man who came
n
from upper Talbot avenue yesterday
reported seeing three small abso
lutely
nude
children
<H‘’P°rtinlK
themselves In the street. Th s is
hastening the modern trend Just a

ARTHUR M. SPROWL

Arthur M. Sprowl died at his home
Friday night after an illness of four
mouths. Deceased was horn in this
city Aug. 12. 1882. Besides his wife
he is survived by eight children and
mother, Mrs. L. J. Sprowl. Funeral
services were held from his late resi
dence. 34 Thomaston street Monday.
Rev. B. P. Browne officiating. InteFment was made at Bay View
cemetery.

CARS”

The illustration at the right
shows you the wonderful con
struction of our overstuffed fur
niture. It it noticeable at once
whan you use it. So soft and
comfortable, but holds its shape
and beauty.

»

The death last Sunday of John
Clark, following an illness of eight
weeks marked the passing of a well
known citizen whose obituary would
he incomplete did it fail to chronicle
some of the unusual features of his
long life. His home for the past 50
years had been at 23 Sea street place,
and outside of work hours he was
away from it only long enough to
come up-town for a Saturday night
shave, or perhaps to witness a pa
rade. He never rode on a steam
train, and a solitary- ride in an auto
mobile satisfied his ambition in that
direction. He never used liquor or
tobacco and rtiembers of his family
never heard him utter a cross word
Home meant everything to him and
even to all of the children in his
neighborhood he was affectionately
known as "Dadda" Clark. 4
The deceased was born in this city
77 years ago. a son of Benjamin
Clark.
For the past 45 years he had
handled lobsters, in the employ, re
spectively of Stephen Chase. F. W.
Collins, C. F. Simmons and Thorn
dike & Hix. He is survived by hie
wife. Mrs. Susan Clark: two child
ren, Adelhert M. Clark and Mrs.
Jessie R. Duggan; a grandson. Ray
mond C. Ward; two brothers, Benja
min and Edwin Clark: and one sis
ter, Mrs. Charles Alien.
Funeral services were held Tues
day- afternoon. Rev. B. P. Browne oi
the First Baptist church officiating
Among the many handsome floral
offerings were designs from "The
Boys and Girls at tlie Wharf." Pe
nobscot Fish Co., Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co., A. C. McLoon & Co., and
Sears Hose Co. The fireman enter
tained special affection for him as
his son. son-in-law and grandson all
served with the Sears Company. The
bearers were Charles Dyer. Charles
Shfcdie, Artis Pease and William
Stfvens. The burial was at Sea View
< eyietery.
a , i
-------- >------------

“GUARANTEED”

Tomorrow night's farewell dinner
at Newagen Inn to Lieutenant
Commander MacMillan, tendered by
Governor Brewster, will be one of the
striking events of the Maine season,
in keeping with the international
importance of tlie expedition upon
wjilch the distinguished explorer will
depart the following day, and setting
him upon that North Pole journey
with notable acclaim. The CourierGazette will be represented at the
dinner by Jarvis C. Perry.

STUFFED SUITE

Pays for a New

GLENWOOD RANGE

GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.

“USED

THREE PIECE OVER

$1.00 WEEKLY

Union

Children’s Play Suits,

The country will agree with Sec
retary of State Kellogg that the time
has come to take a firm stand with
respect to Mexico's attitude toward
the rights and property of Ameri
cans doing business in that country.
A prompt mending of the ways of
the present Mexican government is
demanded and complete restitution
for all damages sustained hrough the
confiscatory operations of the agrari
an laws. Uncle Sam has been verypatient with the fiery neighbor on
his southern border.

SellTurniture BuiltrwilhNadmian SpringUnits

INSIDE

DAILY VACATION

FOR NEW
WE WILL TAKE IT

MILLINERY OPENING
7 MISS G. LOUISE AYERS
Millinery Designer and formerly summer instruc
tor in the University of California, and the past
year associated with Aitken Sqn & Co., New York
City, will display JUNE 19 and after, advanced
hats for mid-summer and early .fall wear, also hats
to-prder at the residence of Mrs. Mary Wiggin
Spear, 33 Limerock Street. Tel. 451-J.
15

BIBLE SCHOOL
Opens

MONDAY, JUNE 22
9:00 A. M.
FREE TO CHILDREN

»

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
73-74

WHERE CAN YOU
BEAT THIS?

HEAVY STEEL
LUGGAGE CARR4ER
Fits running board of any car, black
, enameled, well riveted, will not bind,
extends 54 inches.
Sent Postage
Paid to your address for—

$1.29
D. T. PERCY & SONS

AYER’S
OWe have on hand right now almost anything you
could want in the way of Summer Goods. And say,
we’d be right glad to welcome you to our store, and
show goods.
FOR MEN—
Beautiful Summer Shirts, with
nr without collars, beautiful
colors .... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Summer Sweaters or Sport
Coats, in some of the craziest
and some of the prettiest
patterns'$3.50, $5.00, $6.00, $7.00
Latest Patterns in Summer
Hosiery—hot stuff but very
pretty
.... 25c, 59c, 75c, $1.00
Summer Underwear in almost
every pattern or design.........
..................... 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50
Straw Hats—the latest styles
...........................$2.00. $2.25, $3.00
Snappy Caps—new patterns
..... —.............. .......... $1.00, $2.00

FOR BOYS—
Play Suits, Flapper Suits,
Overall Suits, Cowboy Suits,
Indian Suits, Baseball Suita
.......................... $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
Wash Suits, over 40 patterns I
to pick from $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
Top Coats for boys of 3 to 8
years old ................. ~........ $5.00
A tremendous line of Boys’
Hats and Caps in new pat
terns ............................. 50c, $1.00
Golf Stockings ............. 50c, $1.00
Linen Knickers .................... $2.00
Khaki Shirts, Blouses or Pants
each ...................................... $1.00
Underwear of every descrip
tion. —.................. 50c, 75c, $1.00

FOR LADIES—Well, we don’t carry very much that they use, that's a
fact. But what we lack in numbers we make up in quality. Just notice
the Pigeon Silk Stackings—the kind that has the wear and looks com
bined-over 40 different colors, $1.50.
We'have mentioned just a few of the<nany, many good things we
have for you. Come in and see for yourself.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Maine Society of Colonial
Wars held |ts annual meeting in
Portland yesterday.
Arthur
H.
Huse of Camden was elected his
torian.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 18—Rockland High School Graduation
In New High School auditorium
June 22—Baptist Vacation Bible School
opens.
June 22—Annual meeting Rockland High
School Alumni Association In High School
auditorium
June 26—Ash Point Church supper and en
tertainment.

When you buy an Oriental Rug, buy one that has
the qualities which make Orientals really worth while.
Our rugs are bought piece by piece—for their indi
vidual interest and beauty. A rug that we cannot fully
guarantee finds no place in our stock.

Xnrth Haven High School gradu
ates tvere in the city yesterday “hav
ing their pictures took.”
The transportation officials, of
| whom there are quite a number In
Rockland, are now planning to form
_ a club.

Fourteen
candidates—seven of
them women-have been taking the
semi-annual examination before the
State Board of Osteopathy Ir. Augusta
this week. Dr. T. L. MeBeath of
ltockland is a member of the board.

While Rev. John M. Ratcliff and
friends from Beverly, Mass/ were
window* shopping on Main street
during their visit here yesterday
they came to the store of Willis I.
Ayer. “There you are. now !” ex
claimed one of Mr. Ratcliff's com
panions. And sure enough there
was an enlarged portrait of the for
mer pastor, looking as natural as
life. It was in an exhibition being
made by Champney, the photogra
pher across the street.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Ocean Park Food Sale
• • • •

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

All children who plan to attend
the Story-Hour picnic at Ingraham
Hill are asked to meet at the library
steps Friday at 10.30 o'clock, the
children taking their own lunches.
This marks the end of Saturday
story-hours until September. Every
| child whose name is on the StoryfHour list at the library is Invited to
come.
Transportation will be pro
vided for the smaller children.

JUNE 20
73-lt

The Twilight League schedule is
still in the making, but arrangements
have proceeded far enough so that
the opening game will take place at
Community Park Monday evening.
___
<

Real Penobscot River Sahnon, Lb... 75c
_________________ (also other kinds)
FRESH CRAB MEAT

PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON, lb............. 75c
NICE OLD POTATOES, peck ........... 25c

A

SPECIAL PRICES ON ROAST
CORNED BEEF
ROASTS .. 12c to 35c; CORNED .. 8c to 25c
BONELESS VEAL ROASTS, lb.................... * 30c

LOCAL HADDOCK, HALIBUT and MACKEREL
NEW GREEN PEAS,
STRING BEANS,
NATIVE & MASSACHUSETTS ASPARAGUS,
EGG PLANT, NATIVE SPINACH, CUKES,,
RIPE TOMATOES, LETTUCE, BUNCH BEETS
CARROTS, NEW AND SWEET POTATOES,

CALIFORNIA CANTALOUPE, PINEAPPLES^
BERRIES, ORANGES, GRAPE FRUIT,
CHERRIES, NEW GRAPES, APPLES
2 Cans Fancy Cora
35c

2 Cans Tender Peas
35c

2 Cans Golden Bantam
Corn, 43c

Succotash
19c can

Tit Willow

CampbeU’s
Tomato Soup
3 cans
25c

No. 2 Tomatoes

15c; 2 for 25c

Swift’s
Sunbright Cleanser
3c can; 10 cans 25c x

Swift’s
Washing Powder
35c pkg. 27c

EVERYTHING THAT’S GOOD TO EAT

PHONE YOUR
QUALITY

Col. Edward T. O’Hern who was
ordnance officer of the first Ameri
can forces in prance and assembled
the ammunition supplies for the St.
Mlhiel defense, is in the State, and
accompanied by Lieut. Robert E. DeI Merritt, will soon inspect the Rock
land, Thomaston and Camden Coast
Artillery batteries.

-AT—

Successor to
COBB’S INC*

<?

It seems that Claremont Commandery is not to play host to the
Vinalhaven Sir Knights next Tues
day night, after all. De Valois Commandery has chartered steamer Cas,tine for the St. John's Day pilgrim
age to Bangor, and will go to Ban
gor directly from the island, instead
of via Rockland, as was the original
intention.

Get Your Saturday
Supper

ORDERS

Knowlton’s

SERVICE

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD
“A Main Is What He Eats”

MEN
At our store you will find everything in Men's
Furnishings, late in style, excellent in quality
and reasonable in price.

L. E. BLACKINGTGN
310 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

EVERYTHING IN MEN'S WEAR
Supt.. Alan F. McAlary of the
C. W. Carver of Gardiner Is em
Camden & Water Co. has bought the ployed as night chef at Newbert’s
line Clarence E.. Daniels residence, Cafeteria.
Talbot avenue, the sale being made
through the It. U. Collins real estate
The First Baptist church at Its
agency.
\
parish meeting last evening voted
to make Its pastor. Rev. Mr. Browne,
Carlyle U. Brown, who holds the a member of the Chamber of Com
rank ot 2d lieutenant In the Field merce.
Artillery Reserves, has been desig
nated to represent the commanding
Raymond, Ludwig arrived home
officer of the First Corps Area In this yesterday from a busy winter at the
locality Defense Day. He will glad Bryant Stratton business college,
ly supply any information that may Boston, and will as usual drive for
be desired.
Medomak Camp, "Washington, through
the summer.
Two ladies who have been guests at
the Samoset Hotel many seasons
Fred Knight and Howard Ludwig
have died w ithin a few weeks—Mrs. have completed their Coast Guard
Hammond of Philadelphia and Mrs. enlistments and. are searching for
Braisted of New York. They will be new worlds. Fred, threatens to enter
greatly missed by the other guests baseball this summer and Howard Is
who have been coming regularly.
to continue his schooling In Pennsyl
vania this fall.
The Cement Company has Just re
“1
Many boys and girls are counting
ceived five carloads of steel for the
new lime kilns and a carload of the days uhlll the vacation school
equipment. Work on two kilns be opens Monday at .the First Baptist
The children are sure to
gins at once. Each will be 17 feet 6 church.
inches in diameter and 78 feet high, have a good time 'In. the games and
and each will produce 35 tons of songs and the making of paper and
lime a day. The company has other wood handcraft
plans in the making.
Rockland has established an en
"How are those for black fiy bites?'' viable and desirable position for her
asked L. E. Blackington yesterday, self in educational circles by having
proudly displaying the proofs of 100 percent of her teachers, grades
sportsman’s valor, scars from a and High School, enrolled as mem
week's fishing trip with Kenneth bers of the National Education Asso
Blackington ot Lake Chesuncook. ciation. Rats off to the city's ped
There were other bites besides the agogues and pedagogueese.
black flies though, and the trip was
The Maine Law Court convenes in
most successful.
Portland next Tuesday with Chief
"Old Home Week” made a great Justice Scott Wilson presiding. The
hit at Park Theatre yesterday, with aetive docket la smaller than usual
Thomas Mciglian and Lila Lee as and the Knox County cases, of which
stars. Manager Benson will probably there are eight, will probably be
have to hang out the S. R. O. sign reached the first week in July.
again today. The weekend double It Is understood that only three of
feature at the Park comprises Rich the eight cases wilt be argued.
ard Barthelmess in "New Toys,” and
Y’esterday's
Kennebec
Journal
Wesley Barry in "Battling Bunyan.”
contained this interesting
item;
At the same time Hoot Gibson will
"The Waterhouse Detective Agency
tie holding forth at the Empire in
announces for the protection of mer
"The Riding Kid from Powder Hill.” chants of Maine that a man who has

Under the cew city ordinance dis
count at the rate of 5 per cent is now
slowed if the amount assessed is
paid within 30 days after date of
commitment. Three per cent will be
allowed on taxes, if amount assessed
is paid withn 30 days after date ot
unpaid after 60 days interest at the
rate of 6 per cent will be charged.
So it behooves property owners to
get busy at once and get a nice little
discount. The tax rate is 43 mills.

$20.80
Other Hammocks from

$7.00 up

U

This Massive Rocker only

$5.20
Other Rockers from

$1.50 up

ing merchants of amounts in vari
ous small sums. The representative
of the Standard Menu Company
claims that this man is a fraud and
is Working in the State of Maine. Is
kn|>wn to haVe been in Rockland and
Rumford staying at good, hotels.
His description is about five feet
eight and one-half inches, weight
about 170 pounds, dark complexion,
black hair, neatly dressed, wore hffht
sliit, soft felt lint, had a smooth ap
pearance talked and looked like a
foreigner.”

Also a full line of—

Porch Screens, Window Screens,

Swing Hammocks, Refrigerators
and Oil Stoves

V. F. STUULEY INC.

“Art" Spaulding, entertainer and
promoter who operates Island Park,
Winthrop and is a member of the or
chestra at Oakland Park was taken
suddenly ill last Friday at Ills Lake
Cobbosseecontee summer home and
removed to the C. M. G. hospital at
Lewiston where it was repor'ed his
condition was serious.
Mr. Spauld
ing is said to be suffering with an
attack of typhoid.
Mr. Spaulding
with his family have been at Lake
Cobbosseecontee for the past six
years conducting the dance pavilion
featuring the Bert Myers orchestra.
Winters he manages a ball room at
Boston.
He is well known through
the New England States as ar. enterlulner.

To avoid, cancer avoid chronic
(irritation. Lose no time.

Rockland Red Cross.

1885

1925

o SYfoA eyery grave

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

IfYou Hurry!
CANIGET
*TOU CANiGET

a white Enameled
Tabic

’1019

(Regular Price

with.
The Latest

Mooel Family Size

WONDER. ♦JUNIOR,"

5>lMPLEX|RONEg
In the first place, this Won
derful “Junior” Ironer is a real
Simplex with all the exclu
sive Simplex features.
In addition, the new Wonder
“Junior” Simplex with Tabic Top
—is convenient and useful every
day oi the week.
—is particularly adapted to the
housewife oi the small family
and the small home.
—has open end. My! how it irons!
—will save hours and hours on
ironing day.
—is beautifully finished in gray
enamel with white enameled por
celain table top. Looks well in
dining room, kitchen or laundry.
—you can iron easily and comfort
ably while seated on an ordinary
Lichen chair.

The Best Ironer
Absolutely without cost or obligation to you, we
will give you this beautifulwhite enameled porcelain
Table Top attachment which instantly changes your
Ironer into a convenient, useful, beautiful table for
kitchen or laundry—it’s free with the Ironer.
CONVENIENT
MONTHLY TERMS

$10.00 Down

Notice the demonstration in our local
store window.

Phone to have your next

ironing done by the Simplex Ironer in your

own home.

BORN
Creighton—•Steelton, Pa.. June 15, to Mr.
and Mrs Janies Creighton, a daughter—
Joanna.
'Hupper—New York City, June 16. to Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper, formerly of Mar
tinsville, a spn
Bennett—Worth Hope. June 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Loren Bennett, a daughter.
Meservey—Camden, June —, to Mr. and
IMra Stanley Meservey, a daughter.

Tel. 713.

ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET.

Tuesday. Children's Day at Odd
Fellows hall, was a rollicking success
in spite of the down pour outside.
There were 43 children on hand to
participate in the games and partake
of the refreshments with a score or
more of mothers to assist.
Tlie program, shortened by enforced ab
sences because of the storm, was ex
cellent. Charles Havener and Ruth
Richards contributed piano solos,
Louise Dolliver and Virginia Rich
ards recited and Jesse Carroll played
a drum selection to the accompani
ment of Mrs. Walter Dlmick.

No obligation.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
CAMDEN—Telephone 223-11

ROCKLAND—Telephone 530.

MARRIED
Lehto-Lirmatianen—Rockland, May 23, by
Harry Bradbury, J I*., Victor Lehto and Miss
Inipl Lumatianen. both of Rockland.
Dean-Fernald—Rockland, Feb 11, bJ Harry
Bradbury, J. P, Arthur F Dean and Miss
Effle Fernald. both of Rockland
Hysom-Hoffses—Portland, June 13. by Rev.
G E. McCann, Denell A. Hysom of Loudvllle and Miss Delia G. Hoffses of Waldoboro.

DIED

Levensaler—Waldoboro, June 12, Miss Doris
R Levensaler, aged 22 years
Lenfe.it—Washington, June L"», Sarah, widow
been signing himself as H. Collins of Peter M. Lenfest. aged 82 years, 6 months.
Ithania Philbrlck, proprietor of Sea stating that he is a remresentative of
Andefson—’South Thomaston, June 18, Rosa,
View Garage, had a strenuous day, the Standard Menu, aid Hotel Sup wife of Isaac Anderson, aged 67 years. Fu
Tuesday, and one he is probably not ply Company is said to be defraud neral from Finnish church Saturday at 2
o’clock.

anxious to repeat. While helping un
load an automobile from a freight
car at Maine Central station, the
gearing gave way and hit him a smart
. crack on the head. The injury was
i considered serious enough for him to
, be taken to the hospital. He was be
ing taken thither in one of his Nash
' cars, when the latter skidded at the
corner of Union and School streets,
and striking a telephone pole, was
.badly wrecked. Mr. Philhrook was
not injured in the second accident,
• and his stay at the hospital was brief.

This Hammock outfit complete for

The tofficers of Children's Play
ground received a pleasing financial
offer from a tent theatrical troupe,
yesterday, desiring to pitch its canwas on the lot for a fortnight, but
the offer was not accepted, due to the
fact that the kiddies need all the
room all the time.

Oriental Rugs of all descriptions repaired at rea
sonable prices.

“Tomorrow and the five succeeding
days will be 15 hours and 32 minutes
long—In other words the longest
days of the year. Summer has Its of
ficial beginning next Sunday.
The
days begin to decrease Thursday
The vessels of the Lawrence fleet
June 25, but will not be less than 15
are all busy. Schooner Azua is on
hours long until July 23.
her way from Hampton Roads to
Campbellton, N. II.
with
coal;
County chairmen for the New Eng
Bchooner Esther K. is in passage from land fruit show to be held in Boston
Tampa, Fla. for Boston, with lum from Oct. 28 to Nov. 2, have been
her; schooner R. R. Govin is at Bos selected to make the arrangements
ton. discharging lumber from Jack for Maine's participation in the fruit
sonville; schooner Jere G. Shaw is show.
The Knox County chairman
at Philadelphia, with plaster from is Robert J. Nutt of Union; Lincoln
Hillsboro. N. S.. and schooner Toli- is represented by Charles H. Butler
ma is at Newcastle. N. B., loading .of Wiscasset, and Waldo County by
lumber for New York. The R. R. C. C. Clement ot Winterport.
Govin will sail for Bridgewater, N.
S., to load lumber for New York.
It's really surprising liow the fa
mous old play "Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
will go over when It comes to town.
An American ought to be
The Strand played to capacity
ss careful about his coun
houses on its Monday and Tuesdays
try's good name as if it 'stand, and would have held 4t over
were his own.
for another day but for its previous
bookings.
Nevertheless, the man
Ku Klux Kian.
agement has booked it for a return
date.

have a full line for your inspection.

Mr. Sawin of the High School
faculty leaves today for Jonesport,
where he will enjoy a couple weeks
of fishing before going to Bates’
summer school. The coming year he
will have charge of the High School
at Brownville Junction.

Mr. John Peters

To correct an item published In
The Courier-Gazette a week ago
Mrs. J. R. Flye wishes It understood
that cottage “Tonawanda” has not
been leased to the management of
Crescent Beach Inn and was not re
sponsible for item.

This is the time of year to think about your Porch and Lawn Furniture, We

Belfast is to have a warship for
the Fourth; Camden is to have the
Governors; Oakland Park will have
two Twilight League games; while
Rockland offers a nice opportunity
for those who like to sleep in the
daytime.
.

It is a pleasure to inform you that we will hold our
annual Sale of Oriental Rugs, beginning MONDAY,
JUNE 15, under the direction of

Supt of Mails John H. Flanagan Is
on the vacation list this week.
Clerk Frank W. Tibbetts and Carrier
, Ansel Saunders will follow Ills ex
ample next week.

Summer Comfort

Alumni dues should be paid if pos
sible before the Monday night meet
ing.
Miss Beulah Rokes is treas
urer.
If convenient, the quarters
may be left with President W. J. Sul
livan at the Perry coal office.

W orth Owning

St. John, N. B. salmon are in the
local markets at 43 cents a pound,
and very toothsome.

Liabilities of $16,4592 are listed in
a voluntary bankruptcy petition tiled
by Theodore R. Sweetland, Portland
salesman, in the United States Dis
trict Court./Sweetland managed the
Gayety Theater In Portland for the
past few years, and formerly lived
In Rockland. His assets amount to
$2,050, of which $50 in personal ef
fects Is alleged to be exempt. Un
secured liabilities amount to $14,470.

The Rockland schooner Gilbert
Stancliffe went adrift at Bath dur
ing the heavy gale Tuesday noon,
but was docked with the aid of a
tug undamaged.

Oriental Rugs

Collector Collins received tlie an- nual tax commitment yesterday.

Farmington Normal School Is grad
uating this year the largest class in
its history.
The members who hall
from this locality are Margaret E.
Brown, Matinfeus; Alene E. Clifford,
Thomaston; Joanna Hawes. Union;
Alice IL Kyster, Rockland; Eva L.
Taylor, South Hope.
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CARD OF THANKS
We desire our neighbors and other friends
to know how grateful we are for tlie kindness
and sympathy shown by them during our be
reavement ; for the flowers sent, and for the
special efforts of Mrs. E. T. Winslow.
Mrs. Susan Clark, Mr and Mrs. Adelbert
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. John Duggan, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond C. Ward.
•

I

----------------------CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives, friends,
neighbors and taxi drivers who so kindly
assisted in our recent bereavement: also for
the beautiful floral offerings.
'Mrs Arthur M Sprowl and family, Mrs.
Ruby Kennisoo and Mrs. L. J. Sprowl. •

DANCE
If you want a good time come
down to South Thomaston Grange

FRIDAY NIGHT .
Square and Round Dances

Smalley’s Orchestra
38-Th-tf

JUST ARRIVED!
400 POUNDS OF

DAGGETT’S

CHOCOLATES

ON SALE

FOR

49 CENTS PER POUND
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND SATURDAY

FRED A. CLARK

PUBUC AUTO
EIGHTH SEASON
Ready to serve my old customers
and new in a Studebaker Big Six
68tf Telephone 335-1 or 437

WEYMOUTH’S
402 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

VISIT OUR NEW ICE CREAM PARLOR

Every-Other-Da/
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Page Four
A COLUMN OF STYLES j

Wherein Milady Learns the
Latest In Wearing Ap
parel.

Children Cry

UNION
Lloyd Simmons and family of War
ren were Sunday guests of Mrs. Lou
ise Bachelder.
Miss Addie Ripley, who lived in the
Moneka block at the time of the fire,
lost most of her belongings, among
them a handbag containing her jew
elry, a valuable diamond ring and her
mothet’s wedding ring highly prized
as an heirloom.
Andrew Jones last
week hunted over the ruins and found
the metal top of the hand bag and
after a further search located the
two rings which were blackened, but
l)r. Stephenson polished them up so
they are as good as ever and tlie
happy owner is more than pleased.
Ms. Ida Harris Blood of Massachu
setts called on her oeusln, George G.
Clouse Monday.
Tlie Grange celebration and the
flag raising on the Common comes
Saturday at 2 p. m.
There will be
a band, music and speeches.
Come
all and help .the Grange celebrate its
5th anniversary.
0

FOR

Dame Fashion has planted in her
style garden boutonnieres in every
conceivable • color and flower.
To
pluck a bunch of feather geraniums
or a little duster of field flowers from
the array wljlch a large store offers
and wear them on one’s shoulder is
the last word in chic.
New Oance Frocks

The brilliance of the airy chiffon
frocks noted at smart dancing clubs
and restaurants Is dazzling as sum
mer sunshine. Rhinestone and pearl
embroidery contributes a note of
elaborateness to those new chiffon
frocks in white or the chalk tones.

MOTHER:- Fletcher’s

Jet Trimming Smart

At the Plaza hi New Y’ork during
tea the other afternoon one smart
patroness was noted wearing black
suede shoes with large square buckles
of jet.
YY’ith these she wore a tail
ored costume accompanied by a small
close-fitting hat of black felt on
which was appliqued squares of taf
feta outlined with tiny jet beads.
Even Lingerie Has Stripes

(© by Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.
1—Prepares for burial
7—Matters
14— Time of payment of wages
15— To do again
16— Impersonal pronoun
17— Masculine title of address
18— To consume
19— College degree
20— Pig pen
22—Arid
24— Personal pronoun
25— To flow out
26—Knots
28-w-Bibllcal king
30— Net face covering
31— Jumps
83—To fee
34— Author of "The Inferno”
35— Personal pronoun
37— Sea eagle
38— Easily crumbled
40— Light brown
41— Geographical plan
44—South American mountain range
47—Having no moisture
49—Couch
62—To rest against
53—One who remunerates
65—White powder
56—Boy
67—To force open
68—To check
60—Knot
61—Land measure
62—Body of water
63—Lair
64—Half an em
65—To choose
67—Collects with patient labor
69—Hunted
70—Protection
Solution will appear In next Issue.

y

ROPEAN ^XCURSIONS

By Edwin Robert Petrc

What’s Going On In London These
Days.

Soon after my arrival in London
this month my attention was at
tracted to some new sight-seers-rover a hundred Australian public
school boys who have just seen
France and Italy, who have come to
see "the mother country." They
have come under the auspices of the
Young Australia League.
A new era appears to have dawned
for British railwaymen, the Londop,
Midland and Scottish have started
in London and elsewhere a series of
film education courses for their men
that they may be of greater service
to their patrons. They are busy
witli languages and literature and
will be equipped to serve the tour
ist in a manner that I am sure will
pleasantly surprise the American
who asks them a question. New ex
cursion rates have also been adopted
and all distances 80 miles out of
London have been radically reduced
in price; for example the old excur
sion rate to Ilfracombe was about
six dollars now it is only about
four-fifty. But London is still the
greatest man-city of the world, tlie
one metropolis where a man feels
absolutely at home.

^Takethe

cream, of the
seasons crop
- sun.- ripe
fruits»
tenderyoung
vegetables
.deep-sea
dainties can them
with the
time-taught
skill only
science and
the years
can giveand you
have the
re as on
Hatchet Brand
knows no
competition.

cyour buywoid
for the best.

iRAND
Canned
Foods.
^overl50l^ids

Vertical.
1— Letter
2— Nickname for Matilda
3— Near
4— Commercial

notices

6—Put down
6—What usually goes with frank*
incense
8— Gave liberty to
9— Fright
10—Appropriate
11—That is (abbr.)
12—Hare
13—Barns for horses
21—Yes (arch.)
23—Still
24— Jump on one foot
25— Even (poet.)
27—To look upon .secretly
29— Competition
30— Moving vehicle
32—Small couches
84—Fear
36— Ornamental vase
37— Kind of tree
39— Weight carried In a balloon
40— Number under 12
42— Large hole
43— Material used to produce a per
fume when burned
45—Closer
46—Father
47— Twenty-four hours
48— Monetary unit of China
50— fLarge vessel
51— Foreigners
53— Talk foolishly
54— Raised line of ground
57—Unit of dry measure
59—Stolen property
62—Dry, used of wines
63A—Born
66—Note of scale
68—Indefinite article

Castoria is especially pre
pared to relieve Infants in
arms and Children all ages
of Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising there
from, and, by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the

To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of

Pique Waiatcoate

Pique waistcoats with long sleeves
are attracting attention. They come
in white and pastels, single or double
breasted, an excellent suit accessory,
and a complete waist when the coat
is removed. The self strap in back,
as on a man’s vest becomes in this
woman’s garment, a trimming fea
ture quite smart.

Physicians everywhere recommend it

FRIENDSHIP

YOUR
BAKING
conies out

RIGHT
with

Stress Orchid Shades

A Fifth Avenue shop stressed the
importance of orchid in a lingerie
showing. A printed chiffon frock, tlie
predominating color of which was
orchid, was seen at another shop,
BAKING
with draped turban of the same ma
terial. Still another house displayed
POWDER
an orchid shawl the center of which
is covered with motifs embroidered
with rhinestones and pearls.
From
each motif comes a tuft of ostrich
feathers in the same orchid tone. A expected of pink for summer wear
prominent milliner has shown lace and so of course the pale shell shades,
Panama developed in small shapes, two popular ones of which are Du
the only trimming being a band and Barry and Trianon, are employed for
bow of black velvet.
Some of the warm weathe" hats. Jadine is a new
other foremost milliners are trimming bluish green and Havanne, a light
brown. The cool green of the sea is
these with colored velvet ribbons,
expressed in a color which has been
Mannish Topcoats
suitably named Marmora after the
Mannish,
double-breasted
sport
sea by that name. .
Solution to Tuesday's Puzzle
top-coats are in wide demand.
A
Vogue for Leather
new Interpretation is to develop them
As the season progresses, leather
in horde1- fabrics as well as plain
mannish weaves. Camel’s hair cloth assumes still greater importance than
in a small all-over check design is al that afforded it during the early
so expected to be a good seller. Bal- spring. In its entirety, it is used for
briggan continues its smart career hats, sports coats and even for para
and at the present time is really the sols while midsummer frocks of
backbone of the knitted outerwear in crepe de Chine employ strips of
dustry.
It Is to be found in all col leather appliqued to fo_rm a design,
ors and all price ranges. It is dis for trimming The leather hat. which
played with equal prominence on can be had to match one’s shoes, and
Fifth Avenue, Sixth Avenue, Thirty- that of kidskin have been noted many
times during the past week worn by
fourth and Forty-second Streets.
very smartly attired women.
One
White Flannel Coat
kidskin hat had a brim of purple vel
The white flannel coat has cer vet. A three-quarter length purple
tainly swung into the first rank of leather sports coat was displayed p.t
favor, and there is a country-wide one large store during the past week.
call for this type of coat. The dou Inserts of gray and fuchsia leather in
ble-breasted Prince of Wales model futuristic design contributed an ex
is the best seller. The "poncho doat” otic effect.
Another coat of about
PLEASANT POINT
which recently made its appearance, the same length was made entirely of
Mrs. Percy Moody and children of has already received recognition from narrow strips ot 'burgundy colored
Waldoboro are visiting at D. L. Ma the Middle YVest and the coast. Peo leather. The collar, cuffs and lower
ple are asking for this three-quarter hand were of the leather interlaced
loney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bucklin are sleeveless model in white and high with wool in the same shade.
spending a few weeks on Monhegan. colored flannel. This ts the time of
“Sensible” Colors For Fall
where' Mr. Bucklin is engaged in year when steamer coats are wanted,
Refined colors are the new offer
and these are ordered chiefly in the
fishing.
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne left imported invisible plaids and Eng ings for next fall and winter, and will
Monday morning for Boston to at lish mixtures and camel's hair fab be shown in stripes, checks, modern
Heretofore there has been lit ized plaids, and in solid colors.
tend the wedding of Mrs. Payne’s rics.
tle interest in cretonne in the sports Black a lop liner, followed by “cuck
niece, which took place Tuesday.
Mrs. W. I. Rivers of Wiscasset is coat; but now people in the South as oo," allied to rust; “tanager,” a soft,
spending a few days at her cottage well as the Yliddle West are buying dull read: "sea swallow,” a gray;
“brown dove,’ from the beaver fam
cretonne sports coats.
at Dream Harbor.
ily “queen bird," a very dark purple,
Miss Emma Davis and Miss Sadie
Saucy Paris Hats
“grackle head,” a dark navy; "fal
Davis of East Friendship, spent Sun
The one note that stands out con,” a gray; "plover,” an indistinct
day with their brother Sylvester everywhere in Paris this season is
brown.
"Troupial,” a soft brown,
Davis.
color, just an orgy of color, both shows the strength of the brown se
Allen Campbell has returned from brilliant and pastel shades.
At the ries; "toucan,” is allied to a bluish
a short visit in New York.
Races, at the Horse Show, every
Miss Lizzie Young has gone to where. little bright colored hats are myrtle; “piranga,” is a soft red;
"mannikin,” is a dark tobacco brown.
Camden to spend a few weeks.
seen bobbing around; green hats,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dolham of rose hats, purple hats, fuchsia colored Boiled down, the coating and dress
Warren spent Sunday with Mrs. hats, most of them tiny, fitting close colors are black, assorted red and
yellow browns, grays, navies, rusts,
Huldah Stone.
ly to the head with a saucy little brim
Mrs.
Harland
Woodbury and that rolls up from the face, and then beavers, myrtles and unobtrusive reds
daughters Marjorie and Barbara of twists or ties according to their fancy for daytime wear, and eighteenth
century pastels for evening functions
West Roxbury, Mass., are at Dream at the side or at the back.
With principally. The range of promising
Harbor for the summer.
these little hats, one house is show colors for evening wear runs thus:
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde ing some funny, short scarfs about
is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and the size of an Ascot tie, which match Porcelain and cerulean blues, rose
pinks, wild rose, shrimp, pale mint
Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
the hat. They are hardly more than
Miss Priscilla Webster has re half a yard long, just about big green, water green, pearl gray, apri
turned to Boston fur a short stay. enough to tie around the throat, with cot, orchids, pale violets and cham
pagne.—-From the Dry Goods Econo
Upon her return she will be accom two loose ends in the front.
mist.
panied by her father, Carl YVebster.
John Fales and family are having
a cottage built at A. W. Orne’s
shore, which is a beautiful place,
facing the water with a good view
of Friendship and Moody Island near
by.
The members of the Pleasant
Point Improvement Society are still
holding their Friday evening enter
tainments. with the usual good at
tendance. After the program ice
cream is for sale.
Leslie A. W. Clark, of Damaris
cotta Mills was in this place Mon
day on business.
Rev. II. P. Kilborn of Thomaston
will hold services in the school house every Tuesday evening.
Mr.
Kilborn is a smart speaker and a
fine singer, so the people at Pleas
ant Point are glad to have him here.
A party from Newton, Mass., is at
the Flinchbaugh cottage for a few
weeks.
Mrs. Eveline Barlow who has been
spending a week with Mrs. Huldah
Stone, returned to her home in
Thomaston Tuesday.
Mrs. Stone
accompanied her and will visit her
grandson, Lanscomb Miller in Rock
land. who lias been very ill with
rheumatic fever.
Mrs. Charles Y'ancor of Winter
Hill, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Carl
YVebster at Stonefield. the attractive
summer home of the W’ebsters
which is situated facing the ocean
with a view of Burnt Island. They
can also see the Boston boat as she
passes the island. Mrs. Webster
takes great pride in her flower gar
dens. which are really wonderful ex
tending from the house to the shore
on each side of the road with a large
assortment of dahlias and nearly 100
feet of sweet peas, which will soon
be in blossom.

DAVIS

Five little buildings have been 1
erected at Camp Wampello for the
juniors.
Camp opens June 26.
Mr. and Mrs. McLean of Boston
are visiting relatives here.
Fred Burnham and family of
Thomaston were weekend guests at
Van Collamore’s.
The graduating exercises of the
Junior High School were held in the
new schoolhouse Friday afternoon
with a large attendance. The pro
gram was as follows: "Daisies Won’t
Tell,” violin and piano. Paul Sim
mons and Luther Wotton; invocaticn, Rev. Samuel Clark;
"The
Evolution of Stringed Instruments,"
Paul Bramhall Simmons; “Cactus
Waltz,” piano solo, Grace Winchenbaugh; "Our Schools, Then and
Now,” Luther
Stanley
Wotton;
“Tripping Over the Lawn.” piano
solo, Muriel Burns; "The Movies,”
Grace
Catherine Winehenbaugh;
presentation of diplomas; piano solo,
Luther Wotton; “Be of Good Cheer,”
address. Rev. H. S. Kilborn; singing
of 'America; benediction. The es
says were well written, memorized
and delivered and would have done
credit to older students. Mr. Kilborn’s address was entertaining and
cheering.
Mrs. Dooey of Brooksfield spent the
weekend here with her son who has
been teaching the Junior High
School.
Alvah Simmons and family have
moved to Cranberry Island after
spending the winter on the mainland.
Owen Simmons has employment on
a yacht.
Anyone wishing to buy shaggy kit
tens should write or call at R. K.
Thompson’s.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn of Thomaston
has preaching services at the Bap
tist church Sunday afternoons at 2
o’clock during the summer.
Charles Murphy has moved into
the Henry Cook house which he re
cently bought.
He has done con
siderable repairing on house and
barn, built and moved henhouse*
and cut down trees to get a better
view.
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy are
hustlers and are always making im
provements wherever they are.
Mrs. Susan Murphy of Rockland is
visiting at B. A. Murphy’s.

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
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\• Lemon Removes •:
•• Lines, Wrinkles',•

sees
ew•
Squeeze the juice
of two lemogs in
a bottle contain
ing three ounces
of Orchard White,
which any drug
gist will supply
for a few cents,
shake well and
you have the very
mildest anti-wrin
kle lotion to tighten relaxed skin,
erase fine lines and eradicate crowsfeet.
Massage this sweetly fragrant lemon
lotion into the skin at night. By
morning most of fhe tell-tale wrin
kles, tired lines and crowg-feet are
smoothed out. giving a more youthful
contour to cheeks, chin, throat. It
leaves the skin velvety soft, clear and
fresh.
Beauty experts use this astringent
lotion for enlarged pores, also to
bleach and whiten sallow, tanned akin.
Mix this harmless lotion yourself
since it acts best immediately after
prepared.
•••

Ik it Hot? Then drink Three Crow
Orange Pekoe Tea, with ice and a
slice of Lemon.—adv.

DISTINCTIVE transient and residential
hotel superbly situated in the beautiful
Back Bay district and convenient to
theatres, shops and churches.
Particularly
well adapted for weddings, receptions, ban
quets and social functions. Popular with ladies
traveling alone.

A

TARIFF

European Plan
64.00 & up per person
American Plan
68.00 It up per person
FRANK H. ABBOTT & SON
under direction of Kurl P. Abbott

'

CommonuJealth Ax)e. at Dartmouth* St. ^’Bosforv

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC,
BOSTON and BANGOR LINE
Standard Time
Leave Bangor (daily except Sunday) at 2 P. M., Winterport 2.45 P. M.,
Bucksport 3.30 P. M., Belfast 5 P. M., Camden 5.45 P. M., Rockland 8 P. M.,
dua«Boston following morning about 7o’clock Return: Leave Boston 6 P. M.
(Daylight Saving Time). Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M.
Caasden 5.45 A. M., Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucksport 8.45 A. M., Winterport
9.15 A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.

BAR HARBOR and BLUE HILL LINES
Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M.
Returning: Leave Bar
Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill 12.30 P. M. for all landings in each direction.
Sailings daily from India Wharf, Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
(Daylight Saving Time).

PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
Tuesdays and Fridays
(Standard Time)

Mondays and Thursdays
(Standard Time)

Lv. East port-Lubec... 6.00 p.m.

Lv. Portland............... 8.00 a m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.30 a.in.
Lv. Friendship.......... 2.00 p.in.
Lv. Rockland............................ 6.00p.m.

Wednesdays and Saturdays
Lv. Rockland...................6.00 a.m.
Lv. Friendship................8.30 a.m.
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.00 a.m.
Due Portland ................ 2.00 p.m.

Tuesdays and Fridays

Schools in town closed Friday for
the summer vacation.
Master Hugh Ross a student of E.
M. C. at Bucksport is home on a
vacation.
S. A. Nutt has returned from Dark
Harbor where he has had employ
ment.
Mrs. Mary MeCobb attended the
graduation of her daughter. Marion
MeCobb at Gorham Normal School
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Millei'motored
to Ellsworth Sunday and were guests
of Mrs. Grace Phelps
Ernest Dickey accompanied by
Harold and Cranston Deane arrived
Tuesday from a motor trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen also Mr.
and Mrs. Allie Allen visited at Basil
Allen’s in Belfast Sunday.
Many from here will attend the
Camden High School graduation to
night.
Howard Ross of Ellsworth is home
from school for the summer vacation.

EAST LIBERTY
O. W. Newhall is in poor health.
Alice Davis daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry E. Davis, formerly of this
place, now of Taunton, Mass., recent
ly became the bride of Hubert
Swanson of Washington State. They
are spending their honeymoon with
friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Elwood Hart and two child
ren visited Mrs. Stella Flood in Bel
fast recently.
George McLain and family visited
relatives in Oakland Sunday.
Miss Etta Webber of Boston, is
staying with her brother, Charles
Webber for a few weeks.
Mrs. L. F. Sukefortfl is seriously
ill. Her brother Col. E. R. Hatch ol
Laurel. Md., and her sisters, Mrs.
Helen Gushee arid Miss Lucy Hatch
are with her.
School in the Prescott district,
taught by Mrs. Georgia Ripley Jones,
closed on Friday with a picnic at
George’s Lake.

Sarah Lenfest

S & H is food and
drink in pure, delightful
form. Bricks, bulk,
cones at the S & H sign.
Simmons & Hammond
Mfg. Go., Bangor, Me.

y

A New England Hotel for New England People

Due East port-Lubec. .. 4.00 a.m.

Mitts Doris I.enfest is at the YValdo
County Hospital at Belfast, having
been operated on for appendicitis.
A large auto party consisting of
F. \V. Cunningham and family. W. A.
Palmer and Howard Leigher, H. M.
I.enfest and family of this place and
B. E. Cunningham and family, B.
Wood and family of Searsmont,
passed Sunday at Cape Jellison,
Stockton Springs. It was a very en
joyable trip.

I fold your taste in the
most tempting ice cream
you ever ate, stop in at
the nearest S & H sign.
Order your favorite
flavor and we promise
you a wonderful treat.
This rich ice cream is
just the most velvety
smooth blending of
pure-food ingredients
flavored in a way you’ll
never forget. It has the
kind of deliciousness
you’ve dreamed about.

VENDOMK

LINCOLNVILLE

NORTH WASHINGTON

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Cleveland Gross of Broad
Cove and Mrs. John Johnson of West
Waldoboro were at Melvin Genthner's
recently.
Isaac Gross was in Rockland Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Simmons
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Le
ander Gross of North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl and
daughter Frances of Broad Cove spent
Sunday at Charles Teele's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller Hodgkins of
Waldoboro were at Melvin Genthner’s
Thursday.
Mrs. Sidney Lines of Damariscotta
visited her mother, Mrs. Annie
Creamer last week.
Maurice Creamer and family and
Mrs. Leonard Creamer of Glendon
spent a day with Mrs. Laila Eugley
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Booth of Wal
doboro were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Booth’s sister, Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
Charles Genthner spent Sunday in
Boston.
Mrs. Annie Stahl of Broad Cove
spent Saturday night and Sunday at
home from Jefferson.
•Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer of
YVest Waldoboro were on this road
one evening last week.
■
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Light and
family of Winslow's Mills were at
Melvin Genthner’s and Mrs. Betsy
Gross' last week.
Mrs. C. L. Eugley and two grand
children spent Saturday night and
Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. Ir
vine Genthner of Broad Cove.

B. L. Thurston, who has been in
New Harbor visiting at George
Hall’s returned home Saturday.
F. X. Roy was in Augusta on busi
ness Monday.
Mrs. George Jones is at Bucksport
visiting friends.
Mrs. Jessie Noyes is quite sick
with the prevailing distemper.
.Mrs. Abbie Simmons and Lillian
Knowles were callers of Mrs. E. A.
Fossett Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy and
children. Kenneth and Gwendolyn
were at Frank Esancy’s Sunday.
.Mr. and Mrs. George Kirk and Tit
tle son arrived Thursday from Foxboro, Mass., to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Upham who are in
poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Layr of
Union was guests of W. C. Perry
Sunday.
Mrs. Lillian Knowles, who has
been visiting her sister Mrs. Abbie
Simmons, returned to Warren Sun
uay to C. A. G. Simmons’ where she
stopping for tlie summer.
Mrs. Martha Sherman is visiting her
brother, W. O. Luce of Washington.
Robert Escancy sold a new milch
cow to Earl Millay of Liberty.

Mrs. D. O. Smiley and little son
Oaksman, will return to their home
on Rankin street the latter part of
the week, having spent tlie winter in
apartments on Warren street near
the child’s school.
The Will Kalloch house is under
going repairs made necessary by the
fire which occurred there some days
ago.
Adella Veazie who has been con
fined to her home by illness for sev
eral weeks, is now able to ride cut
and has made one trip down town by
trolley. On Sunday she was visited
by Mr. and Mrs. Byron Greenlaw
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Coombs
APPLETON
all of Belfast also Miss Maud Thorn
Delegates planning to attend the
dike of Camden.
Charleston Pentecostal Convention
should arrange to meet the Belfast,
Searsport, Orland and Bangor dele
gates at the Bangor house Friday
and Saturday afternoons. The elec
tric cars run regular from Bangor to
Charleston.

Pink and Pale Shell

Novelty fabrics and straws attract
new Interest in summer millinery.
Jappo cloth is one of these fabrics
which has qualities which will ap
peal.
It is light of weight and its
neutral coloring makes possible the
use of any color for trimming. The
knit vogue is stressed in a new straw
which is hand crocheted.
Much is

THE

NORTH UNION

assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.

Absolutely Harmless - No Opiates.

Tlie unquestioned vogue for stripes
now influences the newest lingerie
seen in smart shops. On a pale flesh
or biege background, wide stripes of
variegated colors are printed.
This
material is effectively employed for
two-piece panty sets, for step-in com
binations and nightgowns.

IE

Sarah, widow of the late Peter M.
I.enfest of this place, died June 15
at the advanced age of 82 years and
fi months.
She had been poorly for
some years and confined to her bed
about 10 weeks.
'She was widely
known and highly respected and in
passing the community loses the very
last of tlie dear old time friends of
faith in this neighborhood.
M. W. I.enfest is at work carpen
tering for Grover Cox at Liberty.

Hot Weather Drinks, delicious, re
freshing, in three varieties: Lily
Chop Tea. Iced. Rumford Ginger
Ale. Za Rex.—adv.
STATE OF MAINE
the State Highway Commission
PUBLIC NOTICE
Whereal, >1 F. Weymouth of Rockla.id.
and 872 others, residents of Knox County,
have filed with the State Highway Commission
petitions of the following tenor :

Office

of

“We ihe undersigned citizens and tax
payers of Maine and residents of Knox
County humbly and most earnestly and re
spectfully urge your Honorable Body to
take action the present year, to have the
Highway, designated by you as the state
Highway, leading from the City of Rock
land. through the towns of Rockport,
Hope. Union, and Washington to Coop
er’s Mills, In Lincoln County, portions of
which are baaly worn out. being poorly
drained, rough and full of rocks, and
bou-lders, and entirely unsulted for the
large amount of travel that Is depend
ent upon this road to get the products
of an extensive rural population to mar
ket.
"Therefore: we most urgently urge
your honorable body to give this High
way your serious attention, and take
action the coming season to have those
portions of this road which are almost
entirely worn out. suitably drained, and
newly surfaced in such a manner as will
make this highway safe and ip condi
tion to conserve the Interests of the very
large section and number of people, who
are entirely dependent upon, and afe
compelled to use this highway In mar
keting their products.
"We most respectfully call your at
tention to the fact. that, this Is one of
the three most important thoroughfares
leading into the city of Rockland, and
reaches a larger rural population than
any other highway, who naturally de
pend upyn Rockland to do their market
ing, to the mutual advantage of both
the outlying towns and Rockland Trust
ing you will give this highway the at
tention Its importance deserves by suit
able repairs, we most humbly petition
and pray.”

RADIO SERVICE
ASSEMBLING
TESTING
REBUILDING AND
REPAIR WORK
EXPERT ADVICE

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND,

MAINE,

The direct .route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
,
c" SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
In effect June I, 1925
(Subject to change without notice)

VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, daily, except
Sunday, at 6.30 A. M , and 1 P M., arriving
at Rockland at 8 A M. and 2 30 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9 A. M , and
3.30 P. M
STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 5.30 A. M.. Stonington at 6.30,
North Haven at 7.30, due at Rockland about
8 50.
Returning, leaves Rockland 130 P. M ,
North Haven at 2 30, Stonington at 3.40, duo
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5 P. M.
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland fot
August*, A §7 00 a. m., t? 45 a. m., tl 10 p. m.
Bangor,AJ7.00a. m , t" 4.5a. tn.. fl. 10p.m.
ioston, A|7.00a. nt., t~.45a. in.. fl.lOp. tn.
Brunswick, A 57.00 a. in., f7.45a. m., fl.10 p tn.,
|5.25 p.-tn, |5.35 p. tn.
I. ‘wiston, A$7.00a. m., f7 45a. m., fl.10 p. m.
New York. fl.lOp. tn., 15.25p.m.
Philadelphia, J5.25p. in.
Portland, A57.00 a. in., f7.45 a. m., fl.10 p. m.,
15.25. p. m., fS.35 p. in.
Washington, 15.25 p. m.
Waterville, A57.00a nt., f7.45a.tn., fl.lOp. m.
WoMwich, A |7.00 a. m., f?.45 a. m., f1.10 p. m.,
|5.25p. m., |5.35p. m.
t Daily, except Sundays. 5 Sundays only and
passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich. t Daily except Saturday.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician

Now. therefore, public notice Is hereby
given that the Commission will hold a public
hearing at its office In the new office building,
adjacent to the State House. Augusta. Maine,
on June 23, 1925. at two thirty o'clock in the
afternoon, rt which hearing all those inter
ested in, or opposed to, the laying out of
said highway as a State highway will have
an opportunity to be heard
FRANK A PEABODY,
Chairman.
CHARLES H. LN’N’BS,
Junel3-18-2<f
State Highway Commission.

U

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
T,l,,k«n, I3S
UNION MT.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. JAMES KENT
Osteopath

38 SUMMER STREET. ROCKLAND
Estate of William F. Cunningham
NOTICE
Telephone 323
86-tf
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 19, 1925, he was duly appointed admin
istrator of the estate of William F. Cunning Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
ham, late of Warren, In the County of Knox,
DENTIST
deceased, and on June 12, 1925 was qualified
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
to fill said trust by giving bond as the law
dlrecta.
«
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
All persons having demands against jthe
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.
MAURICE M. CUNNINGHAM,
Warfen. Maine.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
June 12, 1921
Junel8-25.Isl.v2
’

Estate of Georgs E. Orbeton
.
NOTICE
The subscribers hereby give notice that
on May 19, 1925, they rere duly appointed
administrators of the estu’e of George E
Orbeton, late of Rockport, in the County of
Knox, deceased, and on June
1925, were
qualified to fill said trust by gh ug bond as
the law directs
All persons having demands against Ihe
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
qulred to make payment immediately to
NELLIE B ORBETON or
E. STEWART ORBETON,
Rock|)OFt. Maine.
June 1, 1925.
Junel1-18-25

Estate ef Elliet Orbeton
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 19, 1925, he was duly appointed admin
istrator d.bn.ct.a of the estate of Elliot
Orbeton, late of Rockport, in the County of
Knox, deceased, and on June 1, 1925, was
qualified to fill said trust by giving bond as
the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
OWL’S HEAD
quired to make payment Immediately to
E. STEWART ORBETON,
Miss Florence Philbrook of Rock
Rockport, Maine.
land 'is waitress at the Bancroft
June 1, 1925.
JunelI-18-25

School.
Miss Virginia Simpson who has
been ill is gaining slowly.
Miss Leona K. Reed is teaching at
the Bancroft School.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Clifford and
child of Augusta were Sunday guests
of Mrs. Florence Dyer.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

COMPLETE

DRUG

AND

SUNDRY

LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

DR. E. W. PEASLEE
Dentist
Tuesday and Friday Evenings by
Appointment
Tel. 38.
375 Main St.
Rockland
Office Hours: 8:30 to 5:00
Tuesday and Friday Evenings 6:30 to 8:00
59-tf

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor te A. J. Brakloe

A

Oo.

417 MAIN ST. .... ROCKLAND

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorpey and Counselor at
Law

Estate of Alanson x.. Wa>
NOTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 19. 1925, she was duly appointed admin Telaozonaa—OfRca 468: Houaa 693-R
istratrix of the estate of Alanson L. Wall,
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on June 1. 1925, was qualified
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
to fill said trust by giving bond as the law
OMu Hours: I te S seS 1 te I P. M.
directs.
’
All persons having demands .against the
R
m
M.sm eetll 1 A. M. ea4 ay AaetlataMaA
estate, are desired to present the same for
'settlement, and all Indebted thereto, are re
Ttlepaent IM
quired to make payment immediately to
THOMASTON. ME.
JOSEPHINE B STONE.
Thomaston, Maine.
June 1. 1925.
June4-ll-18

BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor

A. C. MOORE

SAILMAKERS

Piano Tuner

Successors to
George W. Mugridge
AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS
TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS

WITH THE MAINE MU8IC CO.

H-tf

-- -------1-------------

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
•71 MAIN IT, ROCKLAND. MS. ,

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 18, 1925

WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S

TRAFFIC TALKS
CAN’T HURRY IN CONGESTED TRAFFIC
When you try to go fast in
Congested traffic you are really
.gaining nothing according to a
(series of tests rnade by scouts of
(the touring bureau of the AutoImobile Club of Southern Cali
fornia through the congested dis
tricts of Los Angeles.
These demonstrated that it is
(extremely doubtful if the time
isaved by hurrying and exceeding
jthe speed limit pays for the extra
(gasoline and the brake lining
'orn by drivers trying to cut

Cown time.

•

• •

Do you allow pasters of one
fcind or another to be attached to
the windshield of your car?
It is a dangerous practice.
fee

The

practice of "heading” a

.©>

SOUTH WALDOBORO |
John Harding of Allston is visit-1
ing Ills mother, lie is accompanied
by a friend from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Relatives in this section have re
ceived word of tlie serious illness ol
Mrs. Etta Harwood of Somerville,
Mass.
Bert Brazier is driving a new Ford
Kenneth Teague was at Alvin
Wallace's Monday night.
Miss Eunice Studley of Augusta,
visited her parents Sunday.
Mrs. Emily F. Davis is visiting
Mrs. Alfred Davis this week.
Martin Collamore met with a pain
ful accident Friday while engaged in
moving a building. Tlie blockings
came out letting one corner of the
building fall on his hand. After be
ing given lirst aid treatment. Dr
Hahn was called and dressed tlie
injured member.
Irvin Wallace was in Rockland
Friday.
Mr. and Mis. Austin WSnchenbach spent Sunday in Hath.
Miss Anna Ludwig of Boston, is
visiting her aunt Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Boardman Benner of
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. John
Putman of Belmont. Mass., called on
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Pitcher last
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kelsey and
son of Soutli Bristol were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns
Mr. and Mr* Lester Burns and
daughter Aline and Mrs. Colby Wal
lace and son Orrin motored to Au
gusta Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Borneman
of
South
Warren,
Mrs.
Olive
Horsley, son Thomas and friends ol
Tliomastori were Sunday callers ol
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Borneman.
Mrs. Emily Davis is visiting Mr
and Mrs. Alfred Davis.
Mirand Mrs. Austin Winchenbach
were in Batli Sunday, guests of. Mrs
AVincbenbach's parents, Mr. and Mrs
Oliver Brown.
Miss Eunice Studley and friends
of Augusta spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. J
Studley.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and
children of Friendship were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. J. .Studley
Miss Bernice Hoflses has gone to
Rockland where she has employ
ment at the Samoset Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Burrows were
Sunday callers at E. J. Cook's of
Warren.
Mrs. Alice F. Burrows is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. L. L. Mank of
East Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner and
son Edward, were Sunday gue»ts at
Thomas Creamer's, Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Caroline Winchenbach at
tended last week tlie State conven
tion of the W. R. C. Mrs. Winchen
bach was appointed guard at the
convention to serve during the en
suing year. By a unanimous vote
tills organization will meet again in
Portland for their convention.
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AN AWFUL DAY
WALDOBORO
p
Bernard Kuhn is at home from New
R
York.
Letter Written 150 Years
Roger H. Miller of North Berwick
The
Insidious
Harm
I
has been the guest of his mother, Mrs.
Ago Tells of Bunker Hill i
Ida Miller.
PRIESTS Battle.
| of Constipation
Mrs. Oral Ludwig is in the Knox
S
When you are bilious and consti Hospital, Rockland, for treatment.
Worcester, Mass., June 12.—A LoyMr. and Mrs. George Genthner have
pated you are unwittingly permit
T
alist's impressions ot the Battle of ting poisons to circulate througl been in Boston this week.

Bunker Hill, 150 years ago this your system and do you harm.
Clyde Benner is at home from Clark
month, are picturesquely portrayed
University, Worcester, for the sum
in a letter written on June 23, 1775, A prominent physician says, “Con mer recess.
six days after the battle, by Samuel stipation is the cause of two-thirdi
Miss Nellie and Miss Estelle Bart
of all human ills.”
Paine, of Worcester, attached to tlie
lett of Northeast Harbor spent the
If
you
want
to
feel
fine,
able
to
fifth
"USE IT WHILE TRAVELING
Headquarters of the British Army of
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
* * *
America, tit Boston, to Ills brother, life’s battles with 100 per cent effi Brackett.
AMONG STRANGE COOKS”
In parking always assume that
ciency,
keep
your
bowels
open
witl
Dr. William Paine, who resided in
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
PRIEST’S REGULATORS, the ideal
there may come a time when the
Worcester. The letter, treasured as
Grace A. Yorke were guests of Mr.
man ahead or the man behind
tonic for chronic
a rare find, has been uncovered in
and Mrs. L. H. Stevens
Washing
may want to move his car. Give
constipation
the library of the American Anti
ton Saturday.
him plenty of room.
quarian Society, here, among a num
Fuller Hodgkins, ‘Bernard Benner,
which cleanses as It clears out
* * *
25c and 75c
ber of original Revolutionary War
Clarence Davis, Clarence Woodbury,
the refuse matter of the body.
The Automobile Trade Journal
All Druggists
manuscripts.
Parker Oliver and Charles Genthner
Made of the finest Imported
has been telling its readers of the
“Never did I see such a day,”
herbs, Dr. True’s Elixir, for
went to Revere, Mass., Sunday.
possible uses of arcades and over
PRIEST DRUG
young or old, is perfectly
Mrs. Alta Brown, Airs. Harry Shu
wrote the Loyalist, telling of the
passes as a means of reducing
harmless; it is known as
man and Mrs. Alma Lemont were in
savage attack of the "rebels," us he
traffic congestion.
Bangor, Maine
Portland Tuesday.
calls the Colonials, when they first
* * *
Miss Vera Patteson has returned
captured Bunker Hill and later the
Family
Highway illumination is be
from Corinna. She was. accompanied
coming more and more of im
KNOX PROBATE COURT rout of the Colonials by tlie King’s
Family size $1.20; other sizes
home ny Miss Doris Snell.
troops when the Y'ankees' ammuni
portance. Adequate highway if
60c and 40c.
Rev. O. G. Barnard, Stephen and
tion gave out. The Colonials, he
lumination is a real safety meas
June Term, 1925—Edward wrote, alluding to them at another
Oscar Barnard of Belfast have been
ure.
in town this week.
as "my countrymen,'.’ appeared
K. Gould, Judge—Henry time
Capt. Astor Keene of New York was
In a mood to "win or die” and no one over, and, good God, what a sight, all
knew what a day would bring forth. the horrors of War, death and rebel calling on friends in town this week.
11. Payson, Register.
Clifford Loring of Malden, Mass..
The future, from ills observation, lion. The British army is encamped
iseat his summer home here.
Wills probated: Barah K. Feyler was quite foreboding, witli the Brit- upon the high hills in Charlestown in
Mrs. Malvina Comery and Mrs. Car
late ot Thomaston, Frank D. Rowe ist massing all the troops at com fine spirits and will advance into the
oline Winehenbaugh attended the G.
Exr.; George A. Ames late of Matin* mand at Boston intent on smashing country, as soon as possible, laying A. R. convention in Portland. Mrs.
icua isle, Mary Esther Ames Exx.; the Colonial Army and the Colonials waste and devastation wherever they Comery has been a director of the
Catherine Birrell Forsyth late oi besieging the points of vantage on go.
Womairs State Relief Corps for the
Camden, Thos. Kinnear Exr.; Annie the outskirts of Boston, bent on
“What the event of all these mat past year and this year will hold the
R. Hall late of Warren, Chester B. starving the British Army out.
ters will be God only knows.
Tlie same office.
Mrs. Winehenbaugh,
The letter reads as follows:
rebels are very numerous and con
Hall Exr.; Philip H. Parks, late ol
—SOLD BY"The King's Troops have gained, tinue to besiege the passages and en who is president of the Charles
Thomaston, Mary J. Parks Exx.;
Keizer Relief Corps, has been ap
BURPEE & LAMB, ROCKLAND, MAINE, SOLE AGENTS
Emma C. Porter late of Rockland; though at a great loss, a surprising trenching themselves upon every pointed State Guard.
Eva P. Jaseph Exx.; Ida M. Miller victory over the rebels, last Satur strong post about. God only knows
vinalhaven
Last Sunday was a busy and suc
day, an awful scene of which I was what a day may bring forth. We are
Ethel V. Moran entertained, a party late of Rockland, Frank B. Miller
cessful one at the Baptist church.
an
eye
witness.
Have
been
since
on
in
continued
motion
here
and
now
we
it would be if the neighbors would all
of 24 little friends at her home on Exr.; Sarah M. Vose late of Union.
In the morning Rev. Guy McQuaidee
NORTH HOPE
the field of battle, and shall en are all in the dark.
club together and give a day with
Saturday, lt being the occasion of her Albert F. Vose Exr.
preached the baccalaureate sermon
A
baby
girl
arrived
at
the
home!,
deavor
for
your
satisfaction
to
give
“
Last
evening
1900
troops
unde?
Wills filed for notice: Helen C.
seventh birthday.
Tlie afternoon
The of Mr. and Mrs. Loren Bennett Mon-! men and teams and straighten out
some account of it. After the Con Gen. Clinton embarked in four tran to the Senior Class, AV. H. 43.
passed pleasantly in playing games Heckbert Duncan late of Rockland,
church was beautifully decorated in day afternoon. This is the 13th j and widen this piece of road/ which
cord
Expedition,
affairs
took
a
turn,
sports, their destination not known the class colors, green and gold. In
is really a disgrace to Hope’s ener
and am.rg the prize winners were naming Walter H. Butler Exr.; Al
Josephine Sanborn, Lucille Morton len Spear late of Camden, naming a large army was Immediately but no doubt Salem, Marblehead, the evening the children of the Sab child, all but one living. They aret getic and up to-dato» people. Just
raised,
and
every
passage
to
the
happy
robust
and
well
cared
for.
Newbury, etc., will be ashes before
below Willow Brook was a narrow
and Shirley Sloan.
The consola Clara R. Spear Exx.; William L.
bath School gave a concert in the
Mrs. Everett Dyer and son Dono piece of road which has been
All the “troops, ordered to auditorium. The program was car
tion prizes were given to Paula Pe Bowden late of Rockport, naming town of Boston invested. The pro night.
van
who
have
been
visiting
her
par

vincial
Congress,
conducted
extremeNew York, are now to come here
widened and improved under the ef
terson and Rebecca Arcy.
Re E. Blanche B. Steward Exx.; Lucie
ried out with enthusiasm, the drills,
freshments were served at the tlose J. Hill late of Warren, naming Ida 1; well, put their army on pay by is- which including Preston's regiment exercises and songs showing careful ents in Dixmont tlie past two weeks, ficient supervision of Appleton’s pa
have
returned
home.
f ng a large sum of paper currency, of light horse, which has arrived safe
trolman, Joe Aines. Much praise is
of the afternoon’s gaieties.
Tattle T. Libby Exx.
rehearsal.
The children were as
Mrs. Ada Conant of North Apple- due him and hi:; helpers. They are
Petition for probate of will and for and they appeared very formidable and in fine order, will make about 20 sisted by Misses Gladys Flint, Fran
Miss Moran was the recipient of
many beautiful and useful gifts. administration with the will annexed having plenty of artillery. In vari regiments so that we may expect a ces Simmons, Gladys Bailey and Eve ton was the guest of Mrs. A. I. Perry doing a lot of work in other parts of
the town also.
Those present were Paula and Ger granted estate Mary. Burns O’Brien ous encounters with the King’s bloody summer; for my countrymen lyn Welt in solo work and a group of the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Hall were in
trude Peterson, Rebecca Arey,*Agnes late of Rockland, Patrick J. Burns Troops they got the better, were fight well for them, and are deter attractive young girls in the choir.
Appleton Friday.
flushed with victory, held a British mined at all events to die or con
and ER>sa Mathieson, Josephine*San Admr. c.t.a.
Doris R. Levensaler died at the
The school year ended last week
MARTINSVILLE
Petition for probate of foreign will soldier In the highest contempt. But quer.”
born, Lucille and Louise Morton,
home of her parents on Friendship
The optimistic prophecy of the
for many of our boys and girls.
Aura Williams, Shirley Sloan, Dor granted estate Clara M. Steason, late the surrender of the Important fort
There was a good attendance at
street Friday, after a long and pain
The school here finishes this week. tlie parish meeting held Tuesday
othy Swears-, Kathleen Mills, Bessie of Quincy, Mass., James H. Stetson ress of Ticonderoga, (May 10) to the writer of tlie letter that the Britisli ful illness.
She was the daughter
American Arms, heightened their would advance into the country, of Lewis K. and Leonora Day Leven Donald Perry of Appleton High, evening. It was a unanimous vote
Claytor, Carolyn Calderwood, Athene Exr.
leaving devastation in their trail, did
James and (Hive I’ease and Guy Fish to extend a call to Rev. S. E. Pack
Petitions for administrMion grant enthusiasm.
and Martha Thompson, Ernestine
saler and was born in Wajdoboro 2^
"In this situation of their minds not eventuate, since the British found years ago. Her loss is keenly felt by of Camden High are now at home ard to become pastor of the church.
Carver, Helen Erickson, Cecil Wood, ed estates: Susan E. Smith late of
Ivan Nickerson, Donald Shields, Wil Rockland. Ralph L. Smith Admr.; last Friday night being very dark, themselves bottled up in Boston and a large circle of relatives and friends. for the summer vacation.
The Ladies Circle will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry and Mrs. M. .1. Harris on Thursday.
liam Bruce and Charles Baum. Miss William H. Wylie late of Warren, many thousands took possession of a were forced, by Washington’s army, The funeral services were held Sun
to evacuate it at the end of a winter
children
of
Lincolnville
were
guests
Clara
M.
Smith
Admx.
high
hill
in
Charlestown
called
Ethel Wright, Mrs. Thomas Baum
day afternoon with Rev. Guy Mc
Tlie Grange hall^lias been wired
Petition for administration filed Bunkers, that commands the whole fraught with great hardship to thc Quaidee as officiating clergyman. In of his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. 1 for electric lights.
and little daughters and Mrs. Flor
King’s forces.
Perry
Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
A.
and
granted
estate
John
T.
Bunker
of
this
town.
Before
morning
they
ence Thompson were also present.
terment was in the Rural cemetery.
Fred Watts of Tenant’s Harbor ha?
Moses Webster Lodge and Mar late of Thomaston. Stanley R. Cush- had completed a redoubt and such
John E. Rines was given a delight Hall were also guests at Willow moved his portable lumber sawing
ing
Admr.
Brook.
intrenchments
as
did
honor
to
the
guerite Chapter, will attend Union
ful surprise party on his 81st birth
HOPE
Alanson Wentworth and sons are mill to the woodlot near , the schoolPetitions for administration filed engineer and this town lay exposed
church Sunday a| 11.30 o’clock. Rev
Mr. Rines is a Civil
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Farm day, June 10.
doing
a thriving business fanning house and is sawing lumber to be
for
notice
estates:
Granville
W.
to a fire which must have ruined it, Buteau met in True’s hall last War veteran having served in Co.
A. G. Henderson’s subject for the
used in the frame work of Roscoe
and
butchering.
Carleton
late
of
Rockport,
naming
unless prevented. As soon as it was Thursday. Miss Claire Herrick in G, 28th Maine and Co. L 2nd Maine
service will be “The House Not Made
Donald Perry, Fred Tilden and Hupper’s summer home.
witli Hands.” His subject for eve Guy Carleton Admr.; George O. Bry discovered from Cops Hill, near the structed in basketry and six or seven Cavalry and is an active and inter
Thursday evening there was a col
ning will he “How to Keep Young.” ant late of Appleton, naming Ervin ferry oi, which Is a fine battery, the baskets were very satisfactorily ested member of Charles Keizer Post. several others from here attended
lision on Main street at the entrance
Mrs. Henderson and Miss Blanche L. Bryant Admr.; Mary C. McLaugh lively Glasgow, and battery, began to turned out. It was much regretted He would easily pass for a'man 20 the graduating exercises of the
of Bench avenue between a Ford car
Hamilton will be the soloists and a lin late of Rockport, naming J. F. play, and a most furious cannonade that Miss Herrick is leaving for years younger and works every day Union High School Thursday even
owned and driven by Harold Black
ing.
began upon the rebels, which they
in
his
garden
which
is
one
of
the
duet will be sung by William and McLaughlin Admr.
other fields as her visits have been a
Mrs. Arthur Phillips of Lewiston and a Buick driven by Russell Mona
Petitions for allowance filed for no returned seven times upon the town.
finest
in
town.
A
happy
gathering
Arlena Kossuth.
pleasure and profit to all. The next
ghan. The Ford was quite well de
Sir Knights of De Valois Com- tice estate; Joseph H. Nejson, Lettie Instead of quitting their post, large meeting is scheduled to meet with of relatives graced the party which with her children Malcolm and Fair
molished and the Buick lost a for
mandery were out for drill Tuesday B. Nelson Admx.; Alanson L. Wall. reinforcements were sent from Cam Mrs. Perry at Willow Brook Farm was a complete surprise to Mr. Rines. ly n, arrived Saturday at the home ol
her parents, Mr. and »Mrs. W. E. Hall ward wheel besides other damages.
bridge Headquarters of their army,
Those
present
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
night in charge of Capt. General L Josephine B. Stone Admx.
Nortl) Hope in July. Date an
Fortunately none of the occupants
Petition for distribution granted and matters here began to be se
John A. Rines and child, Mr. and Mrs. for a week’s visit.
R. Williams. Plans foj* the observ
nounced later.
any
serious
injuries.
Fred Bickford of Camden who has sustained
Andrew Nelson, John Brown rious.
Fred
L.
Burnes
and
children,
Mr.
and
ance of St. John’s Day June 24, have estate
The schools will close Friday for
Exr.
been working the past lour weeks Freeland Stimpson received an ugly
"About 1 o'clock all the Grenadiers
Mrs.
Milton
Creamer
and
children
and
been completed. St. John’s Com
Petitions to determine inheritance and light infantry of the whole army, the annual vacation period.
Mr. Rines re for A. I. Perry, returned home Sat cut on his face.
mandery, of Bangor will entertain
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Randall Miss Leona Rines.
Rev. and Mrs. S. E. Packard were
every commandery in the State tax granted estates: Georgie Weeks, reinforced to about 3,000 under the and son Laurence of Brockton, Mass, ceived several gifts among which urday.
Mrs. D. li. Perry of Appleton was dinner guests at the Marie Celeste
De Valois will leave here June 23 on Frank L. Weeks Admr.; Lyford H. conduct of gallant Lord Howe and and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens ol were three birthday cakes. Refresh
a caller at A. I. Perry’s Monday.
on Sunday.
steamer Castine, making the trip di 'oung, Edith Robbins Young Admx.; Abercromby embarked from tlie Long Lincolnville, were callers at L. P. ments were served during the even
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer of
Marjorie Hupper arrived from
ing.
rect. They will arrive in Bangor Austin L. Kirk. N. B. Eastman Exr.; Wharf, with 12 brass pieces and True's recently.
North Appleton were recent callers, New York Saturday to spend the
landed at a point of land back of
Tuesday /afternoon
and
return Andrew Nelson, John Brown Ex*
The
Tuesday
night
dancing
parties
Petitions to determine inheritance Charlestown, in full view of the reb
at G. A. Hall’s.
summer at the Bingo farm.
Thursday.
in True's hall are just the place to
SEARSMONT
Bernard Pitman of North Apple!• red Keene of Tenant’s Harbor
Mrs. Winnifred Lawry Simmons ol tax filed for notice estates: Susan E. els, who still kept their post. The hear Dean's Peppy Four broadcast
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Ripley
and
ton was a caller last week at I’. G. was n guest of Mrs. Celeste Harris
Rockland and Miss Dorothy Felt of Smith, Ralph L. Smith Admr.; Clara troops being annoyed from some ing their up to date music.
Miss Mary McFarland of Melrose. Pea se’s.
A. Creighton, John C. Creighton houses in Charlestown,, the ships
and Mrs. Mary Wheeler on Friday.
Clifton Springs, N. Y„ are spending Admr.
Hobbs Pond is not losing any ol Mass., are here for the summer.
Hope’s patrolman was smoothing
threw carcasses (combustible shells
Prof. Charles C. Dwyer and family
the week at Camp Alyosca, Shore
John Vickery and Ghrdner Hem- up the road some in this section
Petitions for license to sell real fired from a mortar) into it, and in a Its popularity as a picnic place, there
of Ilcbron are at their summer home
Acre*.
estate granted estates: Charles E. few minutes the whole town was In being bathing, boating and fishing enway are hauling gravel from the Monday. Much time and money has on Beach avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bernhard ol
Some of the schoo’ pit for a gravel road from the main been spent on this place known as
Bicknell sec., Frances B. Bicknell flames,—a most awful, grand ann privileges.
Melrose. Mass., are at their cottage
Mrs. Turner of East Boston,has ar
classes as well as smaller parties are road to tlie Lake where Dr. O. S. the “Turn Hill” and tlie road be
Guardian; Fred G. Cleveland, Jennie melancholy sight.
at Shore Acres for several weeks’ va C. Mitchell Admx.; Samuel D. Pierce.
"In the meantime, the troops to be found along the shores or a. Vickery of Belfast has recently built tween there and Willow Brook is rived to spend the summer at her
cation.
Helena M. Pierce Admx.; Dora B. marched on towards the Hili, for the the cottages nearly every fair day a cottage.
narrow and rough still. If there is cottage.
News was received this Week ol
One of the islands at Lake Quanta- no money to cut the bushes and put
News was received Tuesday of the
Webster, Ralph L. Webster Admr.; intrenchments, under a most heavy Making Merry.
the death June 11 of Mrs. Martha Eliza J. McLaughlin, Annie F. Hahn fire of artillery, on both sides. Nev
Among the Sunday callers In town btcook lias been sold to Massachu the ditch hack where it belongs, thus birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. Ros
Freeman of Presque Isle. She wil’ Conservator; Jane A. Seidlinger er did I see such a day.
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Allen
and
setts people, and two cottages are to widening the road what a line thing coe II. llupper of New York.
I was on
be remembered by many u* she Frank B. Miller Admr.; Leslie a' Beacon Hill in full prospect.
In Mr. and Mrs. William Stover ol be built there this summer.
spent several summers in town with Howard, Charles R. Magee Admr.
Mrs. William Warner and little son
about thirty’ minutes the troops were Camden at the Allen house, Idalia
her daugiiter, ^Irs. B. L. Lane.
Accounts allowed estates; Grace V. nigh the works, exposed to an amaz Farm, Mr. and Mrs. William Well Llndle.' of Somerville, Mass., are vis
Tlie High School Alumni banquet Ripley, first and final, Harry A. Rip ing fire of small arms, for by this man .of South Hope, at Mrs. Eleanoi iting Mi. and Mrs. L. E. Sprowl, also
was held Friday evening at Union ley Admr.; Danford S. Martin, first time the rebels amounted to 10,000 Payson's and Dell Noyes at his Mr. and Mrs. Ned Fields of Oakland
church vestry, served by the church and final, D. G. Wentworth Admr.; In n few minutes we heard the shouts brother’s, T. B. Noyes.
were weekend guests.
circle.
The business meeting fol Cora E. Greene, first and final, John of the British Army, whom we now
Commissioner Aldan Allen and hii
"Health" was the subject of an af
lowed.
President Hester Hopkinf C. Baggs Admr.; Ralph B. Lewis, first saw entering the breast works. Soon crew are making many repairs on ternoon meeting on June 9 at the
Ames and Secretary Ruth Billings and final, Bessie Lewis Stephenson as they entered a most terrible the roads, the most notlceallle, per home of Frai’cella Moody.
This
read t letters from out of town mem Exx.; Daniel A. Green, lirst and final, slaughter began upon the rebels, who haps, being the Harkness Hill road meeting was conducted hy the Farm
bers—Thelma
Mullen.
Virginia John C. Baggs Admr.; Herbert iM. now were everyone shuffling for him from the summit of which may be Bureau and Extension Service with
Black, Lida Greenlaw, Helen Carlos Howe, first, Merton L. Hunt Admr.; self. The troops pursued them over had a wonderful view of Lake Me Miss Esteil Nason, Mrs. Charles
Cora Vinal ar.d Margaret Roberts oi Austin D. Kirk, first and final, IN. B. the neck, beyond Temple House gunticook and surrounding country. Simmons, R. N„ and Miss Brackett, It.
Gorham Normal School; Mrs. Caro Eastman Exx.; William F. Upham, and were masters of the field of bat
Mrs. Simmftns gave a
Mr. and Mrs. True Spear and N- present.
Hopkins Haskell of Portland, Mist first and final, Louisa M. Upham tle.
family of Rockport called on rela talk on proper care during confine
Flora Page of Washington, D. C. Exx.: Mary Angeline Packard, first
ment. The nurses present gave dem
"The troops have ^suffered ex tives and friends here Sunday.
and a telegram from Mrs. Eva and final, Frank B. Miller Trustee; tremely, there being about 24 officers
Joel Packard is in Boston this week onstations on the making of pads,
Noyes Sullivan of Fall River, Mass. Isaac J. Douglass, second. M. R. Mil killed, and near 60 wounded and about on business'and pleasure bent.
dressings and sponges and the cor
New officers were chosen:
Presi ler Guardian; Edward M. Tolman, 700, rank and file, killed and wound
rect way of sterilizing these before
dent, Emma Littlefield Winslow; Austin J. Moody Conservator.
using. Also gave an interesting ac
Always
in
flav
ed. The rebels lost a vast many,
vice president. Laverne Vinal; sec
Accounts filed and allowed estates: among whom, was Doct. Warren, a NORTH BURKETTVILLE count of progress in Maine Public
or-preserving aluminum pacRretary, Lillian
Ross;
ti^asurer Georgie Weeks, first and final, Frank noted rascal.
(General Joseph War
Miss Ruth Wight of Belfast was a Health work, and statistics In regard
Courtney* Roman: executive commit L. Weeks Admr.; Susan E. Smith, ren, one of the leading New Eng recent guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lydia to health.
The next meeting will
ets. Rich, pure & fragrant. Try
be held on July 24th, subject to be
tee, Evelyn Chilles, Bruce Grlndle first and final. Ralph L. Smith Admr.; land patriots).
We have about 30 Herrlpk.
i
"Foods.”
Albert Carver. The time of the next Lyford H. Young, first and final, prisoners here, some of whom are to
Misses Lydia Herrick, Caro Fish,
The I-adles* Aid will hold a baked
banquet will be left to this commit Edith Robbins Young Admx.; Wood be executed.
Gertrude and Clarence Esancy were
bean supper June 30 at the .31. E.
tee. The program: Remarks by Rev bury .31. Purington, distribution,
"After the firing ceased, I went in Belfast Thursday evening.
vestry.
Albert G. Henderson; song by Eve Frank H. Ingraham Public Admr.
Mrs. Ida Jones and children of Riv
Miss Ruth Miller went to Portland
lyn Chilles; piano solo by Mrs. Mar
erside are vis'ting iter parents, Mr.
Accounts (lied for notice estates:
guerite Young Pierce; song by Albert O. Bills, first and final, Fred
and Mrs. F. J. Esancy. Other guests Sunday where she will visit her sis
ter, Mrs. .31. E. Cobb.
Blanche Hamilton; reading of Alice T. Gould Admr.; Maurice A. Denni
Sunday were Wilbur Esancy and
Lawry Gould’s poems by Evelyn son, first and final, Frank A. Rich
family, Union; (Robert (Esancy and
THE RIGHT TO FISH
Manson: remarks by Ada Morse ardson Admr.
family, North Union and Stanley
Grove of Brooklyn, N. Y.; song by
Inventories filed estates: Fannie
Jones, Riverside.
Mrs. Margaret Henderson.
D. B. Gould, $2,712.51; Albert O. Bills,
Mr. and (Mr* William Carter of Fish Swimming in Tidal Waters Are
Property of the First Taker.
Rev. A; G. Henderson is in Provi $436.49; Clara A. Creighton, $15,405.Portland were weekend guests of ills
dence this week on a business trip 00; Hiram I*. Stone, $12,011.36; Em
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Turner,
The right to fish Is open to all, in
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Talbot of ma Wentworth, $626,78; Amasa C.
Mrs. Carter remaining for the week. rivers, or In the sea, associate Jus
Rockland Breakwater Light have Morse, $4,033.22; William F. Cun
Mrs. Marloq Robbins and son Carlton tice Sturgis of the Maine Supreme
been in town the past week.
are also home.
Court rules In a rescript.
the time. She didn’t know what
ningham, $1,180.21; Alanson L. Wall.
“We Wouldn’t Be Without all
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins and $840.50; Elzira L. Payson, $727.60;
Mrs. Olive Walker, son Arthur and
it was to eat without having indi
The case is that of Levi C. Small,
little son Thad of Pratt. Kansas, ar Clarence O. Brazier, $658.72; Elliot
family and niece of Rockport were et al, against Reuben A. Wallace, et
Karnak In the House—It’s gestion pains, headaches and dizzy*
rived Monday and are at the Carvei Orbeton, $1,800; George E. Orbeton
calling on old neighbors here Sun al, and was tried before a Washing
spells. She simply suffered both day
homestead.
$18,144.71.
and night, and couldn’t get a night’s
day.
ton County jury.
Damages were
Our
Family
Medicine
Mrs. Max Conway accompanied by
sleep that gave her any rest. In spite
Earl Millay and family were Sun sought for alleged interference with
her husband arrived Monday from
Now,” Says Well Known of all thc medicine she took, nothing
day callers in Washington.
the plaintiff’s winter (ishery for
D.
F.
SMITH'S
GIFT
Knox Hospital, where she recently
helped her a particle until we got
Ernest Light !tnd family and Lyle smelts In the Narraguagus River.
Westbrook Man.
underwertt an operation. She was
hold of this Karnak.
Leonard and family of Camden were
The rescript says "The free right
greeted by members of Union church Remembers Freedom Academy With
♦
------‘ But I want to tell you this medi
Sunday callers at the home of their of fishery is common to all citizens
choir and presented with a beauti
Cheek for $1000.—“Echo” Dedi
It is just siich remarkable results cine,did the work. Why. my wife
sister, Mrs. Andrew Rokes.
at this state, and extends’ to the riv
ful gift.
cated To Him.
(Miss Lucy Linscott was in Apple- ers where the tide ebbs and flows as on every hand as reported from the doesn’t know what it is to suffer from
Mrs. Addie
Magnuson returned
ton Saturday.
well as in the sea.
The fish swim use of the sensational medicine, Kar indigestion or stomach trouble now, r
Saturday from Portland.
The current issue of the Freedom
Mrs. Emma Fish is visiting her son ming in tidal water as well as above nak, by Joseph A. Herbert, well and she eats just as hearty as anyone
Choir practice will be held Friday Academy Echo was dedicated to B.
Arthur at Appleton.
or below low water mark, are the known Westbrook Police Ofilcer, liv and nights she sleeps like a child. It
evening at the church vestry.
F. Smith, and a copy was forwarded
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy of property of the first taker, regardless ing at 52 Sargent street, that has has simply made a new person of her.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Glidden, Mrs to hint. Mr. Smith responded with
“I’ll tell g|)U this Karnak has been
South Hope were Sunday callers at of the ownership of the soil under made it tlie talk of every neighbor
J. H. Carver and son Keith and a check of $3 for extra copies of the
hood and tlie family medicine all so remarkable in her case that I have
Herbert Esancy’s.
the water where they were taken.
■ daughter spent the weekend at their paper and a splendid gift—a check
"This right of free fishery in tide over Maine. Nothing can keep this started taking the medicine mys$lf
Thc school league of the Barlow
, cottage Sunset.
of $1000—to be used by the commit
Doesn’t hurt one bit! Drop a little District enjoyed an automobile ride water must lie exercised by each per remarkable health builder out of the and I can just feel the good of it to
De Valois Commandery wilJ, confei tee in authority for the good of the “Freezone” on an aching corn, in and picnic dinner at the "Idle Hours” son with due regard to the rights of homes.
my finger tips already. Yes, sir, Kar
the Red Cross. Knights of Malta and Academy In any way they think best. stantly that corn stops hurting, then cottage at Northport campground as others, that Is, without abuse of the
‘ My wife and I will always praise nak is our family, medicine now. and
Templar degrees on two candidates
Friends of the Alumni should now shortly you lift it right off with guests of the teacher’s mother, Mrs. right or unnecessary Interference i this Karnak—it’s the best medicine if anyone wants to know about it just
I Donald Patterson and Mr. Tracy oi rally their forces and do their part lingers.
Fred Herrick, returning through Bel with or injury to the other in the 1 that ever came to Maine.” says Mr. send ’em to me.”
1 Deer Isle, Friday night, beginning at to buiId. up this very generous
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of fast.
reasonable exercise of the same Herbert. “Just listen to what it lias
5 oclock.
done for us ar.d you Will know the sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
Miss Lydia Herrick after closing a right.”
amount to an endowment fund that "Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
reason why.
Thomaston by McDonald’s RexaU
i
aOvT...... the old Academy may take its place to remove every hard com, soft corn, successful year of school here went to
“For six years my wife had stif- Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
: It’s a good idea to kiss the children in the front ranks of the modern or com between the toes, and the foot Northport where she will spend a few
Know
the
tremendous
pull

| fered from extreme nervousness and Co.; and by the leading druggist in
good-night, if you don’t mind walt- group of institutions.—Belfast Jour calluses, without soreness or irrita days with her mother before going to
rj
tion.
Farmington Normal Summer school. ing power of Courier-Gazette indigestion, and was sick and weak every city.—adv.
1 ing up for them.—Peru (Ind.) Tri
nal.

motor car into a parking space,
regardless of its size, and leav
ing it there, forcing traffic to
turn out for the rear end, is out
that should be discouraged.

PO W D E R

Dr.TruesElixir

CO.

The True

Laxative

Delicious!

"SALADA"
T ZS A.

sealed

air-tigHt

it.

AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION
Eastern Trait Bldg.. Bangor

Fit. 1901
Fidelity Blag.. Portland
No high sounding pramitet, but con
sistent and continuous needed servlet
night and day, everywhere In Now
England end New Jersey.
J 400 garagal. 300 attornlyl at yoar call.
No chares kayond annual fooof 310.
Offices In Boston, Portland, Bengoh
Manchester, Worcester, Springfield,
Hertford, New Hevtn and Providence.

Prefect Yeursetf, Your Wife and Faady

Lift Off-No Pain!

DRESSED CALVES
LIVE AND DRESSED

POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

PROMPT RETURNS

T. H.WHEELERCO.
A .RELIABLE
COMMISSION HOUSE

93-101 Clinton St.

BOSTON
100-tf-Th

Page

THOMASTON

TheStore Where YouSaveMoneyFRANK 0. HASKELL

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Tease left this
morning fur Concord, N. H., to attend
commencement at St. Mary's( School.
Tlieir daughter Emily is physical in Fancy Fowl, lb.................................... 35c Silver Horn Tea, lb. 38ci 3 lbs. $1.03
structor in the school and will give Hamburg, fresh ground, 3 lbs...... 25c The best bulk tea, guaranteed as
Beef,
fat ----and------lean for
an exhibition with her pupils.
.----., —
- - stew,
- — 2- lbs. 25c .> -good as Salada or as any dollar
r
_ ii ■____ II*
1 Qz> '
nr
Mrs. C. F.’ Richardson and Miss i rxBeef,
all lean for pot roast, lb..... 19c,
tea non the market-Oolong or
C.ertrudc Robinson are occupying Beefsteak, lb. ............... 25c, 30c, 35c
Orange Pekoe, black, lb. ............ 65c
, Beefsteak, the best, lb.
.................
Bottom Round Steak, lb.................
Mrs. William Dunbar and daughter Chuck Roast, lb................... 12c and
motored to Boston Saturday.
They Five Rib Roast, lb...........................
will remain two weeks.
Corned Beef, lb.................. 10c and
Professor Edward Robinson s house.

Miss Margaret Hanly. a graduate of
the class of 1925 of the University

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 18, 1925.

■'IT

40c 5 |b. pail Preserves, any flavor .... 90c
Z5c 3 Minute Foiled Oats, large pkg.... 25c,|
15c Kellogg's Pep, pkg............................ 12c
23c
We will have a Demonstration Sat
12c urday of Post Health Products:

FlanU Corned Beef, lb.................. . 7c
Post Toasties ...................................... 10c
Boneless Corned Beef, lb. 15c and 18c
of Maine, is at home for the summer. Very Lean pork Roast, lb........... 28c Grape Nuts .......................................... 17c
Tlie World Wide Guild held their ‘ Very Lean Pork Chops, lb............ 30c

last meeting of the season at the Swift’s Compound Lard, lb.......... 16c
Baptist vestry Monday evening. The Pure Lard, very good, lb..................21c
officers elected for the ensuing term Heavy Salt Pork, lb...... .................. 22c
are: President, Lucille Reed; vice Smoked Shoulders, lb...................... 19c
presidents Ruth Averill; secretary Smoked Shoulders, 8 to 10 lbs., per
pound .............................................. 1714
Louise Mossman; treasurer, Olive
Sliced Ham, lb.................................. - 35c
Parks.
ltev. .1. W. Strout will address the Ham, whole or half, per lb............ 25c
members of Orient Lodge, I*. »k A. M., Swift's Premium Ham, whole or
half, per lb...................................... 35c
and the Eastern Star at the Con
Sliced to fry, lb........................... 45c
gregational church Sunday morning
at 10.30. The Masons and Stars are Ham Butts, lb...................................... 19c
asked to meet at their lodge room at Ham Ends, lb.................... 15c and 20c
Frankforts, lb........ 18c; 5 lbs........ 85c
10 o'clock
/^nc of the acts in connection with j Pressed or Minced Ham, lb.......... 25c
closing up the affairs of the school | 5 lbs.................................................. $1.10
year is tlie signing up of teachers for J Spring Lamb Fores, lb..................... 23c
the new school year.
Thomaston Spring Lamb Legs, lb...................... 35c
lias tlie good fortune' to retain its : Lamb Steak, lb................................... 50c
experienced and trained teachers. Fancy Native Veal Steak, lb.......... 45c
Tlie list as made up is: High School j Veal Chops, lb. ,.r.....
35c
—>L. C. Sturtevant, principal: Miss | Stew Veal, lb...................................... 13c
Rita Smith and Miss Charlotte Cross. ' Roast Veal, lb.......... -...................... 20c
assistants; Grades—'Mrs. ‘ E. Marie Boneless Roast, lb.............................. 25c
Singer, 8th: Benda Edwards, "th: ALL OUR BEEF IS CUT FROM
Mary McPhail. 6th; •Emily Young,
5th; Mrs. Nellie Brasier. 4th; Mrs, HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF
Ruth Braekett, 3rd; Katherine Mat
SPECIAL FOR FRIDAY AND
thews, 2nd: Merle Merry, 1st. Spe
SATURDAY
cial—Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, music: Miss
Boiled Lobsters
Lena F. Cleveland, drawing; Herbert
Will weigh from 2 to 3 lbs. each
Kirkpatrick, orchestra.
45 CENTS
Edward Wyllie who has heen em
ployed in the market of Hall & Cole,
Try our Fish Sticks, lb................... 12c
Boston, is at h#me.
Mrs. Earl Wilson has returned from Fresh Caught Penobscot Bay Had
dock, cleaned, whole, lb................ 7c
Boston.
Mrs. Iada M. Neweombe is expected
Dressed, sliced to fry, lb............ 12c
to arrive home Friday.
She will be Cod, cleaned, whole, lb...................... 6c
accompanied by her niece, Elizabeth Corned Hake, lb................................. 8c
Neweombe.
i Halibut Heads, salt, lb...................... 10c
Alvah Spearwas in Lewiston Mon- Fresh Halibut, lb. ................................34c
day on business.
Salted Halibut, lb.................................. 23c
The Bible Study Circle will meet ' Fresh Salmon, who'e, lb.................. 30c
Monday evening from 7 to 9 with i Sliced to fry, lb.......... '................... 34c
Mrs. A. D. Davis.
Salt Salmon, lb................................... 28c
Children’s Day will be observed at | Mackerel, fresh, large, lb........... 15c
the Baptist church next Sunday. In | Dry Slack Salted Cod, lb............. 12c
the evening at 7.30 o’clock the chil- j Warren Alewives, 15 for .................. 25c
dren will present a cantata “The Car- Boneless Herring, smoked, lb...... 25c
nival of Flowers.’’
] Bloaters, large size, 10 for •........... 25c
The T. H. S. Alumni are looking j
Qur Fish is Fresh and the Best

Post Bran Plakes ............................... 12c
Postum Cereal .................................. 23c•
Instant Postum .............. 28c and 50c ■
Cook Book with 101 recipes given
Free with each purchase.
Baker's Chocolate, 1 2 lb. cake ....... 18c
Good Luck Jar Rubbers, 3 doz...... 25c
Toilet Paper, 7 rolls ........................ 25c
Toilet Paper, the best, 4 rolls ..... 25c
Tcilet Paper, the best, 2 flat pkg. 25e I
Dried Beef, per giass .................A... 10c i
New Dates, lb...................................... 12c
Last year's Raisins. 15 oz. pkg...... 7c j
New Raisins, 15 oz. pkg............... 10c l
New Seedless Raisins, lb................ 12c
5 lbs.............. ............................. -..... 55c
Prunes, 3'/» lbs......... —........................ 25c ,

Cocoanut Cookies, lb......................... 26
3 pounds .....
72
Assorted At,antics, lb..................... 27
3 pounds ....................................... 75
Molasses or Sugar Cookies, lb...... 20
3 pounds .............-......................... 55
Frosted Molasses Cookies, lb.......... 18
3 pounds ........................................... 50
A full line of National Cookies at
Low Prices
Butter Crackers, pkg......................... 23c I
Uneeda Biscuits, pkg...............-........ 5c |
National Small Soda Crackers, 3
lbs. for ............................................. 45c I
AH Round Flour, bag ................. $1.25 |
Ideal, the very best All Round
Flour, bag ................................... $1.40 l
Nut Butterine, lb. 25c: 5 lbs. $1.15
Nut Product, all colored, lb............ 28c
Ful, Cream Cheese, lb...................... 35c
Milk Cheese, lb............. .................. ... 30c
3 lbs. ....... ~............................. .......... 85c
Coffee, fresh ground, lb................ 39c
3 lbs.............................. ~................ $1.10
Excelsior Coffee, lb........................ 45c
5 pounds ..................................... $2,10
Marshmallow Creme, large can .... 23c
1 gallon Can Peaches................. — 85c
1 gallon Can Pineapple ................ 9ocI
5 ,b. Can Davis Baking Powder .... 90c
Large Can Davis Baking Powder 20c

Sweet Mixed Pickles, lb..............—... 30c
Sour Pickles, lb...............
20c
Yellow Eye Beans, quart ............. 18c I
Peck ............................................... $1.40
forward to a highly interesting time that money can buy. The prices are pea Beans, quart ....18c; peck „..$135
at their banque^his evening.
^|, |ow fOr the quality and the sani- Qrcen Peas, quart ....20c; peck ...41.50
Mrs. B. H. Copeland is in Portland tary way
is kept. We handle Fish White Peas, quart 15c; peck $1.15
to attend the graduation of her for hotels, restaurants tnd pedlers. Calif. Peaches, can ......... 23c and 25c
nephew, Roger Kelloch.
We will sell at a discount prices, i Pineapple, fancy sliced, can .............28c
A game of baseball between the ; Qjve us a call before you buy.
Early June Sweet Peas, can .......... 17c
Alumni and the regular team of the - ---------------------------------------------------------Maine Corn, 2 cans ................................ 25c |
High School was played Wednesday | strawberry Baskets, 100 for .... $1.10 String Beans, 2 cans ......................... 25c
afternoon., score, Alumni 5, High 1. i |ceberg Lettuce, 2 heads .......... 25c Maine Tomatoes, 2 cans ................. 25c
Miss Bettie Brown who is motoring j Native Lettuce, head ....................... 10c Campbell’s Beans, with or without
from Missouri will arrive in town I ce|ery, per bunch ............................ 25c
Tomato Sauce, can ........................ 10c
this week.
Medium Cucumbers ........................ 10c Franco-American Spaghetti, can 11c
Mrs. Lewis of Friendship is the i Fancy Large Cucumbers .............. 18c Marshmallow Foam, can .................... 23c
guest of her daughter, Mrs. C. T. • Rhubarb, lb............ 2c; 5 lbs............ 9c Evaporated Peaches, lb................... 18c
Overlook.
Fancy Cherries, lb.............................. 40c Dutch Cleanser, can ....................... „.. 8c
Mrs. B. F. Fry’s tea room had a | Lemons, dozen ................................ .* 60c 2 in 1 Shoe Polish, all colors, each 8c
successful opening Sunday.
It bids Bananas. ,b........................................... 11c Handy Box Matches. 6 in carton 35c
fair to be one of the best catering ,
pCP dozen................................ t........ 30c
We carry a full line of all kinds of
places in town.
One may find com- ; Grape Fruit, 2 for ........................... 25c
„
..
.. „ Candy—Cream
Mixture,
Caramel
fort and refreshment in a cup of tea. Oranges, doz..... 25c,
30c, 50c, 60c, 75c Cream> Assorted Kisses, Chocolate
Next Sunday is to be observed
as
.. nhllrrh Cantaloupes. 2 and 3 for ................... 25c Drops> Needhan,s> Canada Pepper( blldrens D.n at the M. E. church. Large P.neapples
........................ 18c mints and 5ma,| Cheekerberry, lb. 25e
At the morning service several little Cliquot Club Ginger Ale, bottle .... 15c We a,s0 have a Faney Assorted
ones are to he baptized.
The pas- | Moxie, per bottle
20c
Chocolate, a regular 60c seller,
tor’s sermon to the children will be Creamery Tub Butter, lb................ 45c
per lb................................. ............... 39c |
given at the evening service, a “Flag Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen ........... 42c
Talk.” the flags of several nations Water Glass, quart can ................... 18c
All other goods remain at the same
being displayed, and other flags of
3 cans for...........................................45c low prices. Why pay more. It is a
various kinds used as illustrations. Sugar, 10 lbs. ..................................... 65c good idea to look things over before
The service will be patriotic in char Confectioners Sugar, 3 lbs..........
you buy. Everything is marked in
acter, and special music is arranged
plain figures. All our Meats and Fish
in harmony with that thought, in- Potatoes, bushel .................................75c j are kept in the most sanitary way. All
eluding a selection by the male quar- Turnips, lb............................................... 4c we lack is your inspection. So you
tet and 4 solo by Stanley Cushing.
Texas Bermuda Onions, lb............ 12c can prove to your own satisfaction
Mrs. C. F. Delano who has heen ill | Fancy Egyptian Onions, 3 lbs....... 25c that all our Fresh Food is kept dif
the past two weeks was down town Nevv Beets, bunch .................. 10c ferent than any other market in this
Thursday.
Green Beans, quart ......................... 10c city: even our display in the windows
The subject of Rev. H. S. Kil- | Native Radishes, bunch .................... 5c is enclosed in glass so no dust or
born’s sermon Sunday morning will . Spinach, raised in Rockland, pk. 30c flies get to it, and kept full of ice to
be “The Greatest Victory.”
Beet Greens, raised in Rockland,
display meat and fish on the ice in
Eloise Pendleton of Warren is vis
peck .................................................. 30c i the window. All we ask is your in-1
iting her aunt. Mrs. L. 11. Dunn.
New Cabbage, as they come, lb. 4c ! spection. In the meantime you can I
Edward Beebe, depressed and dis New Cabbage, all cleaned, lb.............. 8c prove to yourself the saving by tradcouraged by a long sickness, at ------------------------------------------------------------ling with us on quality goods. Free j
tempted suicide by slashing his All kinds of Tobacco, Cigars and Cig- ' delivery in the city limits.
throat with a razor Monday night.
arettes at Cut Prices
We also invite weekly accounts I
Dr. B. H. Kellar was called and suc —--------------------------------------------------------- with responsible parties who pay J
ceeded in stopping the flow of blood. Salad Dressing, Russian, olive or
' once a week is good enough.
Nine stitches were required to close j mayonnaise, jar ............................. 25c I
the wound. Air. Beebe has ever heen olive Butter, jar ........................... 15c '

AHFVS

CASH GROCERY
41 OCEAN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY

TELEPHONES

316 AND

317

PURE LARD, lb........................................ 22c
COMFOUND LARD, lb........................ 17c
EUTTER, Fancy Creamery, lb............. 52c
NUT BUTTERINE, lb. 25c; S lbs. $1.20
CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR, lb. .. 10c CHEESE, Pimento, Young American
half pound pkgs..................................... 20c
3 lbs......................................................... 25c
BROWN SUGAR, 15% lbs. .... $1.00 FANCY FULL CREAM CHEESE, lb. 35c
PEANUT BUTTER, lb............................ 25c
SHOULDERS new and mild cured lb. 20c
CORNED BEEF, newly corned, lb. .. 8c EGGS, Strictly Fresh, dozen............ 45c

BROOMS, good quality, each.......... 49c
15 lbs. Fine GRANULATED SUGAR $1
Best AU Round F^OUR, bag •. •. $1-40
OCCIDENT (bre 4 flour), bag .. $1.50

Steak, lb......................... 35c
WARREN ALEWIVES, 15 for ... 25c
Chops, Mb....................... 30c
Stew, lb.......................... 15c NEW SPINACH, BEET GREENS pk 25c
Roasts, lb........... 20c, 25c LETTUCE, per head .. 10c; 3 for . .25c
Legs, fl>. ... ............... 40c RHUBARB, lb........... 5c; 6 lbs............ 25c
LAMB
Fores, lb. .. ...............25c
HUBBARD SQUASH, lb......................... 5c
FANCY
Stew, lb. ... ............... 20c
Chops, lb. . ...............45c POTATOES, pk. .. 25c; bushel .. 90c
SPRING
NEW BEETS and CARROTS, bunch 10c
FRESH PORK RIBS, roasts, lb. .. 30c
3 Bunches for.................................... 25c
Chops, H>.......................................... 35c
STRING BEANS, qt. .. 15c; 2 qts. . 25c
Hamburg STEAK, fresh ground, 2 lb. 25c
CUCUMBERS, each................. 10c, 15c
STEW BEEF or POT ROASTS, lb. 20c ONIONS, 3 lbs.......................................... 25c
FIVE RIB ROASTS, lb....................... 25c CABBAGE, lb............................................... 5c

VEAL
FANCY
MILK FED
NATIVE

STEAKS

STEAKS

Top Round, lb........... 35c
Bottom Round, lb. .. 30c
Rump Steak, lb.......... 50c
Sirloin Roasts, lb. ... 30c

BANANAS, 2 lbs....................................... 25c
LEMONS, 6 for......................................... 25c
ORANGES,, dozen.................................. 75c
GRAPE FRUIT, each............................ 15c

A FEW SUMMER SPECIALS
LAMB’S TONGUES, jar...................... 45c
e.ach
.
38c
d
i
etct •“.V,ne8ar
•
-An
FRUIT
SYRUPS,
glass
jugs,
each
.
.
29c
’,ar
MOXIE, bottle .. 20c? case .... $2.30

In Everybody’s Column
Advei^JemcnU In this column not to cxcced three lines inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time,
times. ' /Lx words make

once for 25 cents.
Additional lines 3
10 cents for three
a line

Lost and Hound
LOST-^ruo sheep.
Recently shorn. DisI appeared Wednesday, June 10.
HERMAN
|! ALTO, R F. 1) , Union, Mu.
71*73

Surnffikr Cottages and Board

FOR SALE
MUNRO’S
CIGAR STORE
4 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

A BARGAIN IF SOLD

AT ONCE

IF YOU have a cottage to lei or aeslre
I summer, hoarders, advertise the fact in this
73-74
paper where thousands will read of it
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
I the month of August. Apply to C A ROSE
CO , Rockland, Maine.
50-tf
Wanted
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan's
I Island,'& rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
WANTEO—Position, as table girl, second
location close by shore
Garage and out maid or confinement case. ^RANCES BEAN,
buildings,. water in house.
Acre and half Thomaston, Me
73*73
'*
of land. ' Fine place for summer homo.
At
WANTEO—Housekeeper In small family.
a bargain.
Address DR 1. B. GAGE, At| lantlc, Me____________________________ 57+tf Address H. care of The •'Courier-Gazette^
_________________________ 3-tf
summer' BOARDERS Accomm Klallons tor
W A NT ED—Ma n a nil wife for work in pri
I eight, fine shore privilege la Cushing,
Address POST
.tlalne.
Address EMERY B HART. Thom* s- vate family near Rockland.
ton, Md
40-tf OFF1PR BOX :W3, Rockland, Mg.________ 73-tf
WANTED^ Barber for Saturdays all the
vear round ; also second hand bicycle. PARK
- Miscellaneous
STREET BARBER SHOP. Rockland
73*73
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
id A meeting of the Goshen Cenic- MRS.
NOTICE
RUSSELL BARTLDTT
Tel.
I ter.v Association will be held Wednesday,
June 24,' for the purpose of mowing and
otherwise Improving the cemetery.
All lot
WANTEO—Representatives
everywhere.
owners are requested to attend.
Picnic din Sell Hosiery. Underwear. Dresses to Wearer.„t
ner wilPjje served.
If stormy, next fair day. Easily earn $l.o« per hour
All or part tlme.-^
LA FOREST I MASK. Secretary.
73-73 Samples furnished.
KEYSTONE MHJJS,
____________ 72*74
TOMATO PLANTS $2 per 100—same rate Amsterdam, N, Y.
j by dozeu
Postage extra.
1 lb. per doz.
WANTED Middle sued man to look after
| C. M THOMAS. Rockland
72-74 our business In this territory
Pleasant po
Experience unnecessary.
Fine prop
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere In sltion.
I State ' J$ave best equipment.
No damage osition for retired merchants, and business
men,
or
anyone
looking
for
something
re
from fire.' Write for rates, long experience.
OAK
I PEARL CROCKKETT, Brooks, Me
72*83 liable; on >parc or full time basis.
LAND NURSERIES. Manchester, Ct.
7|-73
PAlfWflio—Inside or out
Paper liangWANTED—UOOK-Middle aged woman to •
I ing
Best of work.
G. H COLE, 7 (Jay go to camp at lake near Rockland for July
| St Place.
Tel. 2’3-3
72*74 and August.
.Must be good all around cook
FULUEft BRUSH COMPANY is able to use Send full particulars as to experience, salary
C. H. M.. care
two meh as salesmen.
Men with cars pre expected, etc., in first letter.
ferred. ‘ Salary and commission.
No de (. ourler-G<azotte.________________________ «l-tf
liveries
Write FULLER BRUSH COMPANY.
WANTED—Position by Gardener with ex-.'*
Portland, Maine, for interview.
71-73 perienc? <n hedges, lawns, vegetables, all
JAMES BERRYMAN, South
SHfrMtEPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired kinds repairs.
70-73
and renewed.
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR Thomaston
ING CO All School Street, Odd Fellows Block,
WANTED—Boy 13 years old would like a
RocklfndZ________ ______________
69 tf good home where he could earn his board.
IF THEAE IS ANYTHING YOU WISH to Inquire at LIBERTY. MAfNE. R F. D. No 2.
70*75
buy and can’t find the person who has it to Box 71
sell, just drop us a line and we will find it
WANTED—Clerical position by thoroughly
for you.
Or If you have any thing to sell competent man.
Best references.
TEL.
we will ftnd you a customer
We have for 87-12 Camden or BOX 307, Rockport, Me.
sale now on our list: A nearly new four69*74
burner (las Range with oven; a two-burner
gas plato and tube; a Hudson touring car
WANTED—Position as bookkeeper or ste
in good condition or will exchange for a nographer, regular or substitute.
TEL.
smaller ear; a man’s black Kersey suit, 726-W.
62*tf
nearly new, size 36; and several beautiful new
WANTED—2 men for freezer, one splitter:
braided rugs.
If there is any of these things
PORT CLYDE FISH
you wish, or if you would like us to sftl any 3 all round fish men
AND
COLD STORAGE CO._____________ 61-tf
thing for you, write BOX 108, ROCKLAND.
73-73
WANTEO—At all times Shaggy cats and
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14,
HEMSTITCHING AND PIC0TING—We are kittens.
42-7
prepared ,to execute your order for hemstitch JOHN S. KANLOTT. Rockville. Me.
ing and plcoting In the best possible wav.
We have just installed a new Hemstitching
For Sale
Machine.
Leave your orders at our trim
ming department and they will be promptly
filled
FULLER-COBB -DAVIS.
69-tf
FOR SALE—Small house lot on Ocean
73*73
Inquire at 32 OCEAN ST.
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired Street.
Painting'and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
FOR SALE—Two tables and four living
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOUD ST room chairs.
C. H. MOOR, 11 Lime
5; :f rock St
73-73
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
FOR SALE—l-ft. clefted wood; furnace and
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO , 408 Main St
R5-tf fire place wood; fitted wood, limbs and
slabs delivered.
W. L. OXTON, West Rock
LAWNMOWERS—Let us overhaul and port
Tel. Camden 132-4
73-tf
sharpen your machine now.
We call for
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
FOR SALE—Medium heavy express wagon
408 Main St.
55-;f and surry.
L. F. CHASE, 43 Middle St.
73-tf
AWNINGS MAOE TO ORDER, prices rignt,
truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains,
FOR SALE—On Lawrence St, a 6-room
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special house
with woodshed and garage; electric
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P O Box lights.
Nice location with sea view.
A
441, Rockland, Maine.
50-tf
snug little home.
Also a 2-tenement house
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plrot vile, on Crescent street with sunny rooms and
Will be
covered buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL open fire place: electric lights.
sold at a low price to settle the estate.
W.
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St.
Tel. 868-M.
A
(
LEVBLAND,
33
Pacific
St..
City
or J C.
_ ,
_____________________________ l-tf
MITCHELL, Nahant, Mass____________ 73-73
LADIESr--Sellable stock of hair goods at
tbe Rockland Half Store, 336 Main St
Mall
FOR SALE—Marc, weight 1300; also 2orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
horse mowing machine
Beech Hill Rock
______________________________________ l-tf port.
FRED L. I’ARTRlIMiE, R. F D .
Rockland
72*80
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given to all
I persons interested that on and after this date
FOR SALE—Standing grass.
Apply E. A
( —June 15, 1925—I shall not be responsible WOTTON. 175 Rank hi Street.__________ 72-74
| for any bills contracted by myzwife Grace
i Louise Stockbridge, she having decided to
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, 1 upright
live apart from me.
(Signed).
piano, both In fine condition—1 Edison phon
72*71_____________ GUY STOCKBRlD(iE.
ograph. good as new. V. F STUDLEY INC ,
7l-tf
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R dots all kinds of Music Dept . Rockland, 283 Main St
| Trucking and Moving.
M<tr
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants, also tip cart.
A. H. ROBINSON, 12 Wadsworth St . Thom
aston.
71-73

BONELESS CHICKEN, jar............... 45c CLIQUOT CLUB Ginger Ale, bottle 15c
DEVILED HAM, jar............................... 20c CRAB MEAT or LOBSTER, can .. 45c
DEVILED TONGUE, jar...................... 20c FISH CAKES, can . 15c; 2 cans . 25c
Vienna Style SAUSAGE, jar............... 20c CAMPBELL’S SOUP, all kinds, can.. 10c
SANDWICH DELIGHT, jar............ 25c HOME MADE DOUGHNUTS, doz. 35c
ROAST BEEF or Corned Beef, can 29c STARLIGHT BREAD, 3 loaves ... 25c
VEAL LOAF, can.................................. 19c VAN CAMP’S BEANS, 3 cans ... 25c
DRIED BEEF, jar .. .l$c; 3 jars ... .50c WALNUTS, lb........................................ 25c
SALAD DRESSING, Russian, Mayon
EXCELSIOR COFFEE, lb.....................45c
naise or No-Oil, jar........................... 29c LA TOURAINE COFFEE, lb................ 50c
PEANUT BUTTER, 2 jars...............25c SPLENDID BRAND COFFEE, new lot
MARSHMALLOW CREME, can .. 19c
fresh ground, lb................................. 39c
MAZOLA OIL, pint cans, each ... 25c
(Special for this sale)
OLIVE BUTTER, jar .............. 18c, 30c RAISINS, seeded or seedless, pkg. . . 10c
VINEGAR, Tarragon 'flavor, bottle 35c
3 packages....................................
28c
White Wine and Eure Cider, qt. bot 19c JELLO, package.....................................10c
CHERRIES, bottle.................................. 25c JELLY MONGE, pkg. 5c; 6 pkgs. 25c
CHERRIES, for salads, jar.................... 15c EVAP. MILK, can..................................... 10c
PURE APPLE JELLY, jar 15c; 2 jars 25c PEACHES, can....................................... 25c
SHRIMP, jar............................................... 30c Y. E. BEANS, qt. .. .20c; pk. .. .$1.50
Quart Jars PLAIN OLIVES, each . . 39c PEA BEANS, qt .. 18c; peck .. $1.40
Middlebury’s PURE PRESERVES—
------------------------KIDNEY BEANS, qt. 22c;peck $1.60
Strawberry, Raspberry and Pineapple
GREEN PEAS, quart............................. 20c
per jar................................................... 29c Cleveland’s SPLIT PEAS, pkg.............. 21c
LEE & PERRIN’S Worcestershire
SODA, COMMON, PILOT, OYSTER,
Sauce, bottle......................................... 45c
CRACKERS, 2 lbs............................... 25c
ORANGE MARMALADE, jar .... 19c POTATO CHIPS, pkg................ 10c, 15c
PURE OLIVE OIL, 4 oz. bottle, each 25c ROLLED OATS, 3 Minute, pkg. ... 25c
RED PIMENTOS, can............................. 25c DATES or PRUNES, 2 lbs................ 25c
Prepared MUSTARD, tumblers, each 8c TOMATOES (large cans), PUMPKIN,
LIME JUICE, bottle................................. 20c SQUASH, APPLES, can 15c; 2 cans 25c I
MEAL, 4 lbs................................................25c BEANS, Black & Gay large cans, each 17c
GRAHAM FLOUR, 3 lbs....................... 25c
3 cans for.............................................. 50c

To Let

TO LEV—Furnished front room
All mod
ern.
Reasonable price.
Apply 474 •MAIN
ST., (over N Y Bakery).
62*:f
TO LET—Garage comer Suffolk and Fuiton streets
CALL 618-.I
73-tf
TO LEI—Upstairs apartment, comer Union
and Grove street.
MRS. LANDERS, 100
Union St
Tel. 334-W,_______________ 72-tf
TO LEY—Three furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; all modern.
Adults only.
Ocean St.
MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
Tel.
373-M___________________
72*tf

FOR SALE—German Police Pups.
Seven
weeks old. Males $20.
Females $10.
Tel.
162.
MRS HAROLD H NASH, Camden.
Me.
Melvin Heights
71-76
FOR SALE—Double tenement house and
barn.
Hardwood floors, bath room. Gurney
hot water heater
All in good condition
Lot 240 feet on street, 135 feet deep, 12 nice
young fruit trees, raspberry and blackberry
bushes.
Handsome shade trees, one of the
best locations in town.
13 DUNIN ST, Thom
aston.
Phone 133-3 or 234-J Rockland.
____________________________________ 72*74

FOR SALE—Sfhotes
C. B. TOLMAN,
TO LET—Tenement at 4*5 Masonic St Ev
R 1-1F3____________ 71*73
erything new. first class in every respect, Warren. Maine,
(iarage.
Suitable for two or three adults
FOR SALE—Cabbage plants—Danish Bald
E K, GOULI). Tel. 326,______________ 71-73 Head,
Fla: Dutch and Copenhagen Inquire
TO LET—The Daggett house, 198 Rankin at LIBBY PALAIHNO’S BARBER SHOP.
I street
Suitable for small family of adultj
71*73
WALNUTS, pound............................. 25c STRAWBERRIES, basket................. 28c
Apply to MRS G. K.. MERRILL. 309 Broad
way__________________________________ 7l-;f
FOR SALE—Bungalow Cottage.
New
z
Lot 75x64
Few minutes
TO LET—Furnished 3-room cottage on within 2 years
walk
from
electrics.
State
road
and
salt
beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk
Ginger Snaps
Beautiful location.
A bargain at
Butter Crackers
from general store.
Purest drinking water. water
Cream Tartar
Baking Soda
$1000
if
taken
at
once.
TELEPHONE
862-M
TEL 975-M Rockland. _____________ 69-78
Kock’.and Box 1005.
69-tf
5 pkgs 25c
TO L^T—One furnished front room at !9
in the evercrisp pkg. in the evercrisp pkg.
% lb. pkg. 10c
FOR SALE—7-room house; fire place,
PLEASANT
ST
69*tf
Corn Starch 3 pkgs.
piazza, city water, large barn ; 2 ben pens,
TO LET—Furnished tenement 1st floor, all % acre laud near town. Apply to WALTER
each 35c
each 25c
1 lb. pkg. 35c
for 25c
modern. F. L. SHAW, 47 North Main St.
MORAN, 70 Beecbwoods St , Thomaston.
__________________________ 69-tf
___________ _ ________________________ 69*80
TO LET—5 -room tenement, modern Im
FOR SALE—-Motor boat in good condition.
Grape Fruit'
provements.
DR.
BARTLETT,
41
Limerock
Tapioca
19 feet over all, 3 h. p Mlanus engine. Price
St
Tel.«82.
Cantaloupes
$75. J. P. SPAULDING, South Thomaston.
per can 30c
Shredded Cocoanut
package 12c
_ ___________________________________ 9-74
TO UtT—Furnished rooms for light ihouseeach 20c
keeping.
( all at 12 ELM ST
67-1f
FOR SALE—6-ronni house, small barn,
Pickled Limes
Salada Tea
5
Deviled Chicken
TO LET—A good size modem house with suitable Tor earaRe, nice lot, cellar.
space In good garage if desired, j Inquire minutes walk front M. C R R. station. Will
each 5c; 6 for 25c pkg 15c; 2 pkg. 25c Red Label, pkg. 43c
sell
at
bargain
for
quick
sale.
C.
F.
jar 20c
at 12 KNOX ST.
Tel. 578-W
67 tf
rRKHI'OTT, 12 Prescott St__________ 68*73
TO LET—Two furnished apartments at La
FOR SALE—Cabin motor boat 2514 ft long.
Losa. Grove street.
ERNEST C DAVIS, at
9 h o.
Formosa Oolong
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
67-tf 7 feet beam anti draws 2,4 feet.
2 in 1 Shoe Polish
4 lb. jars
Toilet Paper
Knox Xo. A-4803.
Can be seen near .1.
TO LET—My furnished house during July A Jameson Co 's Store.
68*73
Tea, lb. 35c
All
colors
Preserves
and August.
MRS. ELLA BIRD, 25 Maple
FOR SALE—8-room farm house In East
7 roils 25c
St.
Tel. 143-3.__________
66-71
3 lbs. $1.00
each
10c
each 90c
Warren
37 acres land, 15 aeres adapted to
TO LET—Furnished rooms—living room, blueberries; school nearby
K B. CLARK.
kitchen, abed, flush closet. Adults only.
barren
Tel. 191-21 Thomaston.
65*73
CAMDEN
STR
EET
.
Tel.
3351
Quart bottles
Matches
FOR SALE—A now Jewett eoack zrlth 4Franco-American
Kellogg’s Pep
TO LET—Furnished room with bath.
il wltccl hydraulic brakes and balloon tiros.
MASON re ST
6 boxes in carton Spaghetti, can 15c
This Is the latest Jewett production witli the
Syrup
Pkg. 15c
wonderful 55 It p. engine.
All hills are
the saute height lo this car on high.
81415
each 35c
each 40c
Used Cars
2 cans 25c
delivered
.1, T, GAY. Waldoboro.
64-lf
pkgs. 25c
FOR SALE—Oak dining set. table. 6 choirs,
FOR SALE—DODGE COUPE—This car I sideboard, china closet; also osteopathic ta
Cod Bite
bought new from Dyer’s Garage last October, ble; mahogany bureau, store sign
HURMolasses or Sugar
Cocdanut
Fig Bars
have used it about 6 months, run 3500 miles, rt>X TI TTLE BOOK CO._______
60-tf
a
little
beauty
and
a
dandy
car,
all
equipped.
3 pounds
Cookies
FOR SALE—Stanley House- Has 16 rooms,
Cookies
2 lbs.
Radiator shutter, motormeter, clock, step
plates, extra tire and tube.
Will discount - hath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
25c
lb.<20c
$350
This Is a real opportunty In a dosed improvements; one of tlie best locations In
• lb. 25c
25c
4car. F. H. THOMAS. Camden
72-74 tlie city; In first class condition throughout.
i
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J. 28 SPRING ST
Rockland, Me.
53-tf
FORD TOURING CAR; new top, new tires.
ALL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
In good running condition.
Plenty of power,
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood dellrered
easy on gas and oil.
Price $65
anywhere, also lumber.
T J. CARROLL.
Ford
ton truck; good shape; low price.
Thomsston, It. F. D
Tel. 263-21 Rocklind.
FREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
We have 2 Ford engines and other parts
______________________ 47-lf
cheap.
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; bot water feat,
FORD REPAIR SHOP, 151 Pleasant St .
CUT PRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS
Rockland, Me.
71-73 cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
FORD y2 TON TRUCK, new body, all in M G, GURNEY. 3 Park St.. Camden
37-tf
good shape, can buy at rtfht price; also
FOR SALE—My home at 24 Pleasant St.
Dodge 2590 lb. truck newly painted, stake
LIZZIE F HAHN_______ 62-if
body, extra long, looks like new.
Mechan All modern.
ically perfect.
CONSOLIDATED BAKING
FOR SALE—Residence or the late Capt
CO , Rockland.
See Mr. MacAlIister or Mr. Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights.
AB
Llttlehale.
ei if THUR L. ORNK, 417 Main St., Rockland.
*
____
______________________
A
_______
27-tf
tling Bunyan,” is the double feature Bunyan,” which tells of the Kid
IN SPORTING CIRCLES
FOR S^LE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
program for Friday and (Saturday. who became the human punching
bulbs, hardy llllles, floral sprays, pillows,
“New Toys” is built about the trials hag for preliminary bouts and was
Owen Carroll wound up his colwreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
and tribulations of married life in its a knockout, not because he always legiote baseball career at Worcester
PER ROLL
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
first trying two or three years. Tbe got knocked out, but becase he had a Saturday in a blaze of glory, reading
where In Knox County.
CLARK’S FLOWER
SLATE SURFACED $2. Per Roll
SHOP, 382 Main St. opposite Thorndike Hoyoung wife has scored in amateur funny boxing style peculiarly his Holy Cross a 6 to 1 victory over New
tel, Rockland
Tel. lflflfl-W
38-tf
theatricals and, when domesticity owi, has been transferred to the York University.
C. A RANSOM
He has won IS
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good
begins to pall a bit, she longs again screen.—adv.
527
Cencerd
Ave.,
CAMBRIDGE,
games in 51 starts and reports to the
cultivation, real money maker.
L. Fl
for the footlights. How she is cured
MASS, Dept. M.
69-130
CHASE. 45 Middle St.
Tel. 665-2
35-tl
Detroit club of the American League
forms the basis of a rollicking come
FOR SALE—House corner of Central anr^
Wednesday at New York.
“Doc"
A lot of people will he unhappy in
dy. The role is played by Mary May
Sts., Rockport.
F. A. PETER-;
Gautrcau. star second baseman of has taken part in 101 games and lias Mechanic
SON, Rockport
66*71]
(Mrs. Barthelmes.)
heaven when they find out they can t

a hard worker and had given himself
peanut Butter, lb.
25c '
no rest for several years. The pros-peanut Butter’ j,r ""ZZZ""’”Z 15c !
pect is that he will recover though he Pure Cider Vinegar, bottle .......... 12c i
is not so well at this writing.
• | Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon .......... 35c
AR-ftVT.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Morse of Chap- ; Olives plain or stuffed jar 15c, 25c, 30c j
leau, Ontario, Canada, are guests of Graham Flour, in bulk, 4 lbs......... 25c ,
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone for
Granulated Meal, 4 lbs................... 25c
a month.
Graham Flour, 5 lb. bag .............. 35c i
Ralph Cushing of Chicago is visit Shredded Cocoanut, 2 pkgs............. 25c I
ing his mother and brother.
Salada Tea, Red Label, *4 lb. pk<^. 45c Phone 105. Residence Phone 948-M. I
The Mystery Class of the M. E.
Sunday school, which gave a food
sale last Saturday at Mr. Seavey’s
CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
store, are planning to hold another
food sale at the same place the com
“Megunticook”
Mrs. Sarah Barlow of Camden was
ing Saturday, at the same hours, 11
The current issue of Megunticook,
a. m. to 5 p. m.
The purpose is to the guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
tbe Camden High School paper is
secure funds toward the expense of Price recently.
The Nitsumsosum Club was very largely devoted to the graduation
members of the class who desire to
attend thd Epworth League Institute pleasantly entertained Monday eve- essay*, in fact it is termed “the comat Bucksport, which will be in ses ning at the home of Mrs. Elsie mencement number." The publicasion next week ; a very laudable pur Munsey in the Robert block. Cam- tion was in tlie hands of the following editorial staff:
pose, as the institutes being held for den. Refreshments were served.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey have
Faculty Adviser, Mabelle A. Small;
young people afford splendid oppor
been spending a few days at their Editor-in-Chief,
Orman
Hopkins,
tunities for all-round development.
cottage at Northport.
'26: Assistant Editor, Frances AlexMrs. Edith Harriman and Mr. and under,
26;
Business
Manager,
EMPIRE THEATRE
Mrs. Chauncey Stinson, who have Robert Seliger, '26; Assistant Manabeen guests at Capt.G. W. Stinson's ger, Alvin Jagels, '28; Art Editor,
Tljp feature pictures at the Empire have returned to their home in Port- Natalie Regnier. '26; Assistant Art
lan()
Editor.
Katherine
Calder,
'26;
today are "Secrets of the Night" with
Mrs. Edith Carver and son Grover1 Alumni Editor. Ruth Young, '26;
James Kirkwood and "The Midnight
motored from Malden recently a»d Roys' Athletic Editor, Carlyle LeonGirl," featuring Lila Lee.
are guests at
Mrs.Gertrude Hav- ard, '27; Girls' Athletic Editor, Gene"The Ridin' Kid From Powder ener's
vieve Jones, '26; Exchange Editor,
River," “Universal-Hoot Gibson pro
Eugene St. Clair of Rockland and Natalie Regnier, '26.
duction coming to the Empire Fri Miss Mabel Jennie Daucett of RockClass Editors—Class of 1926, Doris
day and Saturday next, is a screen
port were married Sunday afternoon Heal, 26; Class of 1927, Charles
story hazed on one of the most ro ■it 4 o’clock at the Baptist parsonage Dwinal. '27: Class of 1928, Gianinna
mantic periods of the history of the
in Rockland by Rev. B. P. Browne. Arico. '28; Class of 1929, Pearl
far West, the days when the cattle
man was making a violent stand They were attended by Mr. and Mrs Dailey, '29.
against the so-called nester. The Alvin Small of Rockland. Mrs
PARK THEATRE
picture is one of thrilling adventure Small is a sister of the bride. They
AT HASKELL S
A _____
homespun
.___
comedy
______
romance
in which tlie famous Universal will reside in Rockland. Tlieir many
Ranch Riders have important parts, friends extend congratulations and ciever]y acted and skilfully diEdward Sedgwick directed and in i best wishes.
rected and with the added advantage
Tlie members of St. Paul's Lodge ()f a
jM (]ifferent, "Old Home
the supporting east are Tully Mar
shall. Gladys Hulette and Walter F. & A. M. are invited to attend the Week_ ■ Thomas Meiglian's latest
morning service next Saturday at
'aramount picture, now showing at
Long.—adv.
the Methodist church, St. John's tlie Park, is about as satisfying and
Day, and are requested to meet at eniP,.,(1|n|ng a photoplay as the curthe Masonic hall at 10 o'clock. All rent season lias produced. Here is a
sojourning Masons are also invited picture that portrays the sunny side
FEATHER MATTRESS
to attend.
of Main street and does it in such
Now is the time to have your
human and humorous fashion that
Feather beds made into P*»ther
the memory of it will linger long
ROCKVILLE
Mattresses: also renovate P.Hows,
Services will be held Sunday af- after other photoplays have been
and Hair Matatresses done over.
ternoon nt 2.30 standard in the forgotten. Fables. Comedy and News
lly> Holy Cross outfit will report to- played every inning of every gamp, a
All Work Satisfactory
church, conducted by the Christian will couiplele tlie program.
"Doc” long distance record in collegiate j TRUCKING, MOVING AND E
Raymond Leslie Goldman’?; Satur institute any reforms or pass any the Philadelphia Athletics.
A. F. IRELAND
Endeavor or tlie First Baptist church,, Richard Barthelmes
In
“New
anywhere. C. 0. HAR*’
Go' anywhere.
Me.
Tel. 25-5
lias played four years for Holy Cross, baseball
Rockland.
Toys,” and Wesley Barry in “Bat- day Evening Post story, “Battling laws.—Columbia Record.
ADEN. Tel. 150-M or 629-J.

ASH

AMD

MARKET

’

ROLL ROOFING $1

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
la addition to personal notea recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, ntusteals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................................... 771
—-re————
- Introducing n new summer feature,
i the house committee of the Country
Iclub is arranging to serve Sunday
j dinners for its members, the first one
I being announced for the coming Sun
day at 1.30 o’clock.
The menu will
include fruit cocktail, roast lamb,
mashed potatoes, green string beans,
tomato and cucumber salad, straw
berry pie and coffee.
lt will be a
favor to the committee if club members will make reservations In ad
vance.
x

Mrs. M. J. Phillips of Boston Is
visiting her sister. Miss Margaret
Murphy, North Main street.
Misses Marlon Brawn and Julia
Anderwon arrived home from Bates
College Tuesday, for the summer vaI cation.
Miss Esther Sanborn of
I Maplewood, a classmate of theirs,
came with them and is visiting Miss
1 Brawn.

Joseph Soffayer, chauffeur for Mrs.
I J. M. Baldrige, has arrived for the
| summer.
The City Club had a highly successI ful dinner and business meeting at
IWessaweskeag Inn last night, with 18
, at tabla.
Mrs. G. E. Edgett, wife of Rev. G.
IE. Edgett, a former pastor of Pratt
[Memorial M. E. church, is a guest of
| Mrs. A. P. St. Clair, Rockland street.

Mrs. L. Wilbur Measer and Miss
Frances Garcelon are at Miss Gar
celon's summer home at Ingraham
{ill.
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SECTION

BARGAIN BASEMENT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COATS
For Misses and Women
Sizes to 48

Summer Colors—Tan, Rose, Deer

GOING TO MARKET RIGHT AT THE TIME WHEN MANU

Price
$10.50, $12.75 to $18.50

Children’s Coatsz
' Ages 4, 5, 6 years

Price $4.00 and $5.00
*

FACTURERS ARE CLEARING SPRING AND SUMMER

With These
Extraordinary
Value s »
for YOU/

COATS HAS BROUGHT THIS

With These
Extraordinary
Va lue s,
for YOU'

SPECIAL MONEY SAVING

OPPORTUNITY TO THIS STORE FOR YOU.

New Shipment of Coats

/

JUST RECEIVED

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

GO ON SALE

ROCKLAND GRADUATION TONIGHT

The commencement exercises of Rockland High School will take place
Class 29 of the Methodist church In the auditorium of the new High School building on Lincoln street at 8
had a perfect day at Mrs. Lena St.
o’clock. The graduation this year will be unique In several respects; It
flair's Ash Point cottage yesterday, will be the first that has ever taken place In the High School building; it
[the occasion being a regular class
picnic.
There were 37 members in will be the first time that Rockland graduates have ever worn caps and
gowns; and lt will be the first ,time that the usual program of essays has
lhe Jolly group.
—* e—r-, been replaced by an address from an out of town speaker. Incidentally it
Charles C. Wotton underwent an is the largest class to graduate from old Rockland High, there being 81
Deration at Knox Hospital, recently,
students—42 boys and 39 girls.
i
5r a serious ear trouble. Instant re
The
honor
students
are;
Philip
W.
Rounds,
F^rbara
T. Wiggin. Marion
lief was furnished, and his condition

B. Marsh, Joanna G. Patterson, Eleanor Snow, Hilma E. Kiskila. Helen E.
Fifleld, Julius R. Fein, Sidney M. Bird, Mary K. Wasgatt. The complete
The class of 1906, R. H. S. is to hold membership of the class follows:
; a picnic at Donald Karl’s cottage,
(tc
I Megunticook I-ake tonight.
MemCLASS
OF 1925
} bers are asked to take a picnic lunch
I and to meet at the Postoffice at 5.30.
Raymond Perry
Boland Achom
Lura Harden
John
Andrews
Stanley
Hall
Jeanette
Philbrook
The Esten W. Porters of Brooklyn
Vesper Grover
Ruth Plummer
Farolyn Barrows
are to spend the most of the summer
at Patchogue, Long Island, N. Y.
Saul Polisner
Abbie Hanscom
Sheridan Bartlett
Julia Pollock
Donald Haskell
Cecil Benson
I
V. Chisholm and Mr. and Mrs. John
Carl Herrick
Mary Pratt
Sidney Bird
Chisholm have returned from a trip
James Hopkins
Herbert Prescott
Perley Brackett
to Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
Gladys Hunter
Sterling Putnam
Dorothy Breene
Miss Helen Perry is home from
Winola Richan
London Jackson
Seymour Cameron
Birmingham, Ala., for the summer
Marion Richardson
Wallace Kent
Hazel Chaples
vacation.
Hilma Kiskila
Fred Ripley
Jasper Chapin
Philip Rounds
EUzabeth Knight
Donald Crie
Mrs. B. R. Speer and daughter.
Miss Dorothy Speer of Brooklyn are
Leola Rowling
George Lewis
Nelson Crockett
guests of Mrs. Speer’s mother, Mrs.
Virginia Sargent
Sherman Lord
Edward Cross
Mary Mendell at “Shoreland,” Ingra
Carl Sewall
Lesste Lounder
Tinie Dorgan
ham Hill, for the summer. With the
Edith Long
William Sloane
Amber Elwell
arrival of Mrs. Mendell's mother, Mrs.
Marlon Marsh
Eleanor Snow
E. E. Annatoyne. from Grand Rapids.
Elmer Emery
Mich., the house has four femi
Matilda Snow
Ernest Maxey
Albert Fales
nine occupants—all first daughters—
Doris Smith
Horace Maxey
Helen Feeney
and representing four generations.
Clara Merrill
Chauncey Stuart
Abraham Fein
This. combination is seldom found
Helen Merry
Theodore Sylvester
Julius Fein
(under one roof.
Floyd Montgomery
Adelaide Trafton
Octavio Ferrero
I»uis J. Hary and family have
Dwight Mosher
Charles Tweedie
Helen Fifleld
moved to Camden, where they are oc
James Murphy
Barbara Wiggin
Evelyn
Graves
cupying the Bean house.
Mary Winchenbach
Arnold Nelson
Kenneth Green
Cornelius Doherty left this morn
Alma Nutt
Mary Wasgatt
Helen Gregorying for a fortnight’s visit with his
Joanna Patterson
Edith York
Doris Grover
son and daughter in New York. He
will be accompanied as far as Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence MacDougall
ton by Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Hast
Mrs. Mary Trask of Swan’s Island
ings.
who is In the city came to attend the of Roxbury, Mass., were in the city
graduation In Thomaston Inst night last week enroute for Boothbay Har
Mr. Mac
Hervey B. Allen of Portland spent of her sister, Miss Rebecoa Robertson. bor for two weeks’ stay.
Dougall Is a son of James Mac
yesterday in the city.
Miss Marlon Hall Weston, who Dougall, formerly of Rockland, who
Ruth, daughter of Frank S. Rhodes, graduated from Wheaton’ College at one time carried on a grocery busi
was recently operated upon at Knox Tuesday, is the daughter of Mrs. Eva ness corner Main and Winter streets,
Hospital for a mastoid of the ear. Hall Weston, who.e parents were
Wary, another daughter being mean Walter and Mary (Gregory) Hall and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sacker have
time seriously ill with pneumonia who formerly resided in this city, returned to their home in Providence.
-The condition of both children was Invitations to the commencement I accompanied by Mr. Sacker’s mother,
more favorable at last reports.
jOlrs. M. E. Sacker.
were received here.

FRIDAY, JUNE 19tli
LOT

(is now very favorable.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. True, Jr.
Miss Annie York of Monroe is the
Miss Dorothy Spear attended Com
-ho recently came from Poultney
guest of Mrs. H., B. Waltz, Broadway.
l’t.. to spend tlie summer, are attend mencement exercises at Colby College
ing commencement exercises at Bow- yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw of
loin this week.
,
J
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Armstrong, ac North Haven were recent visitors In
Mr. and Mrs. John McCauley of companied by their daughter lthan- the city.
altimore are guests for the summer dena, returned last night after at
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Moffitt of Dor
tending graduation exercises at Sim
of their daughter, Mrs. John II. Bru
mons College where their daughter chester are spending the week at the
baker, Broadway.
Moffitt homestead, 171 Broadway.
Grace graduated.
1
Robert Tweedie and Miss Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Cables, Jr;,
Tweedle are home ■-from their re
Mrs. Roger Wolcott of Hartford is
fcpectlve schools—Mt. Hermon and the guest of her parente, Mr. and attended the Camden High School
Colby.
Mrs. C. M- Richardson for. several Aluimni banquet at the Baptist
church, Camden, Tuesday evening.
weeks.
Rockland received a call yesterday
| .from Rev. and Mrs. John M. Ratcliff,
The members of the Methebesec
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Kaler enter
Who were on a motor camping tour, tained Monday evening in honor of Club are Invited to picnic Tuesday
Accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mrs. Benell Hysom of Waldoboro, with Mrs. Donald Karl at Megunti
Automobiles will leave
lillon and Mr. and Mrs. Willard whose marriage took plate the Sat cook lake.
Simonds of Beverly, Mass.
They urday evening previous.
The other the waiting station at 19.30 o’clock.
encamped on Waldo avenue, making guests were Mr. and Mrs. George
"
•
•Miss Frances Richardson has re
use of the camp-site which the for- Creamer, Carleton Weaver and Eliz
ner Rockland pastor aided in estab- abeth Newhall of North Waldoboro, turned from Bridgeport, Conn., where
JlishlKg.
The party is devoting
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hunt of South she was called hy the sudden illness
veek to Maine and will take Ip Ban- Warren and Irving Hoffses and Olin of Mrs. Grace Ham Bagley.
Igor and Bar Harbor as part of their Hoffses of South Waldoboro.
Re
i itinerary.
Mr. Ratcliff looked in freshments were served.
Waldo Kirkpatrick and Francis
Kirkpatrick are home from -Syracuse
(the pink of condition and it is of
Icourse proper to assfume that this is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight ar University for the summer.
Ipartly due to getting back into Maine rived yesterday from Washington. D.
Leroy Black and Percy Blaisdell
|ntmosphere.
c.| and will make a month’s stay at
are home from Kent’s Hill where
their £laremont street home.
both have heen very successful in an
Mrs. Rachel S. Browne was called
I to Springfield. Mass., this week by
Chester Merrill and family of Dor academic way and Blaisdell has won
#
the death of a relative.
chester, Mass., are guests of Mr. and state honors.
Mrs. Elmer C. Davis.
Miss Lucy Fuller is in Knox Hos
Mrs. Leonora Pitcher Waller and
O. A. Everbeck who have heen guests
Mr. and Mrs. Kellj- B. Crie and sons pital for a short time, following a
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Waltz, have Donald and Ernest motored to Wa sudden call yesterday morning for a
returned to their home in Wollaston terville yesterday to see Hiram Crie surgical operation.
graduate from Colby College.
The
Miss Gladys Young, who was a
Rear Admiral and Mrs. Albert S, day was Ideal and the exercises n\ost
Snow and MIsb Mabel E. Snow ar pleasing.
All the family group ts guest for a short time at her uncle’s.
Leonard Hall. Center street, returned
rived Tuesday from Brookline and are now at home.
today to her home at Matinicus. She
for a short time guests of Miss Ad
Miss Esther Stevenson, musical di
was enroute from a week's visit at
dle E. Snow' at the Pacific street
home.
In a few days they will re rector In the Norway public schools, Islesboro, following the closing of
Bridgton Academy, of which she ts
move to the Carlton F. Snow house on has arrived home for the summer.
a pupil.
Middle street—when Mayor Snow
Alderman Harry H. Hanscom en
Land family go to Treasure Point
An excellent example of practical
’-Farm—which they will occupy until tertained a party of 12 at his Crescent
fail.
The Brookline visitors were Beach cottage Monday In honor of community service work has just
met at the train on their arrival by his brother. Rev. George L. Hanktom been furnished by Amesbury Grange
a large group of relatives, headed by of Melbourne, Fla., who Is visiting In Massachusetts, where a mammoth
Mayor Snow, who with becoming him; and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Mc- flagpole wag erected and with two
courtesy proffered the Admiral head Nelley of Caribou, who have been beautiful flags was presented to the
recent guests of iMr. and Mrs. Ralph town, accompanied by Impressive
of his family the key to the city,
A picnic supper was dedication exercises in whreh the i
huge affair fashioned from tin and W. Hanscom.

LOT 2

LOT 3

*1L4-7i5

$'18-50

Formerly sold for $22.50

Formerly sold for $29.50

1

Formerly sold for $16.75

LOT

4

22? 5
Formerly sold for $35.00

ALL HIGHER PRII CEO COATS AJ ItBOlJT ONE-HAL F FORMER F’RICE
I

THIS SALE INCLUDES tfZERY COAT ON OUR RACKS, ALL THE NEWEST STYLES, IN ALL THE WANTED SHADES, AND

ALL THE LATEST MATERIALS, PLAIN AND FUR TRIMMED, SIZES 14 TO 52.

EVERY SALE FINAL—NO CHARGES-NO REFUNDS DURING THIS SALE

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY
346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

/

STBAND

MATINEE 2:15
EVG. 7:C0 ard 8:45

THE HOME OF THE ORGAN WITH THE^ HUMAN VOICES

TODAY

PRICE

“VANITY’S
—WITH—

A Special Drive This Week on

COUCH HAMMOCKS
FURNITURE COMPANY

L. MARCUS, Prop.
• 313-319 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

OAKLAND
PARK

delight.

Every minute a thrill.

Every thrill a

A romance of Kentucky turf.
"GO GETTER" No. 5

Hear Mr. O'Hara's Southern Melodies

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Betty Compson
— And—

Jack Holt

—With—

“EVE’S SECRET”
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45—DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

James Kirkwood
—Also—

THOMAS MEGHAN

“The Midnight Girl”
• •

—With—

TODAY

Lila Lee

Hoot Gibson

“OLD HOME WEEK”
FABLES

COMEDY

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

b “Riding Kid From
Powder River”
A photoplay for every woman and
child
—Also—
*

‘The Great Circus Mystery’
Chapter Six

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

“New Toys”
with MARY HAY •
Dick and Mrs. Dick too—in a comedy play to mal o a hit with you.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING, HEATING
TEL. 244-W

Many Granges In Canada are cele
brating their 50th anniversaries and
these events evidence the growing
influence of the organization in all
the communities where it exists
Most of the Canadian Granges are in

A picture j^u will cheer.

WINDSOR

TODAY
“SECRETS
OF THE NIGHT”

of Boston Playing

the most thrilling incidents imagin
able, and also possessing an unusu
ally beautiful love angle, the story
makes
perfect
screen
material
Waldemar Young, who wrote the
continuity for ‘‘The Great Divide.”
was the adapter of ‘‘The Dixie
Handicap.”
Mr. O’Hara will again interpret
The Dixie Handicap witli tlie Fa
mous Southern Melodies that went
over so big during its last showing
here.—adv.

HANDICAP”

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

Friday-Saturday

u
Vanity’s Price has a superb cast
headed by Anna Q. Nilsson, enacting
a brilliant and revealing story of a
woman's love of youth and the
things she will sacrifice to regain it
is today's showing at the Strand
Theatre.
Friday and Saturday Manager
Dondis is bringing back to the|
Strand, “The Dixie Handicap," Regi
nald Barker’s new production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, a screen ver
sion of a story called "Dixie” by
Gerald Beaumont that appeared in
the Bed Book Magazine.
It tells how the lost glory of an
aristocratic Southern family was
brought back by a horse and the

CLAIRE

EMPIRE

BERJ MYERS’ ORCHESTRA

STRAND THEATRE

DIXIE

—WITH—

•

TONIGHT
Dance Under the Thousand Mirrors with

“THE

KINOGRAMS

TEL. 745-J

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

NILSSON

COMEDY

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

We open for your selection a record-breaking array of handsome Couch Ham
mocks of every style and price

STONINGTON

Q.

ANNA

117tf

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

ADDED FEATURE

WesleY barry
“BATTLING

BUNYAN”

A story of a kid with fighting heart

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

Every-OtKer-Day
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WARREN ALUMNI

MEET

New Association Had Liively Opening Session—Mrs.
Lockie and Senator Walker the Speakers.
An event of unusual interest and i
enjoyment was the first annual meet
ing of the Warren High School Alum
ni Association, which was held at Ma
sonic hall Friday # evening.
This
gathering was the result of a meet
ing of those interested in forming
such an association that was called
by Principal Hazen H. Ayer in May.
Because of the seating capacity of
the hall tickets had to be limited to
100 and that number sat down to
the excellent banquet which was pro
vided by tlie ladies of the Eastern
Star.
The menu consisted of fruit
cocktail, cold ham, mashed potato,
patties with creamed peas, pickles,
rolls, cake, coffee and ice cream.
As much as the banquet was en
joyed, the real feast followed. The
president of the Association intro
duced Willis Vinal as toastmaster
who with a limitless fund of witty
stories kept all in the best of spirits
the entire evening.
The speakers
were: Ned Gutting, Rev. H. M. Purrington. Senator G. W. Walker, Prin
cipal Ayer and Rev. C. D. Paul. The
talks were interspersed with reading
by Mrs. Helen Wentworth, a violin
solo by Mrs. Margaret Spear, a vocal
solo by Miss Hilda Aspey and group
singing at the beginning and close
led by Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
The key
note of the speeches was the need of
a new high school building. Parke.
Spear of the class of 1925 announced
for his class that they wished to add
to the high school building fund the
sum of $25.
Those who perhaps most enjoyed
this meeting and gave all greater en
joyment because of their presence
were Mrs. Cora Watts McDonald of
the class of ’75, the first class to
graduate; and Mrs. Carrie Dunbar
Vaughan, Mrs. Ida Teague Libby,
Mrs. Mary Stevens Lockie. Mrs. Kate
Dunbar Anderson of Rockport, Mrs.
Frances Watts Stahl and Mrs. Lucy
Watts Weaver of Camden, of the
class of ,’76.
Except the graduating
class of this year this class of ’76
had the largest number present.
During the evening Mrs. Lockie was
persuaded to read her essay and val
edictory.
As she read Mrs. Lockie
frequently made witty comments,
much to the amusement of all.
A
part of her essay follows, note the ad
vice to the ban<^ to which Mrs. Lockie
especially called atttentlon.
War
ren was especially proud of her band
at that time and it furnished the mu
sic for the graduation exercises. W.
O. Fletcher, now of Kansas, was then
principal of the school.
Following
is the program of this class:

ously enlivened many of our socia'
gatherings, we express our thanks 1
\Ye will speak of the satisfaction we
feel, as we see you parade, in your
bright uniforms and hear your good
music. As you go to other places
we feel a pride in knowing we shall
hear no evil reports, from you, either
In morals or music. So we say.
Long live our Cornet Band ! and
when you one by one lay down your
loud toned pipes and go beyond the
river of death, may your fingers
clasp the golden harps of the Bet
ter Land.
Classmates, we have spent three
happy years in our schoolroom near
by, sowing, but are we assured that
all tlie seeds, have fallen in fruitful
soil? Have none fallen by the wayside, or on the barren rocks, or
among the thorns? Let us hope for
the best. We have climbed thus far
(he hill of knowledge. Whatever
mistakes we have made, in our
school life, let us earnestly strive in
our future years to so live and labor,
that we may come to tlie great har
vest, laden witli go'.den sheaves.

COMING TO OUR CITY

UPSON
Wc carry the fa

mous Upson Board
you see advertised
in the Saturday
Evening Post.
You’ll be surprised
at the beauty andeconomy of Upson—
ized ceilings.
Phone for prices and
information.
It’s now the acknowl

edged leader among
ivallboards.

Delegates To B. & P. W. Na
tional Convention Want
To Be Shown.
That Rockland and Eastern Maine
will be visited by many of the dele
gates from other states^to the Busi
ness and Professional Women’s Na
tional Convention, to be held in Port
land. July 13 to 18, is practically
certain, according to announcement
made by Maine Motor Coaches, Inc.,
which has been co-operating with
State B. & P. W. club President Flora
E. Weed, in planning motor coach
trips from Portland at the close of the
weeks’ convention.
Interest in seeing Eastern Maine.
Bar Harbor and points in Aroostook
county, and Moosehead Lake, was ex
pressed In a letter from Birmingham,
Alabama, last week and as a result
of this letter the coach company has
arranged to broadcast to every State
B. & P. W. president, a proposed
sightseeing service which consists of
three trips.
Trip number one would take the
B. & P. W. delegates down the coast
| route through Bath, Rockland and
Belfast and thence to Bar Harbor
for the lirst night’s stop.
The next
day would be spent in seeing points
of interest in Lafayette National
Park, rides about the island, and rei turn to Bangor, to Orono where the
University of Maine would he visited.
Stop the second night would he in
i Bangor.
The return trip to Port •
j land the third day would be made by
way of Waterville and Augusta,
where opportunity would he given to
visit the State House, to Lewiston,
thence to Poland Spring, Sabbathday
Lake and on to Portland.
Trip number two is four days in
length and would take the party to
Bar Harbor over the same route as
in trip number one.
The third day
would see the party on its way to
Moosehead I^ke. via Newport, Do
ver-Foxcroft and Guilford, arriving
at noon.
A ride to Ripogenus Dam
or a sail on the lake would occupy
the attention of the delegates during
the afternoon.
The fourth day
would see the return to Portland by
way of Newport, Waterville, Augus
ta, Lewiston and Poland Spring.
Trip number three is the Aroostook
trip and is five days in length. The
trip includes the Bar Harbor visit
returning to Bangor for the second
night’s stop.
On the third day, the
party would he on its way up the Pe
nobscot river to Lincoln, and from
there to Houlton for the night’s halt.
The fourth day would take the party
to Presque Isle and return to Bangor
from whence departure would he
made the morning of the fifth day, to
Portland via Waterville, Augusta and
Lewiston.
Over 2000 copies of the Pine Cont\
the official publication of the Maine
Business & Professional Women's
Clubs, will carry the invitation to vis
it Eastern Maine, to heads of state
‘ organizations, various state clubs and
national officials, and it is the hope of
Eastern Maine B. & P. W. members
that as a result. Eastern Maine will
be the playground for the delegates,
after convention hours.

Important Change
in Policy
OTUDEBAKER herewith announces the discontinuance of the custom of
presenting a new line of automobiles each year. Instead of bringing Stude»

baker Cars dramatically up-to-date once in twelve months, we shall keep them

up-to-date all of the time—with every improvement and refinement made avail
able by our great engineering and manufacturing resources. This policy not only

directly benefits present Studebaker owners, but it also enables purchasers of new

cars to obtain models that are always modern—without the necessity of waiting for

annual changes, and without the danger of their new cars becoming obsolete.
Senator Walker’s talk was espe
cially enjoyed and will be read *»llh
interest.
W. H. GLOVER CO
Mr. Walker’s address proved of in
J??&8®3?!s?fe5&^ACK of this new policy is an
shadow of doubt that Studebaker Cars are so
tense interest, being based on tlie
Rockland, Me.
early days of Warren history and ed
soundly engineered and manufactured and so
c
I
amazing
story
—
of
interest
to
ucation.
In part he said:
Among the first Preceptors who ,
eminently satisfactory in the hands of owners, that
>3, everyone who owns or expects
served Warren Academy, there Is one
drastic
annual changes are not required.
to own an automobile.
who deserves special mention, he ,
being Cyrus Eaton, author of the “An
f■
■ I U,
The dramatic success of the
Improvements and refinements will be made from
nals of Warren," Preceptor from 1X30
|
| >3, present line of Studebaker Cars
to 1843. Mr. Eaton was born in Fram- (
time to time. New features will be added. When
ingliam. Mass., in 1784 and came to ,
is one reason for this imP°r*
our engineering department (maintained at a cost
Maine In 1804, where he commenced ,
tant change. Month after month
his career as student, teacher, legis- ,
of more than half a million dollars a year) devises
lator and author.
He taught some Baptist church.
Jan. 25, 1877, the
we keep breaking records — sales keep piling up.
an improvement in any model, it will be made
10 years.
His teaching was rather Academy building was destroyed by
This year w’e will sell almost four times as many
-emarkable, as many of the branches fire
(
without regard to the calendar.
and in the same year, the present
taught were untirely unknown to him building
,
was erected by the trustees
automobiles
as
we
produced
in
the
big
boom
year
As in the past, we shall continue to pioneer vital
until called upon to teach them, and at
. a cost of $2,500.
,
thus he must pursue the branches
which followed the war.
That the affair was a success was
betterments
that have proved their merit through
while he taught. In this way he be- ,due to the co-operation and inter
Owners report endurance records, even beyond
came a tine linguist and scientist. est
,
practical use. Alert, aggressive, receptive to new
that was shown on every hand
He spoke French and German fluently ,and the unusual willingness of all to
our greatest expectations. Out in the rugged moun
ideas, resourceful in executing them, guided by
and read other languages.
He was help the officers In every way. It Is
five years representative to the Mas earnestly hoped that all who have
tain regions where Studebaker sells four times its
scientific research and spurred by imagination, the
sachusetts Legislature from Warren, ever attended the school may be
normal proportion of cars, owners talk about these
Studebaker organization proposes to build better
before Maine became an independent come members of the association.
state; a member of the convention to •The membership committee consists of
models in the most extravagant terms. In 1924
motor cars than ever before.
form a State that met in Portland in W. R. Vinal, chairman, Prin. Ayer,
the
Corporation
’
s
sale
of
repair
parts
dropped
Now you may buy a Studebaker on any day of
1819, and 13 years as town clerk.
and Mrs. Ludwig. The other officers
He was cut off from such public are: President, F. D. Rowe; vice
to $10 per car per year. Mechanical stamina
the
year with the confident assurance that the
service by an accident to one eye. president
j
W. E. Hahn; treasurer, Mrs.
under severe usage — remarkable performance
which in 1843 deprived him of sight Helen Wentworth; and secretary,
sturdy, thrifty, one-profit car you drive away will
entirely.
Thus for nearly 30 years Mrs. Bertha Ludwig.
under the most difficult travel conditions—these
Any of these
not be stigmatized by any act of ours as a “last
he lived in total darkness; yet this officers would be glad to take the
are the qualities for which Studebaker Cars have
fact seemed to give him no concern names of persons desiring to join.
year’s model.” Today, in even more generous
GRADUATION
or debar him from pursuit of manual Those who had the excellent banquet
long been noted.
Baptist Church. Friday. Dec. 22. I p. m.
measure than in the past, Studebaker Cars offer
By the aid of an in charge were Worthy Patron,
Music .................................................................. Band or literary labor.
Greeting Glee ......................................... School invalid daughter, Miss Kmilie Eaton, Worthy Matron of the Eastern Star,
the utmost value for the money.
Surely these significant facts prove beyond any
Oration- Life of a Nation—Salutatory ....
he kept up with sciences of the times Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons and the
............................................... Eddie E. Boggs
and
questions
of
the
day.
By
the
aid
following ladies: Mrs. Henry StarEssay—King Alfred of England .....................
....................................... Miss Eliza E. Swan of the same daughter he did work rett, chairman, Mrs. Harlow Brown,
Music.............................................................. Band which will always commend him to
THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Mrs. J. C. Mynsey, Mrs. E. E. Jame
Essay—England after the Norman Con
quest ........................... Miss Sadie E Hilt the people of Warren, and which son. Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. O. E.
Music ............................................................. Band brought him corresponding acquaint Starrett.
The waitresses were: Mrs.
Essay—Rolling Stones Gather no Moss ....
ance, at least, with many literary Simmons, Mrs. Dana Smith, and the
................................... Miss Nellie M. Jones
men of the age, among whom were Misses Ruth and Mary Jameson, Lil
Essay—Spanish Armada ...................................
others. lian Russell and Hilda Aspey.
............................. Miss Carrie A. Dunbar ! Longfellow, Whittier and
Music—Angel Darling...Miss M. M Stevens This work, called “The Annals of
Essay—Edmund fencer*.................................
YACHT CLUBS COMING
............................. Miss Florence E. Dudley Warren" a book of 437 pages, is writ
GRANGE CORNER
ten exceptionally well, and was the
Oration—Formation of Character .................
......................................... Wesley J. Jameson result of much work and patient la
The Eastern and Boston Will
Music.............................................................. Band
The State Grange of
Oregon
bor.
It was published In 1851. and
Essay—Power of Knowledge—History
mourns
the
death
of
Its
treasurer,
Visit Penobscot Bay Next
....................................... Miss Inez M
Spear about that time, he was favored by an
Essay—The English Language ...........
honorary degree of A. M. by Bowdoin who had served more than 30 years
................................. Miss Frances R
Month.
and
was
one
of
the
recognized
farm
Music—Village Bells ............................. School College, and was elected correspond
Essay—Life’s Ellins. Miss Katie M. Anderson ing member of Massachusetts and leaders of the state.
Music ...................................................................
Louis J. Taber, master of the Na
The organized fleets of the Eastern j
Wisconsin Historical Societies, and a
Misses Nellie M. Jones and Annie Goodrich
tional Grange, is on a 10,000-mile trip and Boston Yacht Clubs will visit )
resident
member
of
the
Maine
His

'Tft/i
Essay—North and South America Compared
torical Society.
The success of this through the Northwest and down the the western Penobscot in July, the
............................... Miss Annie H. Andrews
Essay—Choose for Yourself .........................
book. Induced him to undertake the Pacific Coast, covering many Grange former arriving in the bay on the
................................. Miss Mary H Lindley
THE SHOE INDUSTRY
compilatipn of “The Annals of Thom states and conferring with organiza morning of the 7th and the latteT on bor the fleet will disband, but some
ROPING WILL ROGERS
Essay—Flowers not Botanically Considered
Last the afternoon of the lStlf.
of the larger yachts will race back
aston” which was published 15 years tion leaders along the way.
......................................... Miss L. E. Ludwig
Massacl.aretts’ Loss, Due To Labor
Music ................................................................ Band later.
The Baste: n Yacht Club geet will to Marblehead.
Mr. Eaton died in Jan. 1875, in year National Master Taber covered
Essay—-Slavery
Slavery of Evil Habits ...................
Troubles Is Other States’ Gain.
nearly 15,000 miles on Grange busi come straight across from Marble
The Boston Yacht Club fleet will A Closeup of the Man Who
................................... Miss Alice E. Weaver his 91st year.
In the year 1605, Capt. George ness and will exceed that distance head. as it did two years ago, t'he i take a more leisurely jaunt, starting
Essay—Rizpah.............. Miss Sadie W Eaton
Entertains
Millions.
Maine and New Hampshire
are
Music—The Two Nests ... Miss C. A Dunbar Weymouth of England, crossed the this year.
smaller yachts starting at 8 a. m. and from a rendezvous at East Gloucester
Essay—Value of Words .......................................
New York and Pennsylvania con the larger boats at noon on the 6th on the morning of July 12, and runn
slowly piling up figures in the shoe
............................. Miss Venie S Lawrence Atlantic ostensibly In search of a
Clicking a typewriter in his dress- cal Guilt
In the tinue to report great activity in The finish of the run will be at Rock ing across to Cape Porpoise.. The
Oration—-Change and Progress H E. Vaughn northwest passage to China.
industry, due to the exodus of shoe
Four new land Breakwater and most of the following day there wiil be a race to ing room at the “Follies,’’ on Okla- prepared
Ess ay—Sowing and Reaping—Valedictory ..
month of May, Weymouth made Cape building Grange halls.
factories from Lynn nnd Haverhill,
................................. Miss Mary M. Stevens
halls were recently dedicated in the yachts will anchor for the night off Casco Bay, and on July 14 another homa cowpuncher, part Cherokee In- ance bj
Cod,
sailing
northerly
anchored
near
Address to Class ............................... Principal
Massachusetts, the department of
This long distance one to Boothbay.
On getting into dian, Is thet most effective journalists learning
Awarding of Diplomas..................... Committee an island which he named St. George, former state, with four more waiting; the tSamoset.
Class Song
labor announced after a survey of
the Indian name of which is Mon- while Pennsylvania has nearly as run has become a feature of the the Penobsco. the yachts will run up in America. Every week a hundred and end
Benediction
cruise of the Eastern Yacht Club to to Camden where it is expected a newspapers print his broadside of what c
hegan. Continuing he sailed among good a record.
the industry made at the request of
Mrs. Lockie’s valedictory is given the islands and anchored in a."goodly
The Farmers and Traders Life In the Maine coast and is greatly en dance will he given that night at the mingled fun and philosophy. Num- Chrlslmi
the labor board.
in part and forms an interesting com haven" now known as Georges Island surance company, which is conducted joyed. as it brings the yachts to the Camden Yacht Club.
Some of the beriess others reecho It in editorials nected w
While the moving of the big fac
parison with present day writers. Harbor.
in
association
with
the
Grange
or

yachts
.may
keep
on
to
Bar
Harbor,
beginning,
“
Will
Rogers
says.
”
and
chorus,
most
picturesque
part
of
the
coast
Here he went ashore and
tories from Massachusetts has added
Her subject was "Sowing and Reap with an armed party explored the ganization, shows an Increase of 100% eariy.
bands—t
In former years the yachts but the rest of the fleet will probably ending with “Will is dead right.”
11 the supremacy of Wisconsin and
ing.”
I first eaught him during a mati- night ai
were frequently fog bound at Port scatter or turn back.
islands and shores.
After a few In business this year over last.
and New York In this field the sur
An
entire
new
Grange
county
has
A
feature
of
the
Eastern
Yacht
nee.
I
remember
a
stage
entrance,
steak
bi
land
or
Boothbay
and
many
qf
the
Sowing and Reaping.
days they planted peas and barley
vey shows that New England is not
"A sower went out to sow his seed which in sixteen days grew to a just been organized in California, yachtsmen were inclined to turn back. Club cruise this year will be the a flight of stairs, an open door with a r
losing the industry, as only two of
presence
of
four
or
five
auxiliary
with
several
live
subordinates
and
a
Through
the
door
X
saw
not
only
York,
Ri
Wednesday,
July
8,
the
fleet
will
tlie 50 plants leaving Massachusetts,
nnd as he sowed some fell by the heighth of eight inches. This is the
Pomona organization, while a variety race in the bay, running down 'to schooners built at Thomaston. Dama Rogers but Mrs. Rogers, who had and pair
wayside and was trodden down and first attempt at cultivation made by
went out of New England.
riscotta,
Wiscasset
and
East
Boothof
Grange
activities
are
being
under

Two
Bush
and
then
back
to
a
finish
dropped
In
by
chance.
You
w
ill
find
an
tlie fowls of tlie air devoured it and the whites in this vicinity, and the
Both Maine and New Hampshire
taken
on
an
extensive
scale.
bay.
Among
them
will
be
John
G.
seldom
meet
a
lovelier
woman
or
a
Roger:
off
Mark
Island
and
an
anchorage
some fell upon a rock and as soon as second in the State. On the 10th of
have profited by the removnl of fac
Alden
’
s
Malabar
VI,
R.
H.
Metcalf
’
s
Several
Granges
in
Illinois
suffered
that
night
at
Gilkey's.
It
is
expected
more
youthful-looking
mother
oi
things,
tories to those states. Maine having
it was sprung up it withered away, June. Weymouth left Georges Island
from the recent windstorm and other that Mine Host Smith of Islesboro Inn Sachem II and C. D. Mallory's Mystic. three children.
In her charming ner, as i
because it lacked moisture and some Harbor and sailed up a before un
the edge in latest figures due to the
The
big
power
boat
Wasaka
ill,
subordinates
throughout
the
state
are
will
give
a
dance
for
the
yachtsmen
presence
he
is
not
the
Rogers
of
the
got,
and
fell among thorns and the thorns discovered river, at the bend In the
recent move of one large plant from
owned
by
Commodore
John
J.
Martin,
lending
a
hand
to
help
their
fellow
and
the
islanders
that
evening.
grin,
the
prankish
eyes,
the
lariat
j
get
thin
Weymouth
Lynn. Mass., to Augusta, Me.
sprang up with it and choked it and river they anchored.
members in distress.
Thursday, July 9, the yachts will will lead the Bo^on Yacht Club fleet and the gun. He welcomes callers example
Continued labor troubles in the
Olliers fell on good ground and it with several of ’his men went ashore
ns
usual.
Pomona
Grange*
in
Pennsylvania
again
race
down
to
Two
Bush
and
with
a
tine
dignity
and
only
his
.
where
I
shoe cities of Massachusetts are
sprang up and bare fruit a hundred and explored for several miles up are uniting with the county farm bu
then
back
to
the
entrance
of
the
carelessness
of
the
King's
English
does
no
Having erected a cross at a
rapidly sapping the strength of that
fold.” Thus spake the Saviour more ward.
reaus in purchasing moving picture
revives the impression you got ot typewrit
state’s greatest industry, according
than two thousand years ago and point in their route, they returned to machines, which will be used for edu Thoroughfare, running into. North
Haven
early
in
the
afternoon,
where
him
across
the
footlights.
1
but
his.
tc the department of labor. While
the sowing of the present time is a their ship Arch-angel and their ren cational and demonstration work
Noticing
the
typewriter,
I
spoke
of
j
Neith<
It
is
expected
the
annual
rowing
races
: Massachusetts still holds t,he lead 14
true representation of the picture dezvous on Georges Island. The set among the farmers.
will
be
held
off
the
flagship.
his
newspaper
success.
He
is
very
theory
’
ting up of a cross was something
the shoe industry. New York is be
drawn.
More Grange exhibits are to be
Instead of keeping on to Swan's
happy about It, but wonders why that do'
hind by only 14,000,000 pair of shoes.
Good seed sown in fertile soil al never omitted by a Christian discov made at state, county and local fairs
Island and Ear Harbor the fleet for
there are skeptics stupid enough to where I
ways bears its like and good deeds erer.
ask. “Will, who writes your ^tuff?” 1 supposeWeymouth named this river the this fall than in any previous two the first time In history will turn
Just as surely bears a harvest o
years
before,
and
liberal
awards
of
back from North Haven and on Fri
He takes that ns an affront—not to much,
happiness at some time. Youth is Saint Georges in compliment to him prize money will be awarded.
day. July ltl will race to Boothbay,
himself personally, but to actors in have a
Read them in the
-lie springtime of life. It is the time self and to his patron saint.
finishing
off
the
Cuckolds
and
aiiNew
Hampshire
will
stage
one
of
, general. He seems hardly to think can’t se'
In the year 1736, the town of War
that sowing begins, but the full
the biggest Grange events in its his 1 choring that night In Boothbay Har
of himself at all. He thinks of other fellow.”
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
harvest is never reaped, until time ren was settled by 47 persons, mostly tory, on July 23rd, when a tri-state bor.
. people. He will run down-stairs any i gag I t
Boston Daily and
A lot of land was
Thu Famous Sheet Muslo you sot adver
shall cease and the Reaper Death Scotch-Irish.
gathering
will
he
held
at
Portsmouth,
; Saturday, July 11, the yachts will
time to be photographed with some' No mat
tised in all the leadUd maiazlnes.
with his sharpened sickle has gath granted to each settler together with with the Chamber of Commerce and again head to the westward racing
Ovtr 220 aeleetlono—send for
midget of a chorus girl. Just because it, it mi
.
three
lots
for
public
use.
I
understand
Sunday
Globe
ered into the great Garner the
catalogue.
other civic organizations combining from the Cuckolds to Witch Rock
i that helps the girl. Not long ago he; truth.”—
countless multitude of earth. Our that these were for the church, school to make the day memorable.
MAINE
MUSIC CO., Rockland, Mu.
| After getting into Peak's Island harreceived a fee of twelve hundred body's J
j
and
minister.
The
incorporation
of
sowing benelits not only ourselves
but others, with whom we associate. tlie town of Warren occurred Nov.
One flash of Pilgrim light, one crown 7, 1776. and named in honor of Dr.
of glory, is that of education, be Joseph Warren, who had the preceedqueathed by Pilgrim descendents di. Ing year fallen at tlie battle of Bunker
rectly to us. through you our friendsI Hill.
In 17X3 at the March meeting, the
and kindred, do we have the privi
lege of passing through our course, town voted to have a town school, it
and showing our prbductions of toilI is the first provision the town had
The per
—
l REMINDED THEN) j
WELL SHERIFF YOU
and study. To you we would ex made for a public school.
YOU MUST HAVE MADE
press our gratitude, for,the interest son employed as teacher was John
HQW DIO YOU | THAT MY BROTHER
HOW
DID
YOU
DO
fegf
t
just
FACED
A
dispersed
the
t-yoe
you have taken tn our school andI O'Brien a native of Ireland. He was
THEM BELIEVE YOU
DO THAT Jl
WAS THE
<
THAT ANO SINQLE^THEM WITH A
x
did YOl),
x
tiiat you are here, to participate, ini an elegant penman and good account
ant, but somewhat severe in the man
these closing exercises.
MEANT TO SHOOT JHANDED, TOO. Z^38 IN EACH HAND
undertaken
and
iam
ine only
To the band, who has so gener agement of his scholars.
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